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ENCULTURATION
ENCU LTURAT ION AND
VISUAL
VI SUA L ARTS CURRICULUM
Jo hnson
Nancy R. Johnson

An overview
overv i ew of some theoretical viewpoints on enculturation;s
encu ltura t ion;s presented.
presented .
These viewpoints
vi ewpo i nts are relevant to the deve
development
l opment of the visual arts curricu
curr iculum
l um..
The perspective presented;s
presented is a critical one that calls
cal l s for an
an examin
examinat
at io
ionn of
the cultural constructs iinn which aarrtt education ;s embedded.
instincts, this
t his i s no t the case for
humans. Humans rely heavily on
on the
accumulated
accumu l ated
learnings
of
others
encoded as cu ltu
l ture.
re.
In other
words.
Barrett
words, as
Barre tt
s, the degree of depen( 1984) state
states,
on
dence that human beings have
lear
l earned
ned traditio ns is enormous when
compared to the re l ati
ative
ve lack of
dependence on
learned or
shared
kitten
traditions by an ima ls.
A ki
tten or
puppy ta
taken
ken away from others of its
kind will grow up
up into a cat or dog
who behaves typica lly like most other
cats and dogs. This ;iss not the case
beings..
Barrett ((1984)
1984 )
with human beings
notes that there are a few wel l documented cases of children who were
deprivved
ed of interact
in teract io
i onn with peers
depri
and other ad
aduults,
l ts , and neglected
neglec te d by
their pa
parents.
r ents.
This is a
sma ll
l1
evidence, but it do es show
amount of evidence.
that these
t hese children di
didd not grow
gr ow up
behaving like typical
typ i cal adult human
beings. Cu lt
lture,
ure , then, appears to be
very necessary to human beings .
anthropologist,
lo gi st. Clifford
For the anthropo
1973),
Geertz ( 1973
), culture:
l ly transmit denotes an historica lly
ed pattern of mean i ngs embodied
i n symbols.
symbols, a system of inherited
conceptions expressed in symbo lic
li c
forms by means of which men comperpetuate, and deve
develop
l op
their
knowl edge
es to
knowled
ge about and attitud
attitudes
to-ward 1life
ife (p. 89).
Barrett (1984)
(1984) defines culture
"as the body of le
l earned
arned beliefs.
beliefs, traditions, and
an d guides for
be hav ior
ditions.
behavior
that are shared among m
members
embers of any
human society" (p
(p.. 54)
54 ) . Returning to
thee meaning of enculturat
th
encult ura tio
i on,
n, we can
. now say that it is the
t he process of

Teaching and learning about art
iinn schools i s a social
socia l act.
It
involves
taxpayers,
l egislators,
administrators in state departments
of education, and school boards whose
decisions l egitimate the presence of
bui
l dings,
teac hers,
school
buildings,
teachers,
and
curriculum materials.
It
also
involves the creation and organizaknow l edge by artists
artists,, art
t i on of art knowl
histor i ans, art cr i tics, aesthet;
historians,
aestheti cians, art educators,
educato rs, art teachers,
and gallery
ga 11 ery owners.
owners .
Further,
Further.
it
involves the handiwork and thou ght of
countless individuals
indiv i duals throughout time
who helped to fash
fashion
ion the
t he concept of
educat ion and the language
public art education
by wh i ch it can be talked about .
In
the arena of the art room.
r oom, children
chi l dren
formall y encounter the
coll
co
l lecti
ective
ve
mi nd and actions of society regarding
art through interaction with
with the art
teacher.
In view of this,
th i s, teaching and
making
learning about art and even making
art are not as personal or as subjective as we might think.
They are
very m
much
uch a part of the on -going
- goi ng
social drama known as enculturation.
What
Wh a t
;
;5
s
Enculturat;
i o n?
To ful l y understand th
thee term
encu l turation, it ;s
is useful to first
examine th e
concept of
cu l ture.
Anthropologists often view culture as
a mental template or blueprint by
which life
li fe is to be conducted.
conducted . Human
beings need cu ltu
l turree because their
the i r
genet ic endowment does not provide a
genetic
complete program for coping with tthe
he
totality of experience
exp erience that can be
had i n the world.
Wher
Whereas
eas anima
animals
ls
operate almost
a lmost exclusively
exc l usively on their
th e ir
4

a cultural system is dependent upon
culturall transmission which "i nvolves
cultura
teaching and l ea
earrning
ning ways of behaving properly and according to expectation" (p. 29). Cultural transmission takes place throughout life and
varies according to different cultures who develop unique plans for
living.
livin
g.
The
cultural
message,
however, may not be transmitted in
the same way to all cultural members.
Differences can occur in how the
message is sent and received in rich
or poor families, among the first-born or last-born, and among sons
and daughters. Beals
Beal s also allows for
differences in
;n people through the
exercise
of
preferences
amidst
selected
alternatives.
The
end
result of the transmission process on
the growing child is recruitment into
the cultural system maintained by
adults. The child
chi l d as adult in turn
transmits the cultural message to the
next generation.
Berger and Luckman
on S o c ; a l ; z a t ; o n
For Berger and Luckman (1966),
the process of becoming a knowledgeable participant in the
on-going
activities
of
society
requires
socialization.
SocialiZation
Socialization
inzation
volves the internali zati
on of meanings expressed by significant others
during shared events.
events . An important
part of this process is language.
Language categorizes and anonymizes
experience. It contains recipes for
action built up by others
which
socia l
Berger and Luckman call the social
stock of knowledge . As individuals
learn to speak, they
t hey also acquire
preconceived ways of thinking about
experience that
are
encoded
in
language. Berger and Luckman view
the social world as a constructed
edifice collectively manufactured by
human beings. This world appears as
an objective reality to each individ
individ-ual.
In
a dialectical
fashion,
fashion
individuals can act back upon the
th~
social world as well
we ll as having it act
upon them.
Individuals are
not
passive recipients of social

learning the meanings, symbols, and
traditions that enable one to appear
as a typica
typicall adult in a given society.

How Does
Enculturat;on
Take Place?
Barrett

(19B4) ,
(19B4),

Beals

(1979),

and Berger Luckman (1966) all provide
thorough accounts of how enculturation occurs . They each use different
terms, however.
Barrett speaks of
enculturation, Beals
of
cultural
transmission, and Berger and Luckman
of social ization.
i zat ion. Nevertheless, the
three accounts permit a broad understanding of how the young become
participants of
the society
and
culture into which they are born
born..
B a r r e t t on
Enculturat;on
According to
Barrett
(1984)
"humans live in a world of symbo ls
and conventional understandings" (p ...
54)
observation '
~4! that
th~t are acquired by observation,
.
. . .instruction.
lmltatlon,, and lnstruction.
lmltatl0n
At birth
babies are the recipients of cultural
and familial
fami l ial practices developed over
many generations. As children grow,
they become
habituated to
these
practices, and assimilate them as a
part of their own behavior.
An
encu l turated individ ual knows
enculturated
the
general cultural program for appropriate behavior in society.
This
program is interpreted and acted upon
in different ways by individuals.
individual s.
There may be a great deal of leeway
or a variety of alternatives available in the
appl ication of
the
program to speC1T1C
speClrlC events.
Thus,
within a culture, there is room for
manipulation and
some degree
of
fr
freedom
eedom .
Beals on C u l t u r a l
Transm;ss;on
Beals
Bea l s (1979) states that human
socia l systems differ ' from animal
social
social systems in that they possess
cultural
cu ltural traditions or plans
for
l iv~ng..
liv~ng
Cultural
traditions,
an
envl
a nVl ronment,
members,
materi
mater; al
culture, and a set of processes form
Th e operation of
a cultural system. The
5

sense, is a process continually under
development, since the course of any
teacher
actions
is
sequence of
inevitably varied and only partially
charted in advance" (p. 183).
The V;sual
Visual Arts
Curr;culum
Curriculum
Art educatio
educationn ;s
is very much a
part of the process of enculturation.
Through art
teachers,
curriculum
guides, art
textbooks,
and
art
materials,
ma teria ls, many historically rooted
ideas about art come to be known by
the young.
They most likely will
come to know about the el
elements
ements and
principles of design, that art is
creative, and that the best way to
know about art is by making something.. These concepts are part of
thing
the cultural traditions and stock of
knowledge espoused by art teachers.
They are familiar taken-for-granted
taken-far-granted
ideas that we have examined very
lit
little.
t le. if at all.
al l . Because we have
been in a crisis situation for some
time regarding our presence in the
schools, it seems to me that it is
appropriate to examine and reflect
upon the concepts that we transmit
through our l essons and classroom
activities at the elementary
and
teacher
secondary levels,
l eve ls, and in
education.
Let
us
examine
our
practice and
engage in
cultural
analysis to see if we have a need to
rethink and revise the messages that
we share about art in the classroom.
Questions that might be raised during
ana lys is are:
What is
a cultural analysis
actually taught in
art and
art
education classes? Where have these
concepts come from?
Why do
we
transmit them?
Are they of value?
00
Do they enhance student understanding
und erstanding
in the visual arts? How are they
understood?
Cultural analysis of our art
ideas and practices in art education
can contribute to the development of
theory and practice in the study of
culture. Wuthnow, Hunter, Bergesen,
and K
Kur
urzwe
zwe 11 (1984) note that many
contemporary
thinkers
"perceive
significant problems in modern

and cultural directives.
They can
disobey them, negotiate them, and
half-heartedly carry them out.
The
directives can also be reformulated.
Thus, the process of socialization is
not totally deterministic .
Enculturat;
i o n and
the Curr;culum
Curriculum
From the
summaries
of
how
enculturation, cultural transmission,
and socialization take place, it is
possible
possib
l e to view schooling
schoo ling as a major
agency for shaping the young into
adequate performers of the cultural
traditions. Of consequence, within
t he school, are the teacher and the
the
curriculum. Teachers are certified
professional informers.
They
are
sanctioned by society to
explain
aspects of the
social world
to
children and they are required to
undergo professional
socialization
wherein they pass through the ritual
of student teaching and receive their
certification. As official represen
represen-tatives of society, their major task
is to ensure that students
have
internalized selected parts of the
social stock of knowledge that have
been approved by schoo
schooll boards, state
departments of education, and text book
companies.
compan i es.
This
Th; s
selected
se 1ected
knowledge is then presented, inter preted, and mediated by the teacher.
The documentation of the knowledge
and the instructional process for
sharing it make up the curriculum.
Beauchamp (1983), a curriculum
specialist, supports this view.
He
states that:
"A curriculum is an
expression of the choice of content
selected
se l ected from our total
cultural
content ....
. ... curriculum pl
planning
anning is a
process of selecting and organlzlng
culture content for transmission to
students by the school II (p.
(po 92).
Connelly and Dienes (1982), who
are also
curriculum
specialists
likewise note that:
"The action~
teachers perform before, duri
during,
n9, and
fo ll
l lowing
owing instruction are undertaken
undertak en
in the interests of students and, as
such, are
appropriately seen
as
curricular. Curriculum, in this
6
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SOCIAL
ART

PURPOS E S OF
EDUCATION

Robert J . Saunders
In very broad terms, I wi
wtsh
sh to address the social purposes of art and art
education
educati
on in an historical context,
context , assuming that art education's purposes
extend to some extent from those of art. I will
wi l l discuss these social
socia l purposes
in the framework of major historical divisions: the tribal society, the
agricultural
agricu l tural community, industrial civilization, and the future
f uture sc i entific
pl anetary community, or new age.
planetary

or copying the techniques and rituals
and by memorizing
memorlz1ng the chants
cha nts and
procedures .
The agricu ltural
l tural community began
with the Neolithic Age and continues
from the ancient world, and the great
ages
Classical, Roman, Medieval,
and Renaissance - to the Reformation.
Reformat i on.
In the early stages of agricultura
agricu l tura l
societies a division of labor
l abor between
the artist and shaman developed
deve l oped . The
artist was reduced to an
an artisan and
the shaman elevated to high priest .
The artisan painted on the tomb wa ll
l lss
and carved the scriptures, while the
craftsman made utilitarian objects.
Women, who had done the weaving
weavi ng and
pottery ;n
in the early triba l society.
society,
continued to do so for the home, but
the man made them for the market
place.
Art in
;n ancient Egypt had
metaphysical purposes, depicting the
lives of the pharaohs on tomb walls,
wa l ls,
or effigies on monuments . In Crete,
the craftsman making idols
ido l s to sell
sel l in
the market place disregarded
the
magic ritua l.
l.
The purpose became
industrial and commercial.
commercia l .
During
the Christian area, from the Byzan tine to the Renaissance,
Rena i ssance, the purposes
of art were religious instruct
instruction
i on of
the ill
i l l iterate
masses,
and
the
glorification of the church.
The ancient Greeks, in distin guishing between the liberal
libera l arts and
the servile arts, identified
the
artist with the liberal
libera l arts - the
intellectual , poet, dramatist , and
intellectual,
musician.
mus i cian. The art
artisan
i san was associ
associ-ated with the servile arts,
arts ,
the
manual arts, and was considered one

Art education;s
education ; s one side of a
triad in which
wh ic h art and education make
up
up the other two sides. All three
are human enterprises with socia l
origins which change as society's
need for them changes.
changes . Within this
triad art education has, more often
than not
not,, responded primarily to the
social purposes of education which
have been more economic, ethical,
moral,
moral , political, and religious than
aesthetic and spiritual.
Throughout most of art history,
since the cave painters, art instruc tion has been a form of apprenticeapprentice ship, a one to one experience between
a master and an apprentice.
The
structure we today recognize as art
education is rea ll
l lyy a product of
industrial
civilization.
Arnold
H
Hau
auser
ser , in the Social History of Art
(1951)
(1951 ) repeatedly makes it clear that
art sty l es change in response to the
purposes that societies have for art.
Accordingly, the position of
the
artist and the art teacher in society
also
a l so reflects those changes.
In the tribal communities, the
major purposes of art were magic and
divination or prophes y , and in some
triba l societies narrative history of
tribal
t he cl an or tribe.
the
In magic and
divinat
divination
i on the tec hniqu
hniques
es of making
art were ritualized
ritua l ized to create the
magic. The artist and shaman were
one.
The
shaman-artist
shaman - artist
taught
his/her initiate
the skil
ski lllss
and
ritua l s of image-making,
rituals
image - making, tthe
he historic
traditions of t heir cl an, and their
importance to the clan
cl an community
community..
The apprentice learned
l earned by imitating,
8

who used his hands rather that his
head.
This distinction
di stinction
contlnu@s
through the Renais
Renaissance,
sance, and Is st ill
ill
with us in many
~any w~ys.
The artisans'
a rtisans'
trades carried
carrl@d forth th
t hee apprentice~pprentice 
ship training system. ~hen Leonardo,
R~ph~ e l
R~pha
and Michelangelo
achievQd
achi evQd
status as artist
artists,
s , because of their
th e ir
genius, methods
ethod s of ins
instruction
t ruction also
changed. At that
th at tlm@, It deve loped
ha t paint~rs
pa inters and sculptors
wer e
were
tthat
taught
ta
u;ht in
In academies
~cademies of design .
The
n Q
masters
mast~rs had studios with many appren tices assisting
a ~sisting
in their
th eir work
wo rk and
studying classica
c1ass\c~1l
dQslgn.
deSign.
Formal
princip le
less of design were
wer e
established, and discipline
discipliness rrelated
el at ed to
st
le were al
also
so changing tthe
he co nt
ntent
ent
s tyyle
of art iInstruction.
nstruction.
I t has been
freQuently no
noted
t ed that
t hat Rubens' studio
was li ke a factory
f act ory of apprentices
working on hiS commissions.
8Qglnnlng
8e;
lnnln g with t he Reformation
plriod, the
period,
development
dey
elooment
of
the
industrial
industri
al
civili
ci vilization
za tion
set
tthe
he
f ramework for art education as we
know it today .
k.now
For thh struc tture,
ur e,
we need a middl
mi ddl e class,
class , and lei
l ei sure
level of society
time that reaches a leyel
other than the ru l ers and aristoc
aristocra
r a-l ong been
cy. The aristocracy had long
the patrons of the erts
arts and its chief
Chief
co llec
ll~c tors.
For
one thing
t his
patr onage meant that the
patronage
th~ art
~rtist
ist was
freed of tthe
he ttyr
yranny
~nn y of
tthe
he wal l .
S/he could pain
paintt or carve in
i n his/her
studio
stUdio and carry
c~rry
the work
wo r k ttoo its
place of installation. The Protestantt antipathy f or religious art and
tan
i dols ooened
o~en e d
tthe
he range of subjec t
matter to
la
landsc~pes,
ndscapes,
portrai t s,
still li
lifes,
f es, genre,
gHnre, and with tthe
he
bl eSSing
e ssin~
of John Calvin,
history
histo
ry
pa in ting. Possess ing
in g works of art
gave merchants
merch~nt5 and businessm
bU5inessmen
en SOCial
social
status.
5tatus. This gave art an entirely
new purpose. The
Th e ?rotestant
Protestant art
ar t i sts
and ~usinessmen
businessmen crea
cre~ t ed the
their
ir own
ma
mar~at,
r Ket, ratner than
th an depending
dependin~ entireentire ly upon th
thee aristocracy
ar is tocracy and
the
th@
church. The fHud.l
feudal institu
institution
t ion of
churCh.
religion evolve
evo lved
d into
in to t he industrial
institution
inst
i t ution of education.
Re l ig
i~ ious
mora l ism, an d re
rQ aa,lsm
,lsm of th
thee

,

industrial ciyl
civi li zation r ep llac
aced
e~
t he
scho las t iCism and humanis~
scholastiCism
h umani s~ of
the
Middle Ages
Age~ and Renaissance.
Education was installed into the homes
home~
of
the uoper
upper and lQisu
IQlsure
re
classes
with
wi
t h tutors, and governesses
for
children, Orphans and children
young children.
ch ildr en
of
Of the wor
workKing
ing clas5
cl ass were
were taught in
public institu t ions,
ions ,
if at
a ll .
Society
Soci ety pr
prescribed
escribed thQ
th@ type of art
that w
woould
uld be taught
taught,, according to
thQ soc
the
soci~l
ial class
cl ass and the se
sexx of the
thQ
child,
Child, and dictated
dic tated the limitations
limi tations
of its
i ts use.
80ys
Boys in the UPPQr
upp@r midd le
l e class
were taugh
taughtt lettering, drawing, and
perspect ive
perspecti
ve as practical sk ill s for
ma
~aking
king diagr~~s,
dlagra~s,
illustrating
de scr i ptions when
scriptions
words
were
not
enough,, desi~ning
enough
des igning their own houses,
and reading
r eading pl ans for
machinery.
Girls
rls
were
w@re
taught
watercolors,
Gi
dr awing, embroidery, and playing tthe
drawing,
he
pl~noforte
an~
singing
the sopianoforte and
-called female
fe~a le accomp l \sh~ents
ish~ents for
the purpose of ga
g~ ining
lning
a suitabl
suitab l e
husband in
t he marriage
market.
rr.arket.
Neither young gentl
gentlemen
emen nor young
ladies were encouraged to take
tak e the i r
art m.kins
m~kins seriousl
serious lyy enough to become
artists or pr
professional
ofessiona lss.. The arti't
art is t
was
w~s st il l considered a membe r of
t he
wor~;ng class who could not
wor~ing
no t make a
sui t able llYing.
suitable
living.
Children of the
work
work. ing
in g cl ass wer e taught geometrical
drawing,
dr awing , ~rlntmakin9
printma ki ~g ,
and etchin9,
etChing,
whi cn
cn coul d
skills whl
be used
ffor
or
i ndustria
ndu,tria l emp loyment.
l oyment.
Al
Al though the
North
American
colonies WQre
th e
were founded during
ear ly stagHs
early
stages
of
the
Industr ial
Industrial
Re~o lution,
th ey were agricu l t ural
communities. The agrarian
a~rarian Pro t estant
work eth ic was s t rong, and the artist
art i st
was considered an artlnn
artisan .
Several
Se~eral
generatt iions
genera
ons passed befo r e the stanupp~r mi ddle class
instrucdards of upper
ttion
ion in
In Amer ica reached those Europede5cribed above,
abo~e, but the
an standard,
s tandard ! described
th e
dly
div isio ns between midd
middle
l e class and
~nd
working
work
ing cl ass purposes for drawing
rern.Jined much the sa,,,e.
same.
Art in,truction
instruction had
definite
de f ini t e
purposes. Geometrical
Geometr i cal drawing and

linear perspective, when taught in
the common schools prepared students
for factory employment
employment..
This was
established by the Industrial Drawing
Act of 1870 in Massachusetts.
But.
But,
iinn th~ private schools of the Trangeometrii ca 1 drawi ng
scendenta 1 i sts, geometr
taught the Pathagorean philosophy of
the divine order of nature and the
universe
un
iverse . It was a form of moral
schoo ls,
education. In the private schools,
children learned
picture
making,
often through copywork; but in the
public schools, it was discouraged.
Horace Mann promoted drawing because
it improved penmanship.
introduced
Art
Appreci ati on,
into Yale and Harvard in the 1850's,
gentle was more to insure that young gentlemen taking the grand tour would know
which works of art to purchase and
which to avoid than for increasing
their depth of sensibility
sensibility..
Art
appreciation for women was for moral
uplift, and it was this aspect which
was carried to the Art Study Units of
the 1880's to the 1920's.
When we look at the whole long
history of art, the aesthetic movement of the 1860's and the art for
art's sake movement at the turn of
the century are late arrivals. These
movements represent the arrival of
aristocratic elitism in the upper
and
possibly
the
middle class,
ultimate social
response to
the
democratization of art which followed
the American and French Revolutions.
The real social purpose of elitism is
establishing social status above the
general middle class. Art collecting
served this purpose
purpose..
It showed one
has good taste, a depth of sensibility, and the money born of success and
education.
Throughout the early
ear ly 1900's,
1900's , the
manual arts
and crafts
programs
sustained the industrial orientation
of the 19th Century with an emphasis
on skills
ski ll s for the home; and Progres
Progres-sive Education encouraged the use of
art and crafts correlated with other
subjects as a means of making the
curriculum less dull and academic.

Correlated art education peaked in
the 1930 ' s and continues with us
today.
The picture study units, which
were the main source of art appreciation in the lower grades at the turn
of the century, emphasized the moral
lessons of artistic narrative, and
the pride of work.
work . The upper grades
were supposed to develop aesthetic
criteria for critical appreciation
but this advanced stage of appreciation was never really
rea l ly
developed.
Most of the subject matter predated
the Impressionists, but included the
Barbizon school of rea
realism.
l; sm .
Modern
art,.and even the Social Realists
Rea l ists of
the Depression years, were not widely
taught until after World War 11,
II, when
returning
servicemen
and
women
entered art education.
Post World
Wor ld
War II brought the use of art for
developing creative and mental growth
growt h
established
li shed the
(Lowenfeld, 1947) and estab
stages of growth, as perceived in
childrens'
image - making
ability.
abi l ity.
They were recognized first in the
Child Study Movement of the 1890's,
but neither our s-chools
s'choo l s nor society
were ready for them. The emphasis on
self- expression propagated by LowenLowen feld, and creative drive espoused by
D'Amico, (1947), addressed a public
school audience ready to use them.
Art was seen as a re
l ease of emotionrelease
al tensions.
If we briefly identify social
purposes ;n
in the decades since then,
creativity was certainly one of the
major thrusts of the 1960's, and
reflected the American concern over
the lapse in not beating the Russians
into space . Arts for the disadvan taged, handicapped and exceptiona l
children developed ;n
in response to
l egislation
dealing
dea ling
with
these
concerns in the 1970's.
197 0 's.
\~ith
the
psychological orientations of
the
arts, self-expression, and arts for
the handicapped, art education is
is
moving into the next major area - or
role that art will
wi ll pl ay in
our
society
and that is art therapy.
This is a llong-range
ong-range direction. It
10

automated
society,
m
ateri al i stic ,
materialistic,
wh il e high touch advoc
ates a rreturn
et urn
ad vocates
to the spi
r itua l, mythi
spiritual,
mythicc and natura l
world lost
thee incursion
incu rs ion of the
t he
l ost with th
ndustrial age.
We already
iindustrial
alr eady see
movement
vices
mov ement toward a human ser
services
or;
ented econom
nd i cat
i n9
that
oriented
economyy,, iindi
cating
hi gh
uch ;s
he wave of tthe
he future.
gh to
touch
is tthe
I th i nk the next movement in art
and in art ed
ucation
ll reflect the
educat
i on wi
will
t he
humanistic trend through the thera peutic
society ,
peut
i c uses of the arts in society,
l s.
Historica
lly,
and in the schoo
schools.
Historically,
there has been promise of a time when
the arts would be the center of our
culture and a great deal ;s happening
in that direction.
direction . Art education, iinn
the future, may balance the high tech
with
aspects of society wi
th the spir itu ic, and natu
ral qualities ·
al, myst
mystic,
natural
that m
ake society humane.
That i; s
make
the major ro l e of art ed
education
ucat ion in
in
the fut
future
ur e..

has also been par
ust of
partt of th
thee thr
thrust
1980's
the 1980
's .
New ent
hu s iasm for
art
in
enthusiasm
education iiss also be
i ng pe
rpetrated
being
perpetrated
by arts advocac
advocacyy groups, who very
often
ten represent the wealthy and the
of
elite
American
el
i te in Amer
ican society.
Whether
these
nott th
or no
ese groups effect an eliti st
attitude on the content of teach in g
art remains to be seen .
We are now in transition from
the industrial civil
civiliization
zatio n to the
next phase of social-cultural devel
devel-opment
.
It
has
been
called
The
Third
opment.
Wave, (Toffler , 1980), Scientific-Planetary Civilization, (Thompson,
Aquarian
Age, (Ferguson,
an Age.
1972), The Aguari
1980), but most popularly the New
Age . Whatever it is, John Naisbett
Na; sbett
Age.
((1982)
1982 ) seems to have described i t
best as a conflict between high tech
gh touch
and hi
high
touch.. On one hand
hand,, high
tec
techh ad vocates the advancement of a
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ENCULTURATIO
ENC U L T URATIO N
EDUCATION
EOUCATION

AND TEA
T EACHER
CHER
IN ART

Jes s ie Lovano-K Rrr
There are
t o address
ad dre ss how we prepare art and elementary te
t eachers
I re many ways
wa ys to
l chers
to teach
te~cn art.
We can wa
w~llt
t
for the Getty study
stud y results wh ic
i chh look
loo k at the
t opica
op i call content of selected art edUcation
ed~cat i on ~prog
rograms
rams throughout
throughou t t ne country. Or,
can be
~ l ert
t he complet ion of the comprehensive
comprehensIve survey
we can
b, on the ale
rt for the
su rvey f un ded by
the Nat
Natlonel
ional Endol«llent
Endol«l1en t for tha
the Arts and the Department
De~artment of Educiltlon,
Education, conducted
by the Counci l of Chiaf
Chief State School Off ice rrss to determ
deter~ il ne, ffrom
rom the s tand
ta ndppoint
oInt
of lach
Ilch Stat.
Sta t ' Superintendent
Suoerlntendent of Publ
Pu bl i c Instruction, the status of arts educaed uc at ion In ailch
tion
eich stata.
state . Th i s survey
su rvey will cover curr icul
l c~la,
a, certifica
cert i f ication
t ion recuirerequ ireMents,
ments, budsets,
budgets, educational
educa t ional person
parsonnel
nel,, graduation requ
reQu irements,
i re~nts. and oth,r
oth. r ar.as
areas
(Hodsoll,
1985 ).. Or, we can llook
results
Nat iona l Ar t A
Asslss
(Hodsol l . 1985)
ook at the re
sults of the Natlonil
s ses s-ments conduc
conducted
te d in 1974
lS74 - 75 and as.ln
Igaln In 1978-79
1S78-79 on th'
t he art p,rfo~nce
pe r fOnQ.nce of nine
ni ne,,
tilirteen
th
ir teen and Slvenuen
s,ventaan yair
yu r old students thr
througho
oughouutt the count
coun try
ry . Or, we can do
a tru
t ruly
ly grass r oo t s survey among the HAEA
NAEA members t o, at l east, de!e rml
rm ine
ne
ar iti es and
ind differences in reQulrld
reQuired courses
courSQS In undergraduate
un~er9ra du ate art education
ssimil
i milarities
~r
pr o9ra~s
ogra.n..
Elch of these
t hese sourcn
sourcls could
coul d provldl
prOvide valuable
val uable in
informat
formlt i on direct
directly
ly or
iindirect
ndirect llyy re
related
l ated to art
Irt tea
teacher
chlr Iducat
, d~ Clt\on
lo n practi
pract i ces.
In the arl_
~nowledge about
art,
are_ of knowledge
seldom di
d idd as many as half
ha lf
tt~nee
sstudents
t udents recogniZe
r e co~n l z .
famous work ~ or
know when
rl, or by wh om they
when,, whe
where,
created.
Qutstlons about art
QUlstlons
were creatld.
styl es elicited
eli ci ted almost
II most Tilndon
rinde~ rere sponse
s~ons l patter
patterns
ns wi th
t h a high
h l~ h
percent ag e of students
s t ~d ents who simpl
s il:l~ l y did
di d r.ot
ro t
knew
know the ans
answers
...ers (p
t p . 5).

the saki
sake of exped
e~ped il ency,
I
For thl
will
wi
ll look
loo k at the H
National
at lonal Ar t AsussAueumanti
menta ((19Sl)
1981) as
IS a po i nt of daPlrturl.
depar t ur.,
since I t is the l:Iost
most carr.prehens
cO!l'.prlh.ns ive
\v1
measurement
~asurement an
on the StltuS
status of art
Irt In
In
the schooh ever conducted .
Four
r ning were
~ r tt llea
larnln9
we r e assessed :
arias on ar
II
Ib) Knowledge about
t a ) Valuing Art, (b)
Art H
HIstory,
is t ory, (e
te ) Responding
~ e$ po nding t o Art:
Ar t :
Pe rc e lw\ng,
Oe sc rib i n~,
AnalYZ it n9.
ng,
Percat
vln9. Oescribin~,
An.lyz
Judg
ging,
in~ .
and (d) Onlgn
Des ig n and
and JUd
Drawing
lng Skills.
Skill s .
Orilw
Re sull ts Ind
Resu
Indiicate
cate That :
Student
Studlnt s who h.ve
have take n many ar
artt
COUrSl5
(
I
)
do
somewhat
bett.r
t
han
cou r Sl' t il
better
others
l luln~ exerc i ses.
ses, (2) but
ot hers on vvlluln~
are no better i n responding
r ks
respond ing to
t o wo
wor~s
of art In ways that deepen
deepln unders tanding and appreciation
ao preclatlon (p.4).
(p.4) .

Those studlnts
student s who had
hid t.~'
ti~en
n
4
to 6 art c l ass.
assess aerfo
oarfo rmed considerconsider ab ly
l y hig her th'n
th.n other students
studen!s on
the drawing eKercises
eKe rc\ses that
tha t called
call ed for
dlSli 9n.
The range
dts
gn.
r,nge of performance
sug~e sts th
thaatt dnign
das i gn skil l Improves
tm~rcvQS
suggests
slightly
slight
ly more wi
with
th agl
age than drawing
draw ing
skills
However, the rlnges
sk i 11 s..
However.
ran~1S
show
that th
thee majcrlty
majority of students
s t udents do
do not
appear
a~plar to
t o draw
draw or to CeS!9"
~esig n
~aTtlcu
pa rtlcululy
lilrly wel l (p.78).

Host
nt s do not know
Most stude
st~dents
know how
now to
to
perceivi
ind rl
rlspo
spond
nd to workS
works of .rt
Irt
plTtalv, and
Wi
we ll
l l ,ncu9h
enough to apprehend
I pprehend ai
ei t h.r
her t hl
heil r
s,"sory
cuali
s tr ucsensory QU
l li t i es or thl
the li r struct ur es. EVln those
tures.
thosl wit
wi thh the most art
iins
nstructfon
tr uctfon ar.
are not mucn
~ch better
thin
th
iln
the rut.
re$!o
Also Itost
most students !eM
seer.!
unaole to go be
unaol,
beyo
yond
nd t he loo k of a
te r In orcer
order to
pl int li ng ' s subject mat ter
paint
mike
m.~e judgements about t he merit
~e r lt of
a
work (p.
4-5).
( ~.45) .

Wil so n.
n, Chapman,
nd Sllvlrm
51 lvlrltlann
Chapma n, .and
hei r
(HAEP, 1981
19B! )
conc luded
l uded In
t heir
(NAEP,
ana lys i s of tha
he lnc
the data from tthe
lne!
Ha
Na t lenal
loni l Art
Ar t A
Asses5mlnt
ss. s5ment thilt
t hit :
Romant
abou~ thl
th e child
chil d and
Romlnt ic
lc no t ions about
Chi l d art
l aced
child
Ir t need to be r ep
e ~lac
ed by tne
rrea
•• ll lat
zat io
th at to be art
ionn thlt
ar t educatad
ed uca ted
impli
es possess ing (a ) an understandImplies
u n~erstand·
Ing of a body of subject
subjec t mattQr
m~tter .-

"

lZ

been added to these three disciplines . There are several social ly- def i ned factors involved in perpetuating
at
in g the media / technique approach
app roach
to art educat i on.
One of the major
factors is
i s teacher educatio n .
Most teacher education programs
i n art require very few courses in
in
withh art
art history as compared wit
studio; and usually no courses in
aesthetics or
art criticism
are
required. Part of this problem is
the availability
availabi li ty of such courses;
another part of
the prob l em
is
tradition..
tradition
The most recent
NAEA
Preparation
Guidelines for Teacher Preparat
io n
Programs in Art (Wygant, 1979), which
wh ich
serves as a standard for the field,
suggests thirty-nine hours of studio
and twelve hours
to be
divided
between art history, aesthetics, and
art criticism. Assuming three credit
courses, this
th i s m
mii ght consist of 2
courses ;n
in art history
history,, 1 in aesthetics, and 1 in art criticism.
These
standards
standardS perpetuate the focus on art
production since the standards are
generally
generall y lo
loooked
ked upon as the ideal to
strive toward.
With such limited exposure to
history,
art history.
art critic i sm,
and
aesthetics, it can be surmised that
Western art is the primary focus of
these studies.
Also, with such a
limited exposure, it is not possible
for many art teachers and el
ementary
elementary
classroom teachers to be knowledgeable about the cultural bases of most
of the world of art.
Since art is
fundamental ly a way of seeing, these
teachers have limited perceptions.
perceptions .
Art is an essential human process
that vividly depicts human diversity .
exp erience
If our expe
ri ence and knowledge ar e
limited
understanding
ing of human
limi ted in the understand
diversity, our capacity to und e rstand
art i s al
also
so li
l imited.
mited.
To comprehend th i s diversi
dive rsity,
ty.
and to trul
trulyy see and to understand
art, we must be knowledgeab l e abo ut
rom which art works
the contexts ffrom
come. The history, th e val
va luues,
es, the
rituals
ritu
als and tradition of the cu lture,
l ture,
and the social forces within the

contemporary and historical aesthetic
objects, theories and facts to be
comprehended - and (b) a repertoire
of skills
skil ls for expressing
oneself
aesthet i cally in visual
visu al form (p.16).
Nationa l Art
The f i ndings of the National
Assessment
refl ect
genera 1
reflect
the
general
practice of art in the
schools .
Although s ix and a half years have
passed since the second study, the
focus of art instruction at
the
sti 11 tends to be on
elementary level
l evel still
the exploration of materials, self
expression, and the making of objects
for self and parents. Instruction
Instr uction is
usually devoid
of art
concepts,
sequence, and continuity, and art is
usually taught
by the
classroom
teacher (Lovano-Kerr,
Thi
(lovano-Kerr, 1985).
Th; s
situation is not surprising to art
educators since elementary teacher
preparation includes only one or two
courses in art: an art appreciation
course and/or
and /or an art methods course
which consists of some theory and a
number of "hands in projects.
projects."II
At the juni
junior
or high or middle
school
l evel,
evel , art instruction ' which
whic h
.
1S genera l ly provided by an
art
specialist, most often consists of
drawing, pa
int ing, sculpture,
and
painting,
scu l pture,
crafts.
Instruction is re l atively
more broad and more structured than
elementary
1n
at the el
ementary level.
level .
tn high
on
school, emphasis is primarily
studio
and on design
st~dio art production
skills.
sk1'ls. At all levels, very little
art history or art criticism
is
taught - either as individual courses
or units or integrated with studio
art (NAEP, 1981).
For the
most part,
current
inst ructio
ructionn in art continues to be
media
med i a / technique and project orientbehi nd theory found iinn
ed, lagging behind
the literature fo r the past twentytwenty 's
- one years dating back to Barkan
Barkan's
-one
de li
lineat
neat iion
on of this
th i s mod
model
e l at the 1965
Penn State Conference which, as we
know,
know , recommends
rec ommends that art programs
consist
con sist of an integration
i ntegration of art
hi story, art studio, and art critici sm.. More recently, aesthetics has
cism
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content disciplines of art that can
be taught sequentially, from simple
comp l ex , continuously from preto complex,
ou gh twelfth grade, with
-school thr
through
orld
scope t ha t encompasses the w
wor
l d of
art in a ll its
i ts div ersity.
er sity. Works of
art are studied within their cultura
cultu rall
context; questions on the nature of
art are discussed; aesthetic percep tion and
respon se
is
response
developed
vi ewing and r esponding
espond ing to
to
through viewing
de s
works of art. This approach provi
provides
a series of sequent
seq uen t ial, continu
continuing
ing
experiences which deve lo p a depth of
understanding and appreciation of art
ar t
vio us modes of
not possible in pre
previous
pract i ce.
practice.
The content of tthhee four discidis c i plines of art, together, should yield
a diversity of cultura l
l /I social
contexts
inc l usi ve
of
cultura
cultur all
values, traditions,
t ra ditions, rit
rituals
uals and basic
possible
in
philosophical thought not possib
le in
other,
mited approaches ttoo art
other , more li
limited
education.
Cultura
educati on.
Cul tura 1l
changes
and
intercultura
transformations
are
i ntercult ura l
tra nsformations
more evident
evid ent and better understood
hist orica lly and
in
when viewed
historica
in
perspective.
Cultural similarities
perspect i ve.
and differences also
a lso become
mor e
more
evident.
The process
of
change,
ch ange ,
i; n
;s
particu l ar, educat i onal change, ;s
s low. Although Cl ahassey discussed
slow.
the movement in art education theory
and practice
as three
discrete ,
discrete,
consecutive stages
( from
(fr
om self
expres sion, to forma l ism, to social
expression,
expression),
expression ). practi
practice
ce tends
t ends to lag
we l l behind theory. A survey of art
educat io n programs at the elementary,
education
secondary,
secondary .
and
higher
education
levels
l evels would
wou l d probably
probab ly reveal that
each of the three movements
mo vements is alive
co untry.
and well throughout the country.
More and more
mor e tteacher
eacher prepa
prepararation
t i on programs
are
begii no;
beg
nning
ng
to
respond to needed changes
chang es in theory
The Penn
and i n practice.
Pen n State
Seminar on Research and Curriculum in
Art Education in
1965, and
the
der iv ed from the
t he Seminar,
l iterature derived
Sem inar,
luenced programs
prog rams to
have inf
influenced
some
extent. Some programs added courses

cu l ture at the time, provide the
culture
con text for
context
fo r the work of art.
Ano ther
Another
re la ted
dimens ion
pr od uct ion focus is
perpetuating the production
discussed by Patricia Clahassey
Cl ahassey in
the March, 1986 issue
i ssue of Art Education. Clahassey draws an interesting
parallel between modernism,
postmodernism, and art education practicdef in es modern
modernism
in cludes. She defines
i sm as includfo r ma l ism,
and
ing express io nism, formalism,
techno
Cl ahassey
tec hno l ogy and sci ence .
believes that art education
educat io n embraced
expressionism in
the 1930's
and
continued in this
th is vein until 1970
1970..
The term "self - expression" permeat ed the literature during this time
emphas i s on creativity.
crea t i vi ty.
Ne~
with an emphasis
materials , new techniques, and the
materials,
l atest
la
test techno l ogy were continually
sought. Abo
About
ut 1970, instruction in
the formal elements re-emerged in the
literature and in the classrooms.
Clahassey
Cl ahassey observes
obser ves that "As formalism
forma lism
began to per
pervade
cu r r icu lum of
vade the curriculum
evels
both e l ementary and ssecondary
econdary l eve
ls
those programs ran the risk
ri sk of making
art less
l ess meaningfu l for students"
(1986, p.47).
Current l y, postmodernis
postmodernismm is on
the art scene.
sc ene. Cl ahassey (1986)
( 1986) sees
nt as an expression
express io n of
this moveme
movement
r ed i sco ve r y
social concerns and the rediscovery
of content,
image,
symbol,
and
conte nt,
symb ol,
metaphor.. Contemporary artists, she
metaphor
asserts, are returning to art history
for ideas and images.
Art education,
likewise
is
educat i on ,
likewise,,
is
mov ing in the
t he same direction through
th rough
the Discipline
Discip l ine - Based Art
Ar t Education
Educat ion
(D BAE ) movement.
(DBAE)
DBAE consists of
four disciplines:
art history, art
studio,
studio , art criticism, and aesthetics.
Art programs based on this
mode l are
ar e beginning to move away fr
from
om
tthe
he heavy or s in
i ngul
ar emphasis
emphas i s on
gu lar
se l f - exp ression
ress ion and formalism - and
moving toward including art history
and art crltlclsm
criticism (a esthe
esthetic
tic scan ning) as early as kindergarten, and,
and ,
in some instances,
chool
i nstances, at the pre -s
- school
level.
le vel.
Teachers are f indin g that
there
th ere are basic
bas i c skills
s ki l ls , concepts , and
kn owledge derived from
f rom the four
knowledge
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in art
ar t history as a re~uiremant
re~uirRment .
Some developed
d~veloped courses
cou rse s in art crltlcr l t lelsm
cism wit
wi thin
hin tthe
he art
ar t education
ed ucation prosram
gram.. Many programs developed the
th r ee part modal
three
model for art curricula
curricu l a
art studio,
stud io, art
~rt
history , and art
history,
criti
cri t i ci
cism
sm
suggested by
l<Wonuel
Manuel
Barkan.
M
More
ore recently,
r ecently, with
t he
the
assistance
aSsistance and encourage ment of the
Getty
Ge tty Trust, the concept and structure of tha
the OSAE model
mOdel (Greer, 1984)
19B4)
dely dis
disseminated
semi nated in the
hiS been wi
widely
fhld.
fia l d. The D8Af
DSAE mod
model
e l is certain
cer tain ttoo
bring
br
ing even more changes
change~ at th
thee higher
educa tion level
l eve l .
The moda
modell ca
callll s for ma
mO ra
re b~l.nce
ba l anc e
Ind
an d integra ti
t ion
on
of
the
conten t
content
bet·,.,nn the fo ur disciplines;
betwRRn
di sci plines;
it
calls for scope and sequence
in
designing
de,ignin~
the program,
continuous
lear
IUr ning
ning,, contant
content
organized
organ
iad
ffrom
rom
simple to complex, imp\emantatlo
im plementationn of
inqui ry modes
mo des
specific
to
each
disc l pll ine,
discip
ine , and writ
wr itten
ten curricula.
cu r ricula.
Inst r uctional strategies at the
higher education l eve
evell wou ld need to
change to accommodate
accommod~ti and to
faCi
f aC ili
li t ate the disclpllna
tate
discip l ine - based
b~sed approach.
a p pro~ch.
The
Tha stUd
studio
io instructional
instruction<lol model
mod el,, so
evident
ev i dent In the self - expression
e~presslon
and
<lond
formalistic
forma lis ti c approaches to art education
is
is
no
longer
lon
ger
suffiici
suff
cient.
ent.
Instr
Instructional
uct ional modes from art hi
history.
story.
aesthetics.
aest het i cs. and art criticism need
neRd to
be incorporated
incorporatad
and
adapted
to
specific popu
populations.
la t ions. Th~sa
Th~se InstrucIns truct ional stra tegy changes are
ire
also
nQeded
needed
ffor
Qr
preparing
prepari
ng
e lementary
classroom
clas~room teacners
teach ers ttoo teach
te ~ch art.
art . We

,.

can no
lo
l onger
nger
expect
expec t
classroom
teachers (or for that matte
matterr,, art
teachers
teache
r s with
bachelor's
baChelor's
degrees
deg
re es
only) to design
desIgn their own
own art programs. It is
Is not
no t possible to mast er
few
the
tne content of art with so
courses. Instead, a thorough underunder standi
sta nding
ng of the structure and premis es of dlscipllna
discipline - base
basedd art t eacheac hIng. and tthe
ing.
he
kinds of
content.
content,
prQcesses,
process
u, skilh,
skills,
and modes
anc
of
inQui ry of the four discip
inquiry
disciplines
lines would
wo ul d
replace the
current e~,ph as \s
is
on
developing
develop
ing a sampling of studio art
tec hniQues
techn
iQues and
an d s kil
ki lls.
ls .
Developing
Deve loping
ills for critical teachability in ~
SK
s kills
rea
world setting
t hrough field
reall - world
settin~
experiences
exper
i ences cou
could
l d cetter
better
prepare
preservlce e l ementar
preservice
emen tar y teachers
t eache r s fo
forr
te ac
aching
hing art .
Using discipline
based art te
t~xtbooks
xtbooks that
th~t meet specifspeci fic criteria
cri ter i a Indicat ing excel llence
ence in
In
quality would insure
i nsure much better ar t
programs at tthe
he e l ementa
eme ntary
ry level
l eve l than
t han
has been
traditional
trad i t i onal ly
provided.
Classroom teachars
teaChers are
<lore ssimply
i mply not
well
l l with only
prepared ttoo teach art we
three art and art
~rt methods courses.
courses .
I am very optimistic
op t imistic about the
th e
future of
art
ed
educ~t\on.
uca t ion.
This
optimism is based on tthe
he premise that
the fiel
fieldd wi
will
ll embrace the
t he
DBAE
DB
AE
approach; that OBAE
DBAE wi
willll change tthe
he
way In which
whiCh we prepa
prepare
re tna
the teache
teachers
rs
t o teach art; and that the SChoo ls
to
ls
wi l l welcome
will
we lcome and 8xpand
expan d the
art
~rt
ance, its
program because of its relev ance.
quality,
qua lity , and its
Its status
~ta tus as a
discidi~c i 
pl ine.
pline.
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JOHNSON.

RESPONDING TO
S AUNDE RS. AND LOVANO
L OVANO - KERR
Ronald N. MacGregor

The papers presented by Johnson, Saunders, and Lovana-Kerr are varied in
in
conte nt, but united in the sense of originating wi
thin two linked
l inked di
l emmas.
content,
within
dilemmas.
The first di
l emma asks whether art educators are to embrace and actively
acti vely wor
dilemma
workk
towards incorporating one currently popu l ar political stance into
in to the education
ed uca tion
process , or whether we are to devise, as far as we can, a curriculum formed
process,
positions.. The second asked whether, in using words like
from a synthesis of positions
lIenculturation" and "soci
al transmission,lI
IIsocial
transmission," we mean "to the world of the school IIII
or "to the world at larg
."
largee ."
,'
These are well-worn dilemmas. Their continuing presence is evidence of
past failure to address them successfully.
successfully, and of their persistence as mat
matters
te rs
frustrating
frustr
ating to the field.
program requires
requires,, but i s likely to
exclude the teacher from the ideological controversies that have marked
recent debates between the
t he proponents
of DBAE and
those
tho
se of
different
differe
nt
persuasions:: debates that r ecen tly
tly
persuasions
caused Ken Marantz to rremar
emar k "There
just ain't no consensus" (Marantz,
1986)
Cont rary to what Lovano
Lov an o-- Kerr
1986).. Contrary
n, I do not believe that
t hat
has writte
written,
OBAE will
cl i ents to
t o the
wi l l expose its clients
world of art in al
alll its diversity.
diversity . I
it
embod
ies
one set
of
bel
i
eve
believe
va
lues:
those
that
result
in
think
values: t hos e
ing of art as a discipline
discipline..
At the same time, some of the
reticence expressed in some Quarters
for OBAE, deriving from the notion
that OBAE
DBAE may drive all alternative
art programs out,
out , is
mi sp 1aced.
At
i s misplaced.
this
reasonable
th i s point,
the most
reasonab le
course would be to get to know it
better, before coming to any concluconclu s;on for or against it .
sion
Of course, it may be that those
who i mplement curricu
curr ic ull um at state
l eve ls will ffind
i nd the kind of format
presented iinn DBAE,
DBAE , root
rooted
ed in ttidy
i dy
aesthetic rat her
th
than
an in
untidy
social
justt
soc ia l affairs,
affai rs ,
jus
what
they
prefer. A program
prog ram where argument
argume nt is
is
formalized and where issues
i ss ues
for
discussion are cl
clearly
ear l y iiddentif
ent ified
i ed has
some definite advantages
ad vantages for administrators. Saunders proba
bly has these
probably
in mind when he contends

Lovano - Kerr produces data
to
show that the prevail ;ng
current
model for art educat
education
io n is production
- centered,
centered , and goes on to suggest
l innee - Based Art Education
that Discip li
(DBA E) is a veh ic le
(OBAE)
l e that encompasses
"the world
wo r l d of art in all its diversi
di versi t y. Works of art are st udied within
their cultural context; questions on
the nature of art are discussed;
aesthetic perception and response ;s
is
developed through viewing and rreespond in
i ngg to works of art" (LovanoIt is, in short, a
-Kerr,1986).
better model, because it is multilateral.
eral .
ld
The assumption held
he ld by the fie
field
at l arge about DBAE is
however,
is,, howev
er , that
its writers have very definite ideas
on
on what may occur within the spirit
of OBAE
OBA E in the name of art, and what
may not.
The school district that
adopts DBAE is clearly
cl ear l y buying a set
values,
Lovano-Kerr
of valu
es, and since
LovanoKerr
states that the teacher need not (in
fact, shou l d not) be responsib
responsible
l e for
program des
design,
i gn, one assumes that the
four areas of a O
DBA
BAEE program
production, history.
history, criticism, and
aesthetics -- having received
rece i ved initia
initiall
sanction fro
fromm the program writers,
will give
gi ve their own sanction to the
content of the program, to create a
closed mod
model
el for art education.
To tak e
that approach
wi
11
will
permit the teacher to do what the
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Envi ronment ((Banham,
Environment
Banham, 1969), mention
ment i on
of climate control systems and their
effect
eff ect upon bui
building
ldi ng possibi
possibilities
li tie s
communities
es
(and ultimately, upon the communiti
them)) is rarely to be
that supported them
ed ucation
found in undergraduate art education
courses.
Saunders quotes William Irwin
Thompson's notion that, confronted by
complexity,
unmanageable complex
ity, we should
look in the opposite direction, to
(Saunders , 1986b).
simple messages (Saunders,
That seems not tota lly useful , unless
what Saunders has in mind is stepp
stepping
ing
enough to be
back from the data far enough
able to llook
ook at its
i ts elements
e l ements and
relationships,
group i ng
their re
l ationships , and
grouping
them into a set of economical categories. Human beings seem, happily.
capable of this sort of activity, and
then of using the categories as if
if
underlying
comp lex ities
had
the
complexities
somehow resolved themse lves
l ves..
The second
dilemma,
whether
encultu ral turat
rat ion means school enculturaencu ltu
t io n or society encu
tion
encul1 turation, has
particu l ar
a r significance for multicultura l education settings.
In one
city that I know, over 40%
40% of the
student body has a first language
other than Engl ish.
i sh . The art teacher
of one of the high schools,
schools , where
that city - wide ratio ;s
is duplicated
duplicated,,
to l d me that most students were much
more interested in bec
becoming
oming aSSlmlaSSlm l world
thee
lated into the little wor
ld of th
schooll that in waving the flag for
schoo
th ei r parent culture. When I looked
thei
their
sketchbooks,
that
tha t
through
seemed to
be
confi rmed:
the; r
thei
subjects were media
influenced,
state-of-the-art images of Transformers (current
(currently
ly a big - selling item
and
in toy stores), rock stars,
sports figures.
f i gures.
Some
of
thes
th esee
students, arr
ar rived
r ecent ly from
ived only
on l y recently
Vietnam and Chile, appea
appearr to ha
have
ve an
agenda that calls for fitting into
i nto
the school;
schoo l; other groups (fo
(forr example, a number of students of Ukrainidentifi ian descent) actively seek identification with the larger
Ukrain
i an
Ukrainian
commun i ty , and
cOlMlun
use the;
the i r
schoo 1
vi t i es as one way to achieve
acti vities

that to neglect social consciousness
may be to run counter to the general
pragmatism of the American way of
life, but to emphasize that socia l
consciousness might
mi ght draw the fire of
those who hold to an apolitical
apolitica l ro l e
for art education:
a group that,
according to Saunders, exercises much
of the clout in American art education (Saunders, 1986a, p.5).
lovano
t ions
lo
vano - Kerr men
mentions
Patricia
Clahassey
Cl ahassey 's
' s article
art i cle
as one
that
offers evidence of new interest among
artists
in
socia
consciousness
sociall
(Clahassey,
(C1 ahassey. 1986.) .
One
has
to
remember, however,
the risks
ri sks
of
paral l els between what goes
drawing parallels
on among professional artists and
what goes on in schools.
schoo ls. In general
genera l
terms it seems that, rather than the
linear progres~ion that
Clahassey
describes, there occurs a continual
shifting focus upon one or anot
another
he r
part of a spectrum of possibiliti
possibilities,
es ,
se l ect ion of one group of ideas
and a selection
ffor
or attention from
a number
of
options currently being practiced
practiced..
That emphasis i; s limited
limi ted to
one
group, rather than having a curricucurricu um derived from a cross section of
llum
possibilities, perhaps says something
about our continuing unwillingness
unwillingn ess to
see the wood for the trees.
no t even assume that
t ha t
One should not
the selection of one group of options
is dynamic
dynami c
or deliberate.
de l iberate.
More
likely, it is the visible part of an
inertia
inert
ia that serves to keep trad
tradii tional divisions
di vis ions operating long after
brought
the social circumstances
c irc umstances that broug
ht
tthem
hem into being have disappeared.
Art teachers are now
now tra
trained
i ned
in
universities, but university programs
have not seriously moved to reflect
the character of art as practiced
today. Industria
Industriall art and commercial
art are taught in isol ated pockets,
while architecture is
i s presented as an
adjunct to the history of art, with
art
emphasis on the building as
object rather than as provider of
yearss after
services. Almost twenty year
thee publication of Reyner Banham's
th
Architecture of the Well Tempered
Temoered
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those ends.
In describing the process of
enculturation, Johnson hints at, but
never quite mentions specifica l ly,
the corollary of acculturation. Life
for the school age person is
a
recurring process of being weaned
away -- or sometimes thrust away
from the genera l pattern of enculturation . One cannot assume that wh il
ilee
our ideas about educating students
change, the subjects of our study
Ask any student
remain the same.
teacher: the comment is likely to be
"I' ve on l y been out of school myself
for three years, but these kids are
nothing like we were."
If the
exp
expectation
ectation is
that
students be enculturated into the
closed system of the school, then the
body or content around which that
process occurs could well be somesome thing like DBAE.
If enculturation
into
into society at large is the goal,
then courses in the economics and the
socio l ogy and the politics of art
should be an
essential part of
teacher tra
training.
i ning.
Johnson 's point
Johnson's
about the teacher being a professiona l informer is an important one, for
al
it implies that the teacher first
receives the message.
Suppose our
informants recei ve on ly part of it;
worse, suppose
they receive
the
artic l es and prepositions and miss
some of the substantive nouns and
verbs. Johnson quite rightly asks:
What
concepts
should be
Wh at conce
pts
taught?
shou l d
Where do they come from? We shoul
also ask those questions in
the
context of teach ing
in g teachers.
The two di l emmas, involving the

setting of values and the identification of a context for their iimp
mplemen
lemen tation, appear
to be
inevi tab l e
concomitants of the educat ion pro cess, and incapable of resolution.
But it is poss ibl
i bl e that the dilemmas
result
thee
are the resu
lt of misconceiving th
educational process itsel
f.
Stephen
itself.
(1985) writes of Pierre
Jay Gould {1985}
louis Moreau de Maupertuis
Maupertuis,, an 18th
century embryol ogist who spent much
of his time wondering where different
Maupertuis''
species
came
from.
Maupertuis
notion was that eggs and sperm might
carry parts of particular organisms
within themsel.ves;
science
themse1.ves; modern
re veals
ve als that the answer li es in coded
instructions: ONA
DNA . Maupertuis could
not have visualized such a solution,
says Gou l d, because technology had
not yet prov i ded the means to construct that kind of metaphor.
For
example, when Jacquard looms were
we r e
built, each " i nstructed" by a stack
of thin wooden s l abs with ho l es cut
in them; that metaphor was suddenly
available .
It is impossible (to make a bad
biological pun out of it) to conceive
the inconceivable.
inconceivable .
The metaphor we
th i nking of the
currently use, of thinking
educational enterprise as a society
in mi crocosm, may not be the most
appropriate
appropriate.. But for the moment it
iiss the best we have, and i t makes
ma kes
sense to give students and teachers
alike the kinds
ki nds of strategies they
compre-need to make the enterprise compre
hensible. as wel l as some acquainacqua i ntance with the different agendas and
different constituencies invol ved.
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THIN KI N G THE
T HE RIGHT
R I G H T ST U FF:
TYPES OF AC
ACADEMIC
AD E M IC REA
R E ALITY
LIT Y IN
ART
AR
T ED
E DU
U CATION
C ATI O N
Karen
Kar en A. Hamblen
Hamblen
of t his pap~r
paper is
Is to examine types of academic
a(ademic real
reality
ity in
and how the a,c
acc epted ones come to be considered as exclusionary and correct
co rrect ways to understand
under stand the
th e field of art educatio n. It is
proposed tha t socialization
sociali zation processes in graduate programs offer
of fer attract ive
r~wa rds to those who become profici
proficient
ent in
In the manipu
manipulation
la tion of selected
s elected types of
rewards
knowledge
know ledge construction
const r uction and modes
mo de s of inquiry. The following
fol l owing aspects
aspec ts are di s cussed in terms of how they contribu t e ttoward
oward the shap ing of aca~emic
aca~~mlc consciousness: {ll
(1) socialization procedures of graduate art education,
education , (2l
(2) the
failure of even refl exive modes
mo des of inquiry
inqu iry to make graduate experiences relare l ative, and (3) assum
assumptions
ptions shared by art educators
educ~tors and
an~ other New Class intellectuals
t uals (Goul der, 1979) . The socialization
soc1ali~atlon procedures of 9raduate
graduate art education
educat ion
ar e discussed wi thin the framework of a social theory of knowledge distr ibuare
tion.
The purpose

~raduatQ e~uc.tion
e~u(.tlo n

TYPES OF ACA D E MI C
REALITY
R EA LI TY IN
ART EDUCAT
ED U CAT I O N

wrong. Furtive glances
glances,, 8a stiffening
dnd
ilnd shifting
shi fting of posture,
post ure , and
anc. even
perhaps a tra
trace
ce of horrified smugness
smugn~ss
w
wou
ou l d pass among us.
us .
The graduat<!
graduate
students who asked intr
Intr ic
i caate
t e quesques tions that ~robed
probed the ~premises
remis e s of
a
resident professor's favor ed i deas
,ould
could be assured
as sured of looking
loo king good,
goo~,
even if
i f the (and;
candidate
date managed to
answer co
cg rr ectly. Thi s was our
Our home
turf and tr eacherous terra
terrain
in ffoorr tthe
he
cand idate, and it
candidate,
i t was as easy for
f or us
uS
po in ts in this
thi s env i ronment as
to make points
for the
th ~ candidate to lose tnem.
them.
As far
f~r
as I knew,
know, there never
was
l~ ed plan of conspiracy
w
as any formal i~
to put any candidate in a bad light,
but candida
cand ida tes
m
man
anaged,
aged, in
some
meas ure, to cOllll'llt
measure,
commi t intel
Intel l ectual faux
pas. 8esiaes
8esldes Serving
serving to el iminate
imina te
~as.
candidates obv
obviously
iously
incompatib le
le
wi th the
with
genera
generalI
ph
philosophy
i losophy
of
current faculty
f aculty memb
member
ers,
s, for graduate
students, this informa l and unpl
unplanned
anned
ri t e of occuoational passage seemed
rite
to verify th
t hat
at we were being educated
In the right dir
1n
direction
ection and outs iders
ide rs
..were
ere often w<>efully
woefully off-traCk.
True
tel
l evers
vers in
In the fie
f ie ld of art educabel ie
t ion
ti
on could be identified
identif ied on the basis
bas is
of ..what
hat they knew and how
:hey
~ hey
expressed themselves.
th emselve s.
To e laborate
l aborate
upon
~pon
Tom
Tom Wo l fe's (1984) descriptive

When I w
was
as a graduate
graduat~ student, I
had several
severa l opportunities
o~portunities to
observe
candida~es who Came
came to our campus to
to
interView
inte
r View for job openings in
i n ar~
education.
edUcation.
Dart
Part of th
thee interview
process consisted
consis ted of the candidate
ca~dldate
presenting some of his/her research,
pr~ferably wit h a slide
~referably
pros ent ~tion
present~t
jon
that kept
kep t it somewhat entertaining
f or us
us..
Th
This
i s event was open to
anyone wM
who wis
w ish~d
hed to attend; the
audience
primarily
consisted of
facu l ty and graduate
gradua te students. After
the cand i date's forma 1I presentat
tne
presentation,
j on,
slhe would
wo uld anSwer questions.
questions .
What
predictably and qu ic kly emerged from
this
in terch~nge
was that
there
th is interChange
seemed
~eemed
to be SOme
sOm~ se rious
wrong
thinking
On at other universi
universi-t hin king go i ng on
ties.
Fresh from our classes
class~s
in
In
which the late
la test
st theories , research
resea rch,,
and art educat ion developments had
been discussed, we as ked the candidates quest ions on ~articular sourcsch ol~rs,
and
an d iceas.
i<::eas.
To Our
es, scholars,
satisfying
s~ti$fying surprise,
surprise , candidates
cand i dat es were
often un awa re of ce rta i n sources, or,
aven if
even
i f they
th ey had read a particular
book or article, they often gave
interpretat
Inte rpretations
ions tha
t hatt were bl
blaatan:ly
tantly
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title, having the right stuff for the
job was a matter of thinking the
ri ght stuff.
right
The purpcse of this paper is to
examine types of academic reality and
how some come to be vi ewed as correct
and others as wrong in an environment
ostensibly dedicated to the promulgation of multiple
mu lt iple vi
viewpoints
ewpoints and to
the exami
examinatio
nationn of
ideas .
The
discussion will be limited
limi ted to graduate art education programs and how
the particular characteristi
characteristics
cs
of
individual
universities
inculcate
selected knowledge,
knowl edge , assumptions, and
human
procedures that lose their
taken-for-gran-authorship and become taken-far-gran
ted. Integral to most socialization
processes is the development of a
processes;s
resistance to
looking
at
one's
learned assumptions and procedures as
being relative and humanly selected
(Apple, 1979; Bowers, 1984).
The
conce
rn in this paper is with how
concern
graduate program socialization may
serve, despite its
i ts ostensible liberalizing cast,
cast , to limit
lim it the abilities
of students to see their experiences
ime and space .
as being relative in ttime
The fol
fo l l owing aspects will be discussed in terms of how they contribute toward the shaping of academic
(1)
socialization
consciousness:
(1)
sociali
zat ion
education,
procedures of graduate art education.
(2) the failure and limitations of
even reflexive modes of inquiry to
make graduate experiences relative,
re l ative,
and (3) assumptions shared by art
educators and other New Class intel (Gouldner, 1979).
lectuals (Gouldner.
Most of us who observed the
candidates' intervi ew sessions have
subsequently, I am sure , learned all
too well during our
ou r own job interinter uniVersities
ersities
that
views at other uniV
right th i nking has lit
little
tle to do with
a higher order of truth and a great
deal to do
with the
university
environment one happens to be in at
the time.
Yet, the patterns
of
thought and the procedures of investigation acquired during
graduate
study persist and remain a powerful
i nfluence on one's academic reality

set, as basic similarities among the
mature work of graduates from the
of ten reveal. I am
same university often
proposing that socialization
pro-pro
cesses in graduate programs offer
attractive rewards
to those
who
become proficient in the manipulation
knowll edge
of selected
types
of
know
construction and modes of investiga tion.
Conversely,
undesirab le
undesirable
consequences have
been known
to
befall
befa11 those who fail to internal ize
their
the ir program 1s condoned assumptions
and procedures of study.

SOC
SOCIA
IAL
LIIZATION
ZATION
PROCEDURES OF
GRADUATE
GR A DU A TE EDUCATION
Graduate Educat;on
as Cap;tal
In this paper, the socialization
procedures of graduate education are
discussed within the framework of a
social theory of knowledge distribution. According to Gouldner (1979),
in the nineteenth century the control
of production and capital drastically
drastical l y
Old Class
who
changed from the
possessed durable goods to the New
Class who possessed knowledge and
information
in
f orma t ion which were validated
va l ida ted by
acquiring academic
Th i s
academ ic credentials. This
New Class consists of intellectuals
i nt ellectuals
and technocrats who possess concepts
and skills
skil ls that
enable them
to
manipu l ate ideas and processes in
manipulate
both prescribed and new ways. In our
rapidly expanding
expand ing information society, abstract knowledge
knowl edge has become a
commodity traded through educational
systems which provide avenues for
upward
mobility.
Intellectual
capital pro
provides
vides access to incomes
and the ability to exercise one's
potential in a social,y
social ,y
condoned
manner.
As
our
stepped
educational
educat
i onal
attests,, membership in
system aptly attests
the New Class entails a
lengthy
process of learning highly socialized
and specia l iized
zed codes for process
processing
i ng
iinformati
nformation.
on . For many occupations,
graduate study is the culminating
cu l minating
educational experience
experi ence for induction
induc t ion
into the New Class. Graduate creden22

tials
t ia l s are an indica
i nd i cation
tio n of a refined
re f ined
understanding of the kno
knowl
wledg
edgee base
and procedu res of a given area
are a of
study.. The majo
study
maj orr contradiction
con tr adic t ion of
tthhee New Class is that
t ha t whi l e it wi shes
t o exte nd Its membership -- iMsmuch
inasmuch
as its social value is related to the
size
s i ze and prestige of i ts
t s membership
- - at
a t the sa~e t ime its cap ital
i t al value
valu e
is depende
dependent
nt on maintaining excluexc lus ionary practices
sionary
prac t ices (Gouldner,
(Go uldner, 1979).
1979) .
Capital had meani
meaning,
ng, significance,
sign i f ica nce,
onlyy to tthe
he extent
ext ent i t is
and power onl
desired and 1S access
accessib
i bll e through
procedures
that
eelliiminate
min ate
some
aspirants .
If essentially
anyone
coul d easily 9ai
gainn access ttoo a New
Class cccupation,
occupation, its capita l would
wou l d
be devalued.
devalued,
It is
i s here
her e in
that
se l ected and excl
exc luussionary
i onary types of
real i ty emerge
reality
e~erge
that acq
acquire
uire --and
- -and
act
actually
ually
requ i re -- a
require
commitmen
cO","itmentt
resulting
res
ul ti ng in
In reification.
reificat i on.
Reific
R
e i f i caa-tio
tionn occ ur s when tthe
he historicity,
human authors
authorship,
hi p, and relativity of
an
an Idea
Idea,, val ue, or behavio
behaviorr becomes
obscured
(Ap pl e, 1979;
1979 ; Sowers,
Sower s, 1984).
1984),
obscu r ed (Apple,
The New Class is composed of
of
various
va r i ous know ledge bases and operating
opera ting
procedures for a variety of occu
occupapat ions and discip l ines.
ines, History
Hi story and
ongoing dev
developmen
e lopmen ts provide eich
each
di scipline with a variety of sc
diSCipline
sc~oo
hools
ls
of though t from whi ch ttoo choose their
the ir
in tellectua
te ll ect ua l b~ses.
b~ses .
In other
othe r words,
tthere
here are wi
t hin the New CI~5S
within
Cl~ss
types
of know l edge and
an d proced ur
ures
es more or
lesss spec
les
specific
i fic to eac
eachh occupational
occup~tional
area, and,
~ nd , within
wit hi n each area, such
suc~
~s
~s
art educati
ed ucati on,
on , the r e is
i s a~ f ur
urth
ther
er
differ
diffe ren
en t iation of selected knowl edge
bases.
The rat her generalized chi
child-sold-socie ty-subject tri
tri~d
ad of Ral ph Tyle
Tyl err
(L949 ) has
(1949
h~s been used to cescr
descr i be the
focus of program
programss and even eras i n
art
education
(Hamblen,
(Hamb
l an,
1985).
Efl and's (1979
Efland's
(L979)) different
di ffere nt i at
ation
ion of
aesthetic
us t hetic and psychologic
psycholog ical
al schools
of thought i nto mimetic - beha
behaviorist,
viori st ,
p
pragmat
ra gm~t ic-cognitive,
ic-cogni ti ve,
expressiveexpress lve - p~y
psychoanalytic, and objec
objectivist-gesta
t iv i st·ges ta l t
appl led to curricular
cur r icula r foci.
foci .
has been applied
Oeslgnations
DeSi gnations such as
a$ th
these
ese
provice
provide

convenient
co nve nien t la
l abels
bels
for
descri bing
describing
varied
va ried an d wi
wide
de - rang ing phenomena.
Most graduate program~,
programs , howeve
however,
r, have
mOr e differentiated
mor
di ff ere nt i ated anc
ana
a much
esoteric
knowled;e
wled;e base that eludes
eso teric kno
suc
suchh categori
categor i zatio
za t ions.
ns. The nature of
this
t his know ledge
l edge base and th
thee difficu ltie
t iess encountered
tncount&red in und e rstand i ng i t
make it desirable
des irable and give i t power.
power .
is t he knowledge base's
Also, i t 15
relative
re
l ative inacces
inaccessi
s ibility
bility that ma
m~ kes
the soci alization
ali zat ion processes of New
New
Classs learning
Clas
l ea rning especially potent and
long-lasting.
A
A gradua te
te
program
program
know ledge
knowl
edge b~ !e
se
canno t be
learned
half-heartedly.
ha
l f-hearted l y. In the hect ic pace
ntense
ense focus of graduate study,
and i nt
students must
mus t learn a range
r ange
of
fo undation
undational
al in
information
forma t ion as w
weellll as
quicckl
klyy figure ou t wh i ch
ch r esearch
qui
top
topics
i cs and ~ethods of inquiry
i nq uiry ar
aree
preferred wi
with
th in
their
the ir
graduate
program..
program
HistOrical
Histo r ical
origins
orlgin~
and
re lativ i ttyy of knowledge
relativ
k now led ~ e
and
~nd
proceduress ar
dure
aree not continually
con t i nually probed
probed..
While t aking a stat istics
i stics c l ass and
~~d
wit h max
maximum
i rr,um variance
in
working with
factor ana
an~ l ysis it
is
Is doubtf
doubtful
ul m
maany
ny
graduates h.ve
have l earned that
t ha t
t his
~rcc&dure
proced ure "arose histo
h i stor
r i cal
c~ 1 ly
1y wi
w i th
t~
referen ce t o a defin
defi nii te t heory
heor.Y of
intelligence (Th urstone'
urstone'ss bel ief in
i ndepen
nde~endent
dent pr i mary mental
enta l ab iili
l i ties)
and
an d in oPPo5it
opposition
i on to another
anothe r (genera
(gener~ l
intelligence and
a ~ d hier
hierarchy
archy of lesser
l esser
factors ) buttressed
by
principall
principa
COl!1ponen
c
ompone n t
ts
s~
~ (Gould, 1981, p . 301
JOl)) . !
am propos
proposing
ing that 9raduate
~r a duate
programs
sel
~elect
ect bas~~
base~ of knowledge
kn owledge t hat are
ar e in
favor,, th
favor
that
at these are exclusionar
exclusio na r y ,
and tthhat
at they
t hey becomo
become rreifications
elfica t ions due
to
t he
powerful
reinnfo
rol
f orcements
rc ement s
invo l ved .

In
is a
selective
se l ective distrIbut
distr i butio
Io n of know
k~ow l edge.
edge .
Although
Alt
hou gh indivi
indiv iddual
ua l programs
progra..,s change
ch a ~ge
over time
t i me with
wi t h PQrs
personnel
o ~ne l
chan;es,
changes.
they al
also
so exhibit a
recognizabl
recogn
izab l e
character based on
o~
tthhee types
of
acado~lc
reality
given
acade~ lc
r eal i ty which ar
aree 9iven
Z3
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credence. This
This is
is what
what we,
we,
as
credence.
as
graduate students,
students, readily
readily recognize
recognize
graduate
in candidates
candidates from
from other
other universit
universities
in
ies
and often
often ssaw
as being
bei ng aa matter
matter of
of
and
aw as
wrong thinking.
thinking.
wrong
Particular
Particular types
types of
of inquiry
inquiry can
can
be seen
seen in
in dissertations
dissertations from
from particpartic be
ular universities.
universities.
might be
be
ular
One might
fairly
fairly accurate
accurate in
in predicting
predicting that
many Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State
State Univ
University
many
ersity
dissertations would have
have aa phenomenophenomenologica
1ogi cal1 focus
focus during
duri n9 the
the 1970's
1970' s..
During this time, the Uni
vers i ty of
University
was represented by a number of
Oregon was
sociocul tural
dissertations with a sociocultural
instru cti ona~
framework placed on art instructiona~
phenomena. The University of Il1iIl li nois has had a fair number of disserno;s
tations based
on
the
empirical
investigation of the psychology of
responses to art; Stanford graduates
have often written on the use of
educational criticism as a mode of
analysis. Even greater differentiapatterning
tion of patte
rn ing can be ascertained
by looki
ng
at the
disse
rtati ons
looking
dissertations
produced under
guidance
the
of
particu
particular
l ar mentors at these universiti es.
That types
of
i nquiry
inqui
ry
and
ultimate ly
l y meaning are a matter of
social conditioning and are relative
to one's purpose is highly ev iident
dent in
an d by whom within
who is quoted and
research circles. Broudy (1985)
(19B5) has
noted that, even when a number of
scholars are dealing with a fairly
fair ly
narrow topic, their references will
differ. For example, he found that
among four
fou r scholars who compil
compiled
ed a
reference list of fifty to ninety
sources on a given topic only five
Sources
repeated and
those
sources were
sources were works
by the
four
scholars.
There is no one particular body
of knowledge
knowl edge required of an area of
study.
As our hapless
candidate
of
ten found out, reference to
a
often
researcher not currently in favor was
a breach of etiquette tantamount to
making unseemly noises at the dinner
tab
l e. In some art education protable.
grams, Lowenfeld's
Lowe nfe ld's ideas still
stil l shape

the
In
the focus
focus and
and modes
modes of
of inquiry.
inquiry.
In
others,
in
others, mention
mention of
of his
his name
name
in
anything
anything other
other than
than aa critical
critical tone
tone
or
or because
because of
of historical
historica l necessity
necessity
will
The
will cause
cause one
one to
to lose
lose points.
points.
The
bad
bad blood
blood generated
generated between
between Lowenfeld
Lowenfeld
and
Schaefer- Simmern in
in the
the 1950's
1950's is
is
and Schaefer-Simmern
still
still aa controversial
controversia l issue
issue on
on some
some
campuses,
campuses, generally
generally falling along
along the
the
lines
lines of professors
professors who
who had
ha d them
them as
as
their
rn ,
their advisors
advisors or
or who
who were,
were, in
in tu
turn,
schooled
schooled by professors who worked
worked
In some art educat
ion
under them.
them.
education
departments
,
Carl
Jung
is
best
departments,
considered two four-lettered words.
In others, one must believe that art
provides
l e and
provides avenues to the ineffab
ineffable
that art can unite all of humanity in
a common vision --or one risks being
be i ng
llabe1led
abe lled a positivist.
l es of
positi vist. Examp
Examples
who
is in, who is out, who is a
who;s
nobody, what sources are curre
nt,
cu rrent,
which ones are passe , how particu
lar
particular
sources are
a re to be interpreted
interpreted,, which
which
research mo
des are preferred, and so
modes
on, could,
could , with some research, be
cited for
fo r each art education program
in the United States.
One can reasonably argue that
program differences are necessary for
the vit
a lity of any field;
they
vitality
pro vide graduate study choices, and
provide
they result in
i n research being produced from a variety of perspectives.
perspect ives.
These benefits are not being disputdi sputed. Rather, I am proposing that due
to the highly selective information
and procedures in each program and
attractive
due to the attracti
ve rewards to be
gained and the punishments to be
avoided from adhering to the tenets
of a specific program, a program's
knowledgee base is often not seen as
knowledg
on
relative to
human selecti
sel ect ion
and
t he
authorship. It becomes seen as the
correct way to understand the fie l d
education .
of art education.
Educat;on as a
Education
Means o f
Mea.ns
Soc;a
;o n
S
o c i all ;
izati
In this discussion, socialization;s
tion
is being used interchangeably
Sociology
knowl-with educat iion
on.. Socio
l ogy of knowl
edge theorists suggest that know
knowledge
l edge
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sociali
eager to become expertly soc
i a li zed
within some selected shape of academic reality.
Even among those who
question
wish to Quest
i on the process, there
are powerful
powe rful incentives
incen t ives to
t o conform
co nform
and procedures operating to mi
nimize
mini
mize
di ssent. As one progresses through
the educat io na l system ,
i ngly reti"one becomes increas
increasingly
cent to tamper with that system
system
in any signif
s i gnificant
i cant way ...
. .... As one
central t o
the
becomes more
system les
l esss deviation is
i s acceptable because i t
has a
more
profound
system as
pr ofound impact on the system
i tution does
. . . . The inst
a whole ....
institution
not
select ... those
who
wi 11
potenti ally do i t harm by ma king
ki ng
sweeping changes . The strongest
institutions accept
dissenters
into per i phe rraall positions, giving
giv ing
these dissenters a chance
to
accept parts of the system , thus
developing
deve
lo pi ng a
stake
in
that
there by dealt
system. Dissent is thereby
with
wi
th thro
through
ugh a co-opting rather
than confrontational technique .
(Anderson , 1985 , p.22-23).
(Anderson,
p.22- 23).
Re;nforcements
Reinforcements
in Graduate Study
Among the growing research of
folk
lor ists ar
aree col
co lll ected stor i es on
f olk lorists
the anxieties and peri ls
l s of writing a
dissertation in which instances of
lost, misplaced, stolen,
sto l en. and des troyed
dissertat
dis sertat io ns
have
been
re 1ated (Lipson
related
(L i pson-Wa
- Wa 1l ker, 1983). (<1>
1) To
this body of research could be added
changed
disse rtation
dissertation
accounts of
i cs to fit
top ics
f it committee
members'
wishes,
wi
s hes, how dissertation committees
are sel
se l ected, and so on.
on . Within the
oral tr ad
adition
i tion of art
educati
ed uc atioon,
n,
there is
the perhaps
apocryphal
account of the professor who would
l oc k his office door, turn out the
li ghts, and then hi de out on the fire
escape to elude a persistent doctor al
com i cstudent. And, there are tthe
he comi
tragic acc
accounts
ou nts of students havi
havinngg to
tee meetings in the
schedule commit
committee
mornings because by the afte r noon a
professor's liq uid lun
lunch
ch would
wo ul d have
taken
tak.en effect.

and modes of inquiry do not exist as
en tities
ent
iti es separate
separat e from human selecinterpretation,, and signifition, interpretation
cance ((Berger
Berger
&
Luckman,
1966;
Bowers, 1984). To participate in any
educational process is to participate
in learning what has been given some
type of social group va li
lidat
ion .
It
dation
may mean learning
l earning to discuss the
ref i nement of aesthetic sensibilities
refinement
as the main reason for art criticism
instruction and to consider
only
artistic exemplars as valid objects
of study. Conversely, one may learn
to consider art criticism as pr iimar
mar i lyan
ly an analytic tool and to believe
that all artistic forms are worthy of
study. In graduate study these and
myr i ad other distinctions are learned
in lectures, discussions, the writing
of research papers, and so on.
They
become the substance of frames of
thinking
thin
king that will be app li ed to
current and, more than likely, future
problem-so lv
lviing.
ng.
80th
Both
knowl edge
knowledge
bases and modes of inquiry become a
part of what Bowers (1984) has called
the deep structure of our thinking
and which Apple (1979) has metaphor
metaphoriically located at the bottom of our
brains to indicate its imbeddedness.
This
Th is ;iss not to suggest that
doctoral
candidates
are
passive
creatures, soaking up whatever is
env i ronmentally offered like
l ike
some
question
Skinnerian sponge. They do quest
ion
and give their own interp retations,
often vehement
ly disagreeing
with
vehemently
theiirr univ
the
univeersity
rsity
professors,
and
after graduation may produce research
very different from what was current
in their
th e ir graduate program.
Some
graduate students ,
however
howev er ,
consci ously select a university based on
sciously
the types of rea l ity sets i n which
t heyy wish to be educated and the
the
professiona
professionall network they wish to
develop.
To same
some extent, tthrough
hrough
this
th i s choice, they participate
in
constructing the knowledge base and
modes of inquiry that tend to become
reified as they proceed through the
graduate socialization process. They
are, in effect , fairly willing
willing and
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Psychologists, political
polit ical pollsters, and business managers might do
well
we ll to study how graduates select
se l ect
their doctoral committees
commit tees as one of
the most so
sophisticated.
phisticated, finely
finel y ttuned
uned
decision-making
making examples in today1s
to day ' s
decisionsociety..
society
This
is a
high - stakes
decision wherein types of academic
academi c
different
rreality
eality of
di fferent
professors
encountered
en coun tered during graduate
gr aduate work must
must
be delicately balanced
ba l anced and reflected
in one's own work or, at the very
least.
criticized.
Graduate
least, not
Gradua te
students have been pampered and given
every type of assistancej
assistance; they have
also been terrorized by personality
conflicts, innumerable
in numerab le dissertation
dissertat ion
rewrites, and ambiguous expectations.
In a variety
va riety of fields,
f ields, there
the re
acco unts
have been publicized accounts
of
fail ed to finish
f ini sh
students who have failed
their programs because their
t heir controversial research
rese ar ch would cause their
university to lose the support of
university
powerfull foundations
powerfu
foundat ions or lose exchange
exc hang e
potentially
s tu dents from a potential
students
ly offended
foreign government. At some univers ities, individual doctoral dissertasities,
tions must fit
within a
larger
research
Failure to
r esearch project.
t o work
with the project can mean interminain te rmi nable delays in
i n finishing
fin is hing the program.
One ;iss reminded of the jaded definidefini tion of a successfu
successfull student as be i ng
one who knows how to
t o adjust his/her
thinking to conform to the require situation.<2>
uatio n. <2>
ments of the sit
C
C hh
aa
r r
aa
cctteerr;;s
stti;c
cs of
Academ;a
A cade m ; a and
Academ;cs
That professors educate within a
;s to
particular academic reality set is
be expected.
expected . Profess
Professors
ors are in the
business of professing.
They are
often hired for their strong, distinctive,
t i nct i ve , and we ll
l l-deve
-deve l oped research
i n a fa iirly
r ly narrow area of study. As
a signifi
significant
cant other , they
t hey are formielaborated
dable.
They
have an
speech code that
is not
eas i 1y
assailed.
assai 1ed.
But
aga
again,
in,
graduate
s t udents do not enter programs to
students
become skeptics regarding
reg arding their
the i r home
un iversity program. Graduate
university
stu-

dents are poised
po i sed to bel
be lii eve, and only
on l y
with
wit h difficulty may come to admit
that a formerly admired mentor has
fe et of c l ay,
f ound to have
been found
ha ve feet
ay.
Gr
ad
uate
students
are expected
Graduate
to
fin ely tuned sense of
t o develop a finely
s kepticism regarding the work of art
skepticism
educators
such
educ ators e l sewhere,
sewhere , but if
criticism
di rected toward
cr it ici sm is openly directed
their own program, they may find
themse lves without any mentors, let
themselves
alone a friendly
f ri end ly doctoral commi ttee.
Not only must graduate
gr aduate students
studen t s avoid
criticizing the specific
of
specif ic work
their own professors,
profess ors , they also
a l so must
be careful that their ideas are not
professors
too divergent from their professors~
general
genera l frames of reference.
referenc e.
For
fo r
example, Lowenfeld was not known for
producing
ng a generation of art educaproduci
either
tion graduates who
were
eit
her
critical of his work or of his vi
ews
views
on a variety
vari ety of subjects.
subj ec ts. This does
they
passive,
not suggest
th ey
were
unthinking individuals,
individua l s. but.
but, rather,
that in se l ect
ecting
in g to study under hi
himm,,
they were predisposed to some extent
to his viewpoint.
vi ewpoint.
students , more
mor e
than
Doctoral students,
soci ety, have been
many others in society,
rewarded throughout much
mu ch of the iirr
formal
education
on
for
thoroughlyy
thoroughl
forma 1 educati
learning
to
l ear ni ng information presented
them. They have often become very
proficient in
i n the business
bus iness of being a
ed on a
student. As they have focus
focused
particular program
program of graduate study,
their types
t ypes
of academi
academicc
rea l ity
became more finely
fine ly tuned
tun ed and discriminatory. These types of reality take
on a correctness which is questioned
at the peril of lower grades, lac
lackk of
support for a graduate assistantship,
assistantsh i p,
numerous
dissertation
proposal
rewrites, a lingering dissertation,
and , to some extent, a loss
and,
l oss
of
persona l stabi lity
l ity..
As in
most
i s infiinfi socializing situations, it is
nitely easier to believe
be l i eve and conform
that it
i t is to di
diss
ssent.
ent.
Dup
Du plicity
l i city
wi t hin a doctora
within
doctorall program is not
easi l y maintained
maint ained .
Doctorates are not necessarily
necessar ily
given to the most creative peoI
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ple, but more often to those who
have
ha
ve learned
l earned to conduct themt hemselves in such a way as
to
successfully make it through all
the required
requ i red rites of passage. A
certain kind of acceptance of the
status QUO
QU o is required of those
who would advance through the
system
educational
either
acceptance or phenomenal cunning
and pat;
ence .
(Anderson, 1985,
patience.

forming a subculture of occupationally related identifiab l e members.
It
is this
professional
subc ul tura l
ideas
component developing around
that provides the designations of
insider and outsider
outs i der and a ll the
parochial protectionism t hat comes
with believing that one's group is
correct.
This is not to suggest that
intent
graduate faculty
are
in tent
on
breaking the spirit of students or
that students
are isolated
from
divergent views
views.. Quite the oppos i te
is true, and this latitude, i n fact,
tends to give the patina of correctness to the rea
l ity set the student
reality
does fina
f i na l ly acquire.
A specious
freedom of expression is
i s implied
imp li ed in
academia (Shaw,
1985)
1985 )..
At
any
university there is a wealth
of
library resources,
professors
in
reso urces,
professo r s
th different
diffe r ent
other subjects areas wi
with
views, and contacts with educators on
national, state, and local levels.
The academic ;s
is portrayed as being
involved
actively invol
ved in weighing a l ternatives, engaging in debate, refining
positions,
Questioning
pos
i tions, and questioni
ng premises.
The appearance of choice is everywhere.
Moreover, most
professors
pro f essors
want students to develop
deve lop into independent, critical thinkers who are
able
ab l e to base their arguments on a
wealth of ideas. Yet, such crit
cr i t ica
i ca l
ns of
thinking occurs wi thin assumpt iioons
shared definitions of what i s and
what is
not
correct.
Selected
correct .
assumpt i ons offer
assumptions
approaches
for
look i ng at a range of
phenomena
one's
graduate
which, throughout
program, are used as part of one's
argumentation,, are made public,
argumentation
pub li c , and
are subject to re vi ew.
St udents
Students
practice defending and refining their
developing reality set and devising
lines of thought to repudiate and
deflate criticism
A
cr i t i c i sm of their
the i r vi ews
ews..
l engthy series of forma l and i nforma l
reinforcements and implied and real
threats operate to sociali ze
the
into
part i cular
graduate student
i nto
particular
modes of think i ng.

p. 24)

Ostensibly, universities
un iversities are in
the business of educating for criticriti cal th i nking and for encompassing
multip l e viewpoints.
viewpoints .
Yet, one can
read of professors
not
who are
granted tenure for their political
views or, perhaps, for their
th e ir less
Puritan
life-styles.
than
life
- styles.
The
seriousness of thinking or doing the
wrong stuff is evident in the fairly
common
and
lingering
idea-feuds
between professors who have different
viewpoin ts.
Orwell's
(949)
and
viewpoints.
(1949)
Koestler's (1941) chilling accounts
of mind control indicate that
a
fearful onus can be placed on making
ideological errors in thought as well
In our
information
as in deed.
society, it is not just a matter of
outward l y act
outwardly
acting
ing correctly.
One's
ideas- - and the values and assumptions
integral to those ideas- - must also be
properl y aligned.
properly
As Gouldner (1979) has
dis cussed, ideas are a commodity; they
are a form of capital.
capital . Capital as
hard cash can be used to buy real
estate; capital as ideas can be used
to influence
i nfl uence meanings,
mean i ngs, values,
va 1ues, and
actions that have few
geographic
restraints. Star doctoral candidates
produce research that furthers their
mentor ' s ideas
mentor's
much
as
favored
children physically and emotionally
emotiona lly
resemble their parents .
Starting
with graduate school, a networ
networkk of
contacts and of mentors ;s
is bui l t that
can have important implications for
future
employment,
emp l oyment,
editorships,
consultancies,
(Hamb l en,
co nsultancies, and so on (Hamblen,
l ike-minded
1986). A community of like-minded
thinking is bui l t up around
ideas,
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MODES OF
INVESTIGATION
Within the university environ-

is very
ve ry much
mode rnity
;s
part of
modernity
(Foucault, 1970
1970;;
Gaul dner,
Gouldner,
1979:
Hamblen, 1983).

ment, dedicated to the presentation
presentat io n
ple viewpoints, one would
of mu lti
l tiple
think that processes of investigation
wou ld mitigate against the rei ficawould
tion of knowledge
and modes
of
Such ;iss not the
iinquiry.
nqui ry .
case.
Bowers (1984) suggests that modes of
inquiry such
as
positivism
and
rationalism
the ir
human
rational i sm obscure
ir
authorship and tend to provide their

It is not the purpose of this
paper to proffer a solution to what
could easi ly develop into a regression of problematizing
prob l ematizing stances, i.e.,
an examination of one's eexamination
xaminat ion
ad infinitum. It is, however, being
proposed that graduate programs with
reflexive modes of inquiry are no
reificat;on and
more immune to a reification
parochialism of their
methodology
positivism,
rationali s m,
rationalism,
or
than pOSitiVism,
whatever. Ironically, a methodology
that incorporates
incorpo r ates a prob
problematizing,
l ematizing,
reflexive
refle xiv e stance can give a sense of
correctness
cor r ectness specifically because a
stable truth is not being claimed.

own justification. "Positivism lends
i ts own form of legitimization to the
its
idea that
knowledge is
socially
neutra 1l..
Challenging
Cha l1e ng i n9
POS'1
positivism,
t i vi sm.

particularly within the
setting, ;s
is
a llonely
onely

university
formidable

NE W C LA
L ASS
SS VALUES
VA L UES
IN AR T EDUCATION
EDUCAT I ON

challenge indeed" (Bowers, 1984, p .
69). According to Bowers, rationally
fai ls
l s to "grasp the nature of reality
real ity
and to take control of it from the
mystifying forces of history ... reason
itself is shaped by the unconscious
history embedded in the
language
through which we derive
der ive the cognitive
cogniti ve
ve as the basis of the
maps that ser
serve
rational process" (p. 69).
Hermeneutics , phenomeno
phenomenology,
l ogy, and
existentialism
have
often
been
exis tentialism
offered as antidotes to ahistoricism
and asocial
asocia l positions
positions..
They
are
considered approaches that can make
explicit the relativity
relati vity of exper i encenc es and meanings throughout time and
space. Th i s paper's examination of
types of academic reality in graduate
study falls into this general category of reflexive inquiry.
Howe ver ,
such an approach should not lull us
into believing that some
greater
truth is thereby being revealed . The
fa lll acy of self-reflexive modes of
fal
inquir y is that they also cannot
inquiry
escape their
hi storicity
historicity
and
a
selected framework of assumptions.
approaches
ls o subject
Reflexive approac
hes are a lso
to
reification
and
excl
exc lusionary
usionary
attitudes toward
other modes
of
examinat ion of one ' s own
inquiry. An examination
premises is
a twentieth
century
phenomenon that i s evident
a
evid ent in
vari ety of New Class disciplines and

Part of the reason
r eas on for
the
reification of
varying types
of
academ ic
i c reality
real ity
that
may
even
of
encompass problematizing modes
inquiry is that art education shares
alt ruistic va
value
in the altruistic
luess of the New
Class.
Members of the New Class
believe that they are the guardians
and promulgators of knowle
knowledge
dge that
t hat is
is
necessary {or
f.or individual and societal
societa l
well - being (Gou ldner
ldner,, 1979).
The ir
motives and actions are embedded in
the democrat ic and humanistic principrinci ples of
equality,
equa lity,
honesty,
and
caring. The rhetoric of art education literature
would
have
one
bel ieve "that there is not a mean
mea n
bone in art education's collective
body" (Hamb len,
l en, 1986, p.l02).
p.102).

It

is

easy to assume a correctness
of
knowledge and mode of inqu i ry when
one's
one ' s ideas and actions are focused
toward
aesthetic
enlightenment ,
enlightenment,
social
understanding,,
understanding
individual
awareness,
awareness , improving the quality of
l ife,
ife , and so on.
New Class
Cl ass intellectuals are not
merely content to act. They are also
act ively involved
actively
involv ed in examining the ir
ir
own acts. There is the implication
impl ication
- ref l exion will elimi
e limi that such self
self-reflexion
is
nate bias. When involved in what ;s
socia
llyy defined
cause,
soc; all
defi ned as a worthy ·cause.
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it;s
it is easy to forget that one is
making selections
se lec tions from a range of
possibilities and that one's
own
one ' s
;s also part
shape of consciousness is
of the examining
exam i ning consciousness .
One
only need be in a class where a
self-reflexive
selfreflexive model of inquiry is
is
mandatory to see that there can also
a l so
be a
dictatorship of
compulsory
openness
and
benevolence
The
benevolence..
failure to examine
types
of
reality
exami ne
in art educat
education
io n as a function of
relative socialization processes is,
in part, a function of sharing in the
New Class bel
i ef that methodologies
belief
based on good intentions
in tentions equate with
right thinking.
thinking .

ed knowledge bases and modes
of
universi iinquiry
nquiry particular to their university's
ty ' s program. These knowledg e bases
and modes of inquiry take on
a
reified correctness and lose their
historicity and human authorship due
to
t o the rigorous socialization process
and the reward system of graduate
education. New Class members' belief
that they are engaged in improving
the conditions of society and are
self- interest
acting without self-interest
also
obscures the selection process and
relativity
relat
iv ity of individual
individua l knowledge
bases .
In this
th is paper, no so l ution
ut i on ;s
parochial ism
offered to eliminate
el i minate the parochialism
excl usionary
and
exclusionary
attitudes
that
develop
deve
l op around types of reality in
art education.
A social theory of
distribution
has
been
knowledge
deemed applicable in this instance to
examine the circumstances of
art
education
graduate
study.
This
( 1984)
author agrees with Donmoyer's (1984)
belief that research approaches need
evaluated. not on an apriori
to be evaluated,
criteria,, but on
on th e basis of
set of criteria
the purposes and meanings relative to
one's intent.
In
other
words,
thinking the right stuff can
be
most ly a matter of deciding what one
wishes to accomplish.

SUMMARY

Most research in art education
has been applied to education at the
el ementary and secondary levels, with
focused
on
the
1 ittle interest
assumptions and li fe world circumstances of those who carry out such
formulate
research and who fo
rmulate policy.
Attention needs to be directed to the
socialization processes to which art
educators are subject and the impli cations of those processes.
This
Th is paper has dealt with an
examination of how graduate students
in art education learn types
of
academic reality based on the selectse l ect-
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Footnotes
1 I wish to thank Dr. Kristen Congdon for bringing this source to my
attention.
2 After a particularly grueling
assignments,
gruel i ng series of statistic ass
i gnments, my education
professor jokingly remar
remarked
ked that individuals
i ndividua ls with doctorates are iinn high
demand, not because of what they know, but because they do
do whatever the tas
taskk
demands.
demands.
Karen A. Hamblen
Hambl en ;s an Associate Professor iinn the
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Unive
ni versity,
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G ENERAL THEORY OF ART
S OCIAL INSTITUTION
SOCIAL
INS T ITUTION

AS

A

James Noble Stewart
Art may be und
erstood by co
cons
idering it as a socia
understood
nsidering
sociall institution i n which
candidates
ion.
Th is
particular artifacts
art i facts are presented as cand
idates for appreciat
appreciation.
This
institution
i nstitution includes
inc l udes the domains of production,
pr oducti on, distribution, and consumption
consumpt i on ,
all
al l of which are regu l ated according to rules and standards re l ating to both
behavi oral roles for those people invo lved. In the parad iigm
gm
art objects and behavioral
case all participants iinn the
th e institution are of the same cultural group.
This
;s
is i mportant for art educators to understand because of t he dive rsity of
cu l tures r ep
epresented
r ese nted in the classroom . Because a person's greatest opportunity
for meaningful involvement in the arts comes ffrom
rom within his or he
herr native
culture,, art education which is excess iively
culture
vely tied to the fine arts r epresen
ep res ents
ts a
form of cultural
cultur al imperialism which alienates most students as potentia l partic
partic-ipants
arts..
i pants in the arts
relevance in
the
art
education
l iterature is due to an inadequate
theoret i call base within
theoretica
with in which
to
organiz
organizee the
t he many socia l phenomena
discussed. In order to clarify the
relationsh ip of art, society
society,, and
relationship
an d
educat ion this study ;s
i s focused on
education
cu l ture and t he
h.e
how art emerges iinn a culture
implication this has for education.
The
T he Import
Importance
ance of
a Soc;al
So c ; a l Theory
The artist ;s
is not a person
person with
complexx of persona
personality
a particular comple
li ty
traits , ·' but one who, within a cultraits,
cul ture, is acknowledged to be an
an artist
(o r i ts equivalent)
equ ivalent ) by oth er members
of the same culture. To pa
paraphrase
raphr ase
what Worsley ((l96a)
1968) has said
of
chari smatic leade
l eaders,
rs , (1) artists can
on l y be identif
identified
i ed in
i n social
soci al context,
only
2) artists only have
( 2)
hav e in common a
certain rrelationship
ela tionsh i p to a group of
other people, and (3) artists from
one grou
groupp may be met with indifference in other groups or at other
times . Being an artist is not a
times.
al i ttyy of the person ~~, but a
qu ali
phen omenon of the rrelationship
phenomenon
elat ionsh ip of an
individual
constituency.
individu al to a constituen
cy.
An examp le
l e of one recognized as
an artist
arti st in her commun i ty would be
Almeda Ridd le
l e of Herber
Springs,
Arkansas,
Arkans
as, a singer of Ozark ballads
ball ads
(Abrahams, 1970). She;s
She is a woman
woman

Introd
du
uc
ctt;;o
on
n
This paper
is
intended
to
outlin
outlinee (l
(1)) the
t he importance of social
soc ial
theory in art for art education, (2)
unif
ified
i ed conception of art which
a un
defines all art as the products of a
institution
wh ich
on in which
genre of social instituti
artifacts are produced,
produc ed, distributed,
and consumed within a particular
particu l ar fo
folk
lk
group, and (3) some implications for
art educat ion of this
thi s positi
position.
on.
The
institution
social insti
t ution be i ng defined is
necessarily tied
t i ed to a single cultural
group and is further defined by (1) a
regu l ating the domains
set of ru l es regul
domai ns
prod uction,
distr
ibutio n,,
of production,
distribution
and
cons umption of art objects , and (2) a
se t of role expectations for the
ind ividual s invo lved in the i nstituindividuals
nstit uttion
io n..
between
art
and
A relationship
society is rec
recogn
og nii zed in art education lite
l iterature.
rature .
Art's impact on
people is considered ((Feldman,
Fe ldman, 1970
1970),
),
its function iinn various aspects of
other cultural and social activities
is considered (Ch apman, 1978) and it
it
;s
is considered as a
communication
Degge,
1977
).
system (McFee
and O
egge,
1977).
A
l though he does not take issue with
Although
these writings
wr i tings Bersson (1986)
(1986 ) cont ha t art education stil l lacks
tends that
social relevance.
An assumptio
assumptionn in
in
this paper is that the lack of social
3!

passionately concerned wi
with
th the
t he arts
but with no apparent interest in the
fi ne arts.
She is concerned and
of
knowledgeable
about matters
express i on,
expression,
style,
sty 1e .
performance
context, critical standards, metacrit
i cism, and t he philosophy of the
t he
criticism,
Ozark ballad.
This
raises
two
questions.
First,
how
can
her
sophistication be reconciled
reconcil ed with a
body of
aesthetic
theory
whichh
t heory
whic
ignores, or patronizingly romanticizeven
es her art? Second, how
how can we even
be sure that art exists in other
Merriam ' s (1964)
cultures in Light of Merriam's
putative proof that it does not exist
in certain
certai n tribes
tr i bes which are acknowl
acknowl-gener edged to have songs which are generally considered in other contexts to
be art?
No wor
workk of art can be either
identified
or
evaluated
without
reference to its broader cultural
position. It is hazardous even to
classify a particular object (ballad
wi thout knowing
or painting) as art without
first what other things are considth e culture
cultur e i n which it
ered art in the
defined
was made.
Art may be defin
ed in
there t'erms of a class of objects, thereferms
fore, i
iff ;itt i s
is fi rst known that
either (I) there is a reco
gnized
recognized
class
i ch are considered
c lass of objects wh ich
art works, or (2) that a social
insti tution exists which is analogous
institution
to that through which we produce such
a class of objects. In the first
case such a class of objects implies
a social
soc i al institution through which
members of the
th e class are produced.
In the second case it wil
willl further be
necessary to determine what objects
are produced through this institution
regardless of whether or not they are
categorized as a class of objects
kn own as art.
known
A social theory approaches art
as the manifestation of genre of
institution. It is not intended to
supply a definition in terms amenable
agenda,, as
to a particular political agenda
it often ;i s in Marxist literature
such as, for example, in Vasquez
(1965). To posit a social theory

which overemphasizes revolution (Ruz .,
(Hadjinico-1980) or class struggle (Hadjin;co
laou,
lao
u, 1974) is to ignore the intragroup
(i ntra-c
ntra - cllas)
as ) or
esoteric
(Jansen,1965)
(Ja
ns en.1965) nature of art. Neither
is a social theory simply a populist
attack on
artistic standards
of
judgment, a~ Smith (1983) has sug a 1 theory of
gested.
A sod
social
art
should guide the rese
archer to focus
researcher
on
on the
th e mechan isms
i sms through which art
arises in a culture.
cu l ture.
Although art is a social phenomenon, the individual
in dividua l is by no means
unimp
ortant.
unimportant.
Mukarovsky
(1964)
suggests that a continuum may be
ind ivid ua l aesthetdrawn between the individua
i c and the structured aesthetic. The
individual aesthet
aesthetic
ic is related to
what one person may find pleasing, as
of
iinn the fortuitous combination
paint splashes on
a wall.
The
structured aesthetic
defines
the
genres of art, as in the structure of
poetry as it is understood in a
Alll works
particular time and place. Al
some po
point
in t between the
of art fit same
continuum . While the
extremes of the continuum.
individual aesthetic is an important
psychological phenomenon
phenomenon,, it is the
structured aesthetic which defines a
work of art as such in a socia- culcu l tural context.
A Soc; a1
Th eory of Art
Theory
The minimum information required
in order to state that art exists in
any culture is the presence of a
any
particular genre of socia - cultural
interactions among
people.
This
requires an etic ((Pike,
Pike, 1954) poi nt
view,
of vi
ew, that is, one which stands
outside of anyone culture. The emic
em i c
paint
(Pike,
(Pike , 1954), or intracultural, point
of view of art may seem irrelevant to
an outside observer
The
Ab
elam
observer..
Abelam
peop l e of New Guinea, for examp le
l e,,
people
have criteria for good art which have
to do with traditional correctness
and m
magical
agical eff i cacy (Forge,
(Fo rge, 1971 ))..
This may iindeed
ndeed be irre l evant to art
iinn general while remaining a valid
va li d
frame of reference for those familiar
with it. Similarly. the history of
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developWestern aesthetics shows the de
velopment of an
an emic philosophy. From a
folklorist' s
perspective
it
is
incorrect to general.ize from one emic
conception or to
t o apply that conception to another group (Pelto and
Pelto, 1978 ). From this it fo l lows
that Western aesthetics is
i s an inappropriate base from which to develop
a generalizab
genera li zab l e concept of art which
would be applicable to other peoples .
i on of a theory of
It has the funct
function
art to account for the phenomenon
despite the variety of emic
em;c forms it
ke..
may ta
take
The Locus of Art in Culture
An emic
em ic theory may, for example
example,,
associate art
ar t with something like
expr ess ion, but one is
expression,
i s then
t hen faced
with the problem of locating that
express sion in the art object,
expre
object , the
viewer or e l sewhere. To locate it iinn
t he art objects
objec ts themsel ves l eads to
Bel'
formalism as in the work of Bell
react
(19 13)
13 ).. To locate
loca te it in the re
act iion
on
of the perceiver l eads willy nil
ly to
nilly
personal
making art a matter of
(1938))
psychology
psycho
l ogy as in Collingwood's (1938
discussion of expression as a personimpe rat ive.
al imperat
In ethnograph ic terms all that
is
i s in art i s located within the
compl
ex of shared ideas wh iich
ch are
complex
ca ll
l led
ed culture.
Culture, in this
sense , is
sense,
i s a non - evaluative
eval uative term
te rm which
has been defin ed in at least eleven
ways (Gould and Ko lb, 1964).
1964) .
These
definitions have
in common
the
co ncept of a shar
sharing
ing among members of
culturall phenomea group. A l i st of cultura
na would incl
i nc l ude stories, dances,
rites,, festivities,
i efs,,
rites
festiv i ties, ideas, bel
beliefs
language
an d
legends, lang
uage , ways of eat ing and
in g, and so on.
s leep
on . Like a personal
l eeping,
opinion, the unstructured
unstr uctured aesthet ic
may be li tt l e influenced by culture
may
culture,,
but, like the wisdom of a proverb,
the structured aesthet
aesthetic
i c is a shared
construct.
The sadn ess (or other
express ion)
io n) in a painti
painting
ng is to be
found in such shared ideas.
Art and t h e
Fo l k Grou p
Groups
Grou
ps of people
peo pl e may be

var
iously descr ibed .
Alan
Dundes
variously
Al
an
Dundes
(19S0)
gro up
as,
(1980) defines a ffol
olkk group
as ,
" . .. Any group of people
peop l e whatsoever
[sic] who share at l east one common
factor" (p.6) . The fol
f olk.k group i s, as
Ben-Amos ((1979)
1979) suggests,
sugge sts , a small
sma l l
complex
~
as compar ed to the compl
ex
interlocking
groupings
society
interlock
ing group
i ngs iinn a soci
ety
such as that of the
United
t he Uni
ted States.
The common factor of the small group
grou p
may be lan
guage , religion, occ
up alanguage,
occupation, or an interes t in art .
To
define all art in
the
i n terms of
culture of the folk group implies
that ttoo the
t he extent that a particu
particular
lar
group has develop ed some esoteric
esot er ic
( Jansen , 1956) lore which
wh ich iitt considers its
i ts own, it may be a cultural
cu lt ura l
unit or sub- unit within
within,, but distin
dis t in-guishable
guishab l e from, tthe
he broader society.
soc i ety.
Defin itio
i t i ons
ns of art
ar t have turned
attributes
upon a vari ety of attribu
t es
of
works,
s umed to be manifested
wor
ks, al l as
assumed
The difficult
i n th e object.
in
difficultyy of
deffinition
i nition caused Wittgenstein
such de
Wittgenste in
t hat a group of
( 1979) to suggest that
objects may be conceptualized as a
hou t having
anyone
set wit hout
havi ng anyo
ne thing in
common . They may exhibit
exhib it a family of
Mandelbaum
979))
rresemblances.
esemblances .
M
ande l baum
((11979
al l works of art m
may
ay
suggested that all
non - man i fest
non-man
have in common some
attributes.
Georgee Dicki e
Georg
(1974)
took
too k this suggest ion seriously and
offe red a definition of art in which
artifac ts (2) some
al l works are (1) artifacts
aspects of which have had conf
conferred
erred
upon them th e status of candidates
recia t io n
persons
for app
appreciation
(3) by
act ing on behalf
beh alf of a social institu tion.
This
t i on .
definition has
been
variou s ways some of
developed in various
mayy be found
wh i ch ma
fo un d i n t he work of
( 1976).
Aagaard-Morgensen (1976).
is prominent
promin ent
in
Apprec ia t ion ;s
Appreciation
this theory because it iimpl
mp l ies
i es some
affective
af fective responses to
t o works of art .
Surely art works are value d , in
i n l arge
part, because of the appre
appreciation
ciat i on
which we ha
have
ve for them.
them.
This response ;s
is th
thee fuel which
wh i ch driv
dr ives
es tthe
he
proceesses
sses of production, distribution
di strib uti on
proc
and consumpt
co nsumption
i on of art
ar t.. The process
co
couull d be described, as it
i t is
i s by
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I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Peckham (1978), as one in which art
works are considered, InI•••
, . ,occasions
occasions
for a human being to perform the
art-perceiving role in the artistic
situation" (p.g]).
(p.97). Perception seems.
seems,
however, to be a fairly neutral act
and while it may be a necessary part
of the role of the person to whom an
art work ;s offered, appreciation, in
the sense of an eval uative response,
;s the presumed goal of the perceppercep t; on.
tion.
What is necessary for an instidiscussion
tution of the kind under discuss
ion
;s a relationship among individual
members of a cultural group such that
some produ
produce
ce art works, other present
the works (although the presenter may
be also the producer), and others
appreciate them.
There are,
are , thus,
i n the
three doma i ns in
institution
wh i ch are identified by the Mexican
which
ph il osopher

Acha

(1984)

as:

circumstances
for
offering
for
appreciation must be
appropriate,
that is, not just anything may be
offered by anyone at any time,
t i me, there
are particular persons
perso ns and
and situations
s i tuations
involved;; (3) the procedure must be
involved
followed correctly;
and (4)
the
procedure must be executed complete ly.
ly . An infel
infe l icitous example of an
art wor
l eft on a
workk might be a hammer left
pedestal by a gallery ope
rator who
operator
had not intended it to be considered
a SCUlpture.
SCUlpture, but which was taken as
such by a visitor.
The particu l ar
rules would vary from group to group
and from genre to genre of object,
but the particul ar rules wil l aallll be
related
re
lated to these four genera l principri nciples.
Clearly, what we are seeking in
this theoretical orientation
or i entation 1S
;s a
useful common descr ip
i ptt iion
on of all art
wh i ch will guide research and inwhich
struction.
struction .
It
is
specifically
spe cifically
proposed, therefore, that distinc tions such as those made by Acha
(1984) among artizenry (las
( las artesanias),, fine arts {las
nias)
(las artes cultas),
cultas},
and design (el
(e l diseno) be disregarded
until such time as specif
speci fii c ru les
l es can
be fo
rmulated for particular
formulated
particu l ar variet
variet-ies of the art institution.
institution .
The
paradigm of art should be drawn from
fo l k art
tha n the fine arts
folk
ar t rather than
because the folk cultura l experience
is more basic than that of artwor
artworld
ld
as defined by Danto (1964), which has
as its principle constit
constituency
uency those
with
wi th an
an ;i nterest in the arts.
From
this point of view, the fine arts in
the galleries of New York or Chicago
would be a folk art for the members
of the artworld,
artwor l d, which is, in
i n turn,
defined as those involved in art.
This reflex
reflexive
ive
character of
the
artworld in no way bars it from
f rom
consideration as a folk group in i ts
own right.
Its various claims to
uniqueness are emic cultural elee l ements, the simple
ethnocentricity
commonly found iinn primitive
primit ive culture.
cu l ture.
Broudy's
(1964)
in
sistence,
for
Broudy ' s
( 1964 )
i nsistence,
f or
example, that there are experts who
are qualified
qua l ified to make judgments about

(1)

production, (2) distribution, and (3)
consumption.
In
the ide
ideal
al
case
different members of the same fo
folk
lk
filll each of the three roles.
group fil
If the process involves persons from
different folk groups there is less
relevant
e refore
r elevant shared culture and th
therefore
appreciation is l ess likely
l ikely to occur.
There are rules or standards
governing
the
art
institution.
Although adherence to standards and
strict genre expectat i ons are common
in many
artistic traditions
the
existence of rules does not condemn
the entire process to simple mechanistic adherence to formulae.
To
understand the rules, consider the
proper functioning of the institut i on. When al l goes well
we l l and a valid
art work i s produced, offered, and
appreciated, the
process may
be
considered
"felicitous"
(Austin,
rules
1965). The rul
es for the felicitous
pr oduction of art ((regard
production
regard l ess of its
quality)
qu a lity) may be derived by paraphrasing Austin's rules for felicitous
verbal acts such as marrying:
(1)
there must be an accepted social
procedure for
the production
of
artifacts and for their being offered
for appreciation; (2) the persons and
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what;s
what
is good art carries no weight
whatsoever outside the artworld if,
as he seems to imply, these experts
are a definable group of Western
artists and critics enculturated into
the fine art tradition who apply what
th e ir own
they have learned among their
folk to the rest of the world.
We
could equally select as experts the
elders of the Tiv in Africa .
After
Bohannan had told them the story of
Hamlet they informed
i nformed her that she had
made a few mistakes and that sometime
they would instruct her in story
telling so that she could return to
her own people and show them that she
has, " . . . not been sitting in the
bush, but among those who know things
and have taught you wisdom" (1982).
Art E ducat ; on
The implication for art education is that what one has to learn to
participate in the arts has to do
with the various role models
mode l s in the
domains of production, distribution
and consumption . These may be partly
learned
l earned though participation in a
folk group, but even in primitive
societies we find that art must be
taught. According to Hart (1974),
the education of young children in
primitive societies
is
generally
concerned with practical matters of
making a living and getting along,
but adolescent or adult education
particularly in initiation rites and
other formal schooling
schoo l ing
;s
is con cerned with cultural subjects including philosophy, art, and music.
To
assert that all art is folk art is
not, therefore,
to
assert
that
everyone wi 11 1earn wi thout i nstruction, but to focus on the relationrelation ship of art with particular cultural
contexts .
From a folklorist's
fo l klorist's perspective
fundamenta
ng ;inn the
arts
fundamental1 1l earni
earning
would, in part,
consist of
(1)
learning about production of particular types of things which are valued
by a folk group (particu
(particularly
l arly the
student's) , rather than things which
student's),
are only made
in schools,
i.e.
"school art" (Efland, 1976);
(2)

learning about such things as how art
works are distributed, to whom, by
who, and for what reasons; and (3)
learning
l earning about the appreciation of
art works including how they are
evaluated in our culture and
in
others. This last area of learning
would probably be the llargest
argest because
the domain of consumption is the one
will be
most
in which students
extensively involved. The distribution of art may, however, be of
particular interest because as Acha
(1984) suggests, that is the arena in
dialectic between
the
which the
interests of
the
producers
and
consumers is played out. It is a lso
l so
the domain in which the intervention
of monetary concerns can influence,
even determine, the judgment of the
nominal experts.
The critical
cr i tical implication of the
point of view outlined here is that a
person can most fully be involved in
the arts in his or her own folk
group,, in which the greatest cultural
group
sharing takes place.
Appropriate
education would enable students to
learn more about their own cultural
inheritance and make them aware of
other cultures through learning about
the kinds of social
interactions
involved in the art institution .
To
speak of other cultures, however, is
not to speak of broad groupings like
American, black, working class,
cl ass, or
urban. A person may participate in
many cultures.
Catholic culture
cu l ture is
different from protestant, male from
female, right wing from left.
Three
general statements should be made
about the implications of such a
social theory for art education.
First, to focus exclusively on
the fine arts is to represent a form
of cultural
imper iali
i alism
sm
in
the
schools, ignoring
the fact
that
students come with rrich
i ch traditions of
their own. The fine arts represent a
form of art which pertains to a
particular constituency of people.
To present it as the only correct
concern of all who have an artistic
interest is to imply that this folk
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only
on l y comprehended
comprehended and
and appreciated
appreciated by
by
an
an elite
elite few
few the
thenn they
the y are
are irr
ir ree ll ev~nt
eVAnt
to
to the
the lives
lives of
of the
the children
children except
except
for
for those
those who
who either
either are
are brought
brought up
up
in
i n the
the artwor
artworll dd fo
fo llkk group
group or
or aspire
aspire
to
it.
The
to membersh
membersh;i pp in
; nit.
The habitua
habi tual1
mystification
mystification of
of the
the arts
arts found
found in
in
Western
if
accepted,
Western aesthetics,
aest hetics,
if
accepted,
simply
simply puts
puts them
them out
out of
of the
the range of
of
serious
serious consideration
consideration for
for education
educat ion
in
The
that
in the
the schools.
The fact
fac t
that
members
the
artworld
become
members of
of
engrossed in contemplating
contemplating a painting
might
might only indicate (to the
the students)
students)
that they were
involved
in the art
wer e
1I
• • as
a pl
umber might
" •...
plumber
mi ght be engrossed
by the technical aspects of a bathbath room"
. 551).
room ll (Mencken,
(Men cken, 1949,
1949 , pp.551).
This analysis suggests that any
fundamental
fundamenta l unity found in the arts
;s
i s in
i n the fact that they are all
based on analogous soc i al instit
uinstitutions in which art works are propro duced, presented, and
appreciated
according to rul
es of the in st it
ution
rules
i tution
and rroole
various
le expectation
expecta ti on for
persons involved in it.
It aalso
l so
suggests that
,. as Gl
ass i e
(1983)
that,.
Glassie
(1983 )
in
Ballymenone,
Northern
found
Ire l and, people have rich and complex
aesthetic l ives which
whi ch they discuss
di scuss iiff
one learns
to
listen
properly.
lea rn s
l isten
pr ope r ly .
Because art ;s
a
common
part
of life,
is
life ,
the curriculum in art shou
should
l d deal
with these roles and rules in order
to increase the sophisticatio
sophisticationn of the
students as
participants in
any
aspect of the arts in which they may
i nvolved.
become involved.

group is
; s the
the on
only
ly one
one to
to which
which all
all
group
people should
should asp
aspire.
i re . In
In its
its extreme
extreme
people
this elitist
e l itist position
position claims
claims
form this
form
that art
art is
is aa rare
rare thing
thing with
with which
which
that
few
few people
people come
come into
i nto contact
contact and
an d that
that
the bu
bulk
l k of
of the
the art
art work
work available
available to
to
the
the
the common
common person
person is
is inferior
inferior and
and
unworthy of
of attention.
attention. This
This suggests
suggests
unworthy
that
t hat aa teacher
teacher in
in a remote
remote town
town
shou1d tel
te 11l
students, "Yo
"You
wi 11
11
shaul
students,
u wi
probab l y never
never see
see real
real art unless
unless
probably
you
you go
go to
to New York.
York . You will
will never
never
real art and will not become real
real
own real
ne ver
artists.
You will probably never
let' s
really understand art.
Now, let's
begin our study
of art."
That
littl e more
teacher could hope for littl
than to make aesthetic peasants of
the students, watching what happens
in New York so that imitations of
products and attitudes can be made.
made .
Secondly, a teacher who wishes
t o teach successfu l ly should become
to
in volved
invo
l ved in the student's community.
Community
Commun i ty in volv
volvement
ement would
wou l d lead to
an understanding of the culture of
;s an important
the students. This is
in implication because community
involvement
vo l veme nt may
may not be perceived as
important for teachers.
A study by
Crow and Crow (1951) indicated that
interest in community was ranked as
least impor
tant of 40 teacher traits
important
by both high school seniors
and
college seniors.
seniors . Teachers, in other
words
words,, are not thought of as having
an interest
i nterest in the communi ty, but as
rather as agents (Cartwright, 1965)
of their subject field.
Finally, if the fine arts are
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SUE WILLIAMSON:
S TRUGGLE TOWARD
ARTIST'S STRUGGLE
FREEDOM IN SOUTH AFRICA
Betty LaDuke
LaDuKe

liamso
silk I first learned of Sue Wil li
amsonn through an exhibit of her photo silkscreen prints, A FEW SOUTH AFRICANS, sponsored by On the Wall Gallery in
Medford, Oregon, in November,
Novemb er , 1985. Combining visual and verbal
verb al el ements,
Williamson's seventeen portraits
portra i t s focused on black and white women and their
thei r
ongoing,
ong0 1ng, historical
historica l struggle against political injustice as experienced by
South Africa's predominant black.
black population. In February. 1986, I had tthe
he
opportunity to interview
i nterview Sue Williamson
Wi l li amson in New York City and learn how her
personal development as an artist became linked with the expression of her
political views, resulting in A FEW SOUTH
SOUTH AFRICANS. The portrait series forms
a powerful aesthetic and
an d educational statement that has now
now been seen by
audien
ces in South Africa, the United
Un ited States and Europe.
Europe .
audi
ences
Sue W
Wii l liamson's development as
an artist-activist
artist - activist ;s
is linked with her
identity as a white South African
engaged in
the st
struggle
ruggle
against
aga
i nst
apartheid.
Her V1Sl0n of a just
society, based upon
upon the free movement
and interaction of all peoples within
t heir right to equal
equa l
a nation and their
politica l
political
representation,
evolved
evo
lved
during the five years
yea r s she spent in
the United States in the 1960's.
1960's .
When she returned to South Africa,
she found it
i t hard to accept how
separate
sepa rate the two races were.
What is most extraordinary about
Sue Williamson
Wi lli amson is that she forged her
vision
and' subsequent
po liti
li tical
cal
experiences into an
an artistic statement that has a significant impact
upon black and white South Africans
in ternat io nal
and now within the
international
community. In a personal interview
Sue Will
Williamson
i amson told me she believes
"Art can certainly create
cre at e the kind
kin d of
awareness in people tha
thatt is
;s a necesneces sary precondition
precond i t ion to change. That;s
That i s
why mo st art i sts are a critical
critica l part
of any society,
soc ie ty . particularly one like
Sou th Africa."
South
Using faces of women to tell an
sto ry of the history of
aspect of the story
the struggle for liberation in South
Africa, Wi l liamson has created an
ongoing
por ongo i ng series of poster --ss i ze portra i ts entitl ed A FEW SOUTH AFRICANS.
traits

These portraits are the
t he faces of
women who married, raised ch
chiildren
l dren
th e struggle
for
and carried on the
freedom iinn obscurity.
obscurity, or occasionally
occas ionally
in the international spotl ight,
ig ht, as
Winnie Mande l a did.
I first saw an exhibit of A FEW
SOUTH AFRI
AFR ICANS
CANS in On the Wall Gallery
Ga llery
;inn Medford, Oregon, in 1985 , and a
short time later
la te r fortunately had the
opportunity to meet
meet with Sue Wil li amson i n New York
Yor k Ci ty, thanks to the
efforts of two American photographers , Susan Ll oyd and
Catherine
Allport .
These photographers
photogra phers each met Sue
on their
t heir separate journeys to Cape
Town, South Africa,
Africa , where they also
saw her work
wor k at Cape Town's Gallery
Ga ll ery
Internat i onal .
Subsequently
Susan
International.
ranged for the exhibit, A FEW
Lloyd ar
arranged
SOUTH AFRICANS, to
t o be brought to the
Unit
U
nited
ed
States,
States ,
whi le
le
Cather
Catherine
i ne
Allport
Al l por t invited
inv i ted Williamson
Wil l i amson to speak
on "Apartheid , South Africa:
The
Th e
Role of Art in the Struggle
Strugg l e for
Liberation,"
Liberation
, " at a panel for
the
Women's Caucus for Art in conjunct ion
Association
with
wi
t h the
t he College Art
Associat ion
annual meeting in New York in 1986
1986,.
Wil li amson at
When I finally met Williamson
this conference, we took time to go
together to a nearby cafeteria where
we cou
could
ld Quietly
Quietl y talk.
talk .
Still
Sti ll fafa tigued
ti
gued from the long plane journey
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and the intense pace of her activiactivi ties
t ies just hours before her departure
from South Africa, she was nevertheneverthe less willing to share with me some of
the life
li fe and death events
eve nts of the past
ten years
that
encompassed
her
development as an artist, he
herr work
with the Women's Movement for Peace,
fami ly. I soon became aware
and her family.
that a key to understanding
Sue
Williamson was in her calmly spoken
statement:
"You
must face
very
freely that you can be jailed at any
time. Otherwise, you would become so
paralyzed that you don't do anything
anything..
I'm not prepared to let that fear
dominate
domi nate my
life . "
During
our
ongoing conversation for the conference duration, I developed respect
for Wi ll
lliamson,
i ca l iamson, not only aesthet
aesthetically,
ly , but in her outspoken personal
justice
i ce .
commitment to just
Willi amson was born in England
Williamson
in 1941. She moved with her parents
to South Africa in 1948, where her
father worked for
fo r a
construction
company in Johannesburg.
Throughout
high school her professional goal was
to be a newspaper reporter.
After
schoo l graduation
Williamson
high school
W
il liamson
ttook
ook a secretarial course, and then
obtained a job as assistant secretary
to a news editor on a major newspa per.
At that
time, women
were
generally hired only as social event
reporters, and, though Williamson's
job included verification of the news
reporters' stories
newspaper
stories,, the
management
man agement would not let her advance
to that position.
Williamson told me that she was
intere sted in art,
art , but it
i t was
always interested
marri ed and
not unti l 1964 when she married
went to New York City with
her
purs ued this interhusband that she pursued
est. Her husband was a management
consultant while she worked for an
advertising agency.
Then one day,
"after
>lafter a friend took me to an exhibit
of Sumi
Sum i -e style
styl e water color pai
paintntings,
ings , my study of art began."
began. " She
first enrolled in a Sumi -e class.
"A
IIAtt that stage my ambit
ambition
i on was no
more complicated than doing Christmas

cards." But soon W
Wiilli
11 i amson began to
study serious
seriously,
ly , at the Art Students
League, drawing with John
Groth,
painting with Thomas Fogarty, and
etching with Seong Moy.
From that
time on Williamson began to carry a
sketchbook with her wherever
she
went .
went.
In 1969 Sue Williamson,
Will i amson,
her
husband,
hus band, and her year old daughter
. returne
returnedd to South Africa,
Afr i ca, where she
cont in ued her studies in a Cape Town
continued
art school.
In 1973 she had her
first exhibit consisting most ly
l y of
landscape etc
etchings.
hings. However, by this
time Williamson
had
joined
the
Women's Movement for Peace (WMP), and
her life and art were
we re soon to merge
She
and undergo dramatic
dr amati c changes.
says that the WMP is "based on the
simple idea that if women refused
re fu sed to
be bound by apartheid, tthey
hey cou
ld
could
nes..
form friendships across color li
l ines
I came to know the black townships as
wel l as I know the white suburbs."
well
The focus of the WMP, an interracial
group, was not only to witness the
government's
genocidall
genocida
po l icies
towards blacks but to try to stop
these destructive activities peaceful ly.
l y, by educat
educating
ing the South African
public, as wel l as the world, as to
what was happen
happening.
in g.
illiamson describes a typical
W
Williamson
incident that took place
place,, in 196B,
1968, at
Modderdam, a squatter camp
three
miles out of Cape Town:
"The
claimed
that
liThe government
people
peop l e had no right to be on the
land and they must
must move as the
government was going to knock the
camp down.
down . The day the demoli
demoli-tions were supposed to start
start,, we
went out there to try to stop the
bulldozers.. We stood in the road
bulldozers
waiting for them to come, while
we formed a human chain across
the road.
road . They were there, but
they did not start up. But by
three o'clock in the afternoon
most of the mothers had to l eave
to pi
pick
ck up
their
th e i r kids
from
school, and then the bulldozers
bul ldo zers
. promptly moved into action. [It
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l aunched an intensive campaign to
save Crossroads.
There were slide
exhibitions ,
shows, photo
exhibitions,
public
meetings,
eve nts
petitions,
and
events
staged in the community to which
influential
influent
i al people were invited.
in vited . The
confrontat iioonn at
Crossroads
was
rep orted in papers around the world
reported
world..
poli tical cost of knocking down
down
The political
Crossroads had become too high and in
peop l e of Crossroads and
the end the people
thei r supporters
s upporters had won."
their
Dur i ng this
th is per iiod
od of intense
i ntense
During

was disappointing
di sap po inting to realize] that we
couldn't
stopp
could n't organize on a scale to sto
them. It was too much of a last- minmin ute effort
effo rt on our part."
Willi amson
But Williamson
remained
at
Modderdam over the next
ne xt seven days
with her sketchbook
ske tchbook and recorded
recorde d the
police tear
tear-gassing,
- gassing,
homes
being
demolished
demoli
shed and
furniture
being
In seven days 2,000
smashed down.
we r e demolished.
homes were
demo1 ished. In response
to this
thi s experience she created a
series of etchings
etch i ngs. depicting
the
demo li ti
tion
on of houses be
being
in g knocked
down and people being tear-gassed.
Underneath each image were phrases
sarcastically
sarcast i cally representative of the
government's point of view:
"They
sh oul dn't be there anyway."
anyway , " and that
shouldn't
pra ised the
th e government for "cleaning
"clean i ng
praised
i t all up."
up. " One etching
etch i ng was repro printed
duced as a postcard and
commercially
commerc
i ally..
Several hundred of the postcards
were then sent allover
a l lover the country
an d overseas to draw the attention of
and
the world
wor ld to these events. Within
Wi thin a
week Wil l iamson's postcard had b~en
So uth African
Afr i can PublicaPub licabanned. The South
tions Control Board told her, "While
wi thout artistic
tthe
he postcard is not without
merit.
merit, i t must
mus t be pointed out that it
does not give an accurate image of
the situation.
situa t ion.
Your postcard is a
tool in
enemi es of
i n the hands of the enemies
South Africa."
be li eves her postcard
Williamson believes
was banned because it embarrassed the
government
illega l . The
government.. It was not illegal.
government policy states that lIyou
m
may
ay criticize but not incite
i nc ite or make
pl ans for illegal
i ll egal action."
acti on. "
Accord
i ngg to Williamson.
Williamson , "With
Accordin
Modderdam down.
down, the government
go vernment turned
its attention to Crossroads, another
and far
larger,
l arger, banned
squatter
community that
existed
exist ed
a
short
distance from the Cape Town Ai rport.
Crossroads was a we ll
l l estab lished
li shed
pl
ace many times the s i ze of Modderplace
dam. Its residents were determined
W~~P was
\.,as one of
not to be moved. The WMP
a number
num ber of organizations which

pol
politica
i tica l

activity
acti vity

Williamson

did

almost no art work,
wo r k, but ga
gained
ined an
incredible
incredib l e first-hand knowledge of
the women and the issues for·A FEW
SOUTH AFRICANS.
AFRICANS, which she started
ping in 1983. However, as a
deve lo
l oping
result of he
acti vities, Wil
l iamson
herr activities,
Williamson
ghtly phone calls
cal ls
began
bega n to receive ni
nightly
and death threats:
"You'll
get a
"You ' "
petrol bomb through your window, you
Comm i e
dirty Commie
bitch!"
She
says,
"Unp l easant phone
pho ne
matter of factly, "Unpleasant
cal l s are a feature
f ea tur e of South Afri
African
can
life.
They
can't be
considered
life .
jokes. The ex-husband
ex- hu sband of the previ
previ-ous WMP chairperson
chairpe rson was gunned down
assai l ants before the eyes
by unknown assailants
Hi s wife could
cou l d no
of his children.
His
lon ger take it.
longer
it, and for her chil
chi l dren's sake she left the country."
When a Cape Town city co
un c ilo
counci
l orr
i end of Wi l liams
on's
who was a fr
friend
liamson's
about
confronted the
police abo
ut
the
threatening phone calls, these cal ls
ls
finally ceased. Needless to say,
say . all
al l
this was upsetting to Williamson
Wi lli amson and
her fam il
ilyy.. As Williamson's acti vivi ties
i st and
artist
t ies increased both as an art
hr ee chi
an activist, her tthree
ch ill dren (now
(now
and
18 )
somet i mes
an d 18)
aged 12
12,, 16,
wondered , "Why aren ' t you a boring
wondered,
bo ri ng
normal mother like those my friend
have."
sat i sf
sfied
i ed
Wi lli
ll iamson
amson was not
wi t h her early
earl y attempts to express
with
her fee
fe e li
lings
ngs tthhrr ough he
herr art du rring
ing
this difficu l t period. She admits ,
"My images were just not
strong
enough."
She fe 1t the need
for
enro ll ed at the
further study and enrolled
Schooll of Fi
Fine
ne Art. ""II had
Michaelis Schoo
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tutor , Jules van der
a wonderful tutor,
Vyfer,
Vy f er, and he
he gave me the confidence
to attempt larger, technically more
complex prints that I had ever done
before," says (·Ii
11;i amson
Will
amson.. The works
produced for the Advanced Diploma
recei ved a distinc
dis t i nc-(for which she received
tion)) were the first nine prints of
tion
the series, A FEW SOUTH AFRICANS.
These prints are 22 by 30 inches in
size and combine the techniques
techniqu es of
photo etching and silk screen print;ng.
ln g .
This ongoing project represents
synt he sis of Wil liamson 's
' s skills as
a synthesis
an artist and a writer. Accompanying
these images
imag es are Wil l iamson's personperso n-

al interviews with tthe
woman
por he wom
an portrayed, condensed to a
concise l y
written statement and placed
pl aced beside
each of their portraits. The photoetched portraits in the center
ce nter of
each print are amplified
amp l ified by a larger
symbolically
decorated
designed
border, insp iired
red by
ures that
by pi ct
ctures
Williamson frequentl y savi
black
saw in
1n
homes. These black
bl ack images consisted
of "fami
ly snapshots, any kind of
"family
certificate
or
award,
religious
mottos or reliquiae and were framed
elaborately to amplify their
the ir impor tance. Sometimes gift wrap cut into
bright patterns was collaged onto the
frames."
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she died in June, 1984, she never
did.
For her steadfast refusa l to
submit to the indignity of a
pass,
Ann; e was
constantly
consta ntly
harassed and arrested and was
wa s one
of tthe
he accused
in the
1956
Treason Trial.
Tri al. But even when old
and poor and carrying a pass
enabled
would have enabl
ed her to receive
pension , she refused
refus ed..
a pension,
Her steadfastness in
the
face of oppression directed her
1 ife.
ite.
print,
l l,
In another
pri
nt,
a
ta ll.
pyramidal figure of a mother with a
child in her arms and another beside
her as she surveys the devastation ;s
is
tit
titled
l ed Case No. 6831/21
6831/21--from
-- from Cross roads
Squatter Came (Fig.2). On the
ro ads Sauatter
left
l e ft of th is mother are
smaller
co ll aged images of the clustered
c l ustered camp
shacks with women and their la
laundry,
undry,
whi l e the right side shows the bac k
of the police as they destroy the
shacks, smashing
smash i ng and scattering the
few be
belongings
lo ngings of the people.
The
warm tones of
this
th is brown
photo
portrait are bo
bordered
r de red with a pale
pa l e
orange edge forming a center arch.
arc h .
The wider beige border
extending
extend
ing
around the portrait conta ins brown
li near dr
drawings
aw in gs of adobe and thatch
huts of Transkei or their distant
tribal lands.
accompan yi ng
statement
The
accompanying
reads:
Case No
No.. 6831
6831/21.
/2 1. Nameless,
for she is but one of thousand
thousa ndss
like
her,, 'Case No. 6831
683121'
21' has
l ike her
appeared severa
se verall times in the
Langa Cour
Courts
forr be
being
il l egal l y
ts fo
in g illegally
in the ar
area
ea .
Born in the Transkei, she
came to Cape Town some el even
eve n
years ago to be wit
wi t h her husband,
a contract
cont r act worker on a construc tion site .
In those years she has
lived in many places, but in 1977
cam
camee to Crossroads, where
wh ere she and
her fam ily lodged.
l odged. Her landlord
land l ord
moved, the shaCk was demolished
yearr she had
and for most of this yea

Sometimes while
wh il e Williamson
Willi amson was
working
wo rki ng on an
image , she
image,
would
wou ld
receive a call to go to Crossroads
because the police were
we re tear-gass
tear-gassing
ing
or shootin
shooting.
g. "There I am, work
working
ing on
an image, and th
thee real thing ;s
is
happening!
ha
ppening!""
She also recalls the
occasions when
wh en she
had gone
to
Crossroads to observe a police act
action
ion
and it began to rain
rain..
"A woman,
woma n,
whose own house was under threat,
inside
went ins
ide and brought out a blue
pillow-case
me,, the only thing
pi
llow- case f or me
she had to offer me to put on my head
rain.
in .
You
ttoo protect me from the ra
can'
ca
n' imagine how kind these people
are!"
Williamson in
her
soft
voi
ce that reflects pride in both her
voice
art and political activities relates,
"Working
IIWorking on A FEW SOUTH AFRICANS
AFR ICANS
series
seri
es has been a very m
mooving
ving experiexper ience for me.
The strength of the
women in the face of op press ion gives
gi ves
one re
al hope for
fo r the future of South
real
Sh e also described people's
Africa." She
reaction
reac
tion to her work when it was
exhibited in Cape Town. "The feeling
of the women is that l"ve
I"ve taken the i r
history out of the closet and put i t
on the wa 11
11 s for everyone ttoo see. 1Itt
mee to see the rree-was touching to m
sponse of black women."
Wi l liamson
described
a l so desc
r ibed the rresponses
esponses of wh ite
i te
women, who "sometimes stood there,
literally
liter
ally cry ing
i ng . They were feeling
deprived, that this whole th
t hing
ing had
been going on iinn South Afr i ca and
and
they hadn't been aware of it, because
that's what apartheid does, it cuts
peoplee off from each other."
peopl
Annie
S;linga, who
The pr i nt of An
ni e Silinga,
took a lifelong decision ne
never
ver to
to
carry an
an identificat
iden tif icat ion pass (Fig.l),
(Fi g . 1),
shows her sea
seated
te d and enclosed by a
narrow red
r ed frame and then by a wider,
pu
r ple -str
- striped
bo rder that
t hat contains
purple
iped border
two So
uth African policemen stand
ing
South
standing
guard on either sside
ide of her.
The
accompany
ing statement reads in part:
accompanying
""II will
wi ll carry a pass the day the
Prime
Pr ime Min i ster's
ster'S wife carries a
pass,"
nga
declared
pass , " Annie Sili
Si linga
dec lared
pub licly during
publicly
th
thee Defiance
Campaign in
i n 1952. And to the day
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Figure 2
person,"
livi
been a "bed person
. " ,;
vi ng
n9 with
wi th
her family;n
family i n the open.
Flimsy
shelters of sticks and plastic
erected over the beds against the
bitter Cape win
winter
ter have
been
cont
i nual l y destroyed and confis continually
cated by officia llss in regu
regular
l ar
raids.
raids .
Twice
Tw ice this year she has
been
arrested
ested and had to
t o apoear
be en arr
in the Langa courts ... ' Case No.
6831 / 21
being
21'1 on charges of
be in g
illega
illegally
l ly in the area. But
But

returning
r eturning to Transkei
Transke i is
i s not an
option. There is no work tthere.
here.
medical
No medic
a l attention for
the
children.
wou
l d see her
child ren . And she w
ould
husband only
year,
onl y once a yea
r , when he
;i s between contracts.
So she
remains in Cape Town, strong and
determi ned. Her wil
wi 11l to survi
sur v; ve
determined.
;s matched only by her capacity
ca pacity
forr endu
end urr ance.
anc e.
fo
Some of Williamson
Willi amson ' s por
porttraits
r a i ts
ar e of 'f/hite
I'lh i te women like
1 i ke H
Hee l1en
en Jo sep
seph.
are
h,
struggle,"
"the mother of the strugg
l e," shown
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sitting i n her home with her hands
hand s
folded and with a determi
determined
ned fac i al
expression.
Now over 80, Helen Jones
still
trave ls
travels
the
country,
attracting huge audiences
aud ie nces to hear
her speak out against apartheid .
she
Over 40 years ago
became secretary of the newly
new l y
Federati on of
Federation
South
formed
f ormed
African Women and was one of the
leaders of the 20
20,000
,000 wome
womenn who
marched ttoo Pretoria
Pretoria,, protesting
against the carrying of passes by
African women.
In 1962
she
became the first person to be put
under house arrest in South

Africa--a restriction which lasted
l asted
te
tenn years.
Perhaps tthe
he only woman who ;s
is
known internationa
internationall
llyy from A FEW
SOUTH AFRICANS is Winnie
Mande l a
resistance."
(Fig.3) , "the symbol of resistance
."
She is shown in three
three-quarter
- qua rter view
scarf-covered
covered head and calm
with a scarfeyes. In
I n a br
brii ef quotation
qu otat ion ffrom
rom the
biogr ap hicall statement,
biographica
Wil
W
illi
li ams
amson
on
says:
Since
Si
nce 1977 she has been
banished
smalll ,
dusty
ba
nis hed to the smal
Afrikaner dorp of Brandfort in
State,, where she
the Orange Free State
1 i ves ; n House No. 802 ; n the
treeless location outside town.
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Perpetual harassment has
extended
the confiscation
even to
of
a
bedspread in the colours of
the
African National Congress, and
a
conviction on a charge of contrabanning orders,
when
vening her
she called at a neighbour's
neighbour ' s house
regarding a chicken
chicken..
But nothing has been
able
to crush
the i ndomi tab 1e Winnie
Mandela
or
prevent
her
from
speaking out fearlessly when
she
has been able to
to..
When I asked Williamson about her
studio or work space, she told me
that her studio consists of an
an old
Cape Town house that was cooperatively bought with two other people. "We
have an etching and litho press and
facilities
for
silk
screening.
Approximately eight other artists can
rent this space and equipment."
Williamson is proud that A FEW
SOUTH AFRICANS has been purchased for
the Oppenheimer Library in Johannes
Johannes-burg and the Durban Art Gallery.
Three of the prints from this series
are also part of TRIBUTaRIES,
TRIBUTORIES, an
exhibition of South African art in
West Germany.
Some of her current work in cludes silk screen projects such as
T-Shirts,
Shirts , "A Pillow
Freedom Charter Tfor the President, : and a section of
a very long protest banner. "Gallery
"Ga 11 ery
art is important, but I also 1like
ike
making art in more accessible forms,"
says Wi 11;
11 i amson. Thus, she has had
postcards made of
eight of
her
prints, posters of three, and last
year she designed a T-shirt
T- shirt which
featured the historic Freedom Charter
of South Africa, a document recently
revived after 30 years of
being
banned. This famous document, drawn
up at the Klipton gathering of the
Congress of the People in 1955, lists
the basic human rights that should be
guaranteed to all
al l regardless
regardl ess of race:
The People Shall Govern;
Govern ;
All
National Groups Shall Have Equal
Equa l
Rights; The Land Shall
Shal l Be Shared
Among Those Who Work It; All
Shall Be Equal Before the Law;

All Shall Enjoy Human Rights;
There Shall Be Work and Security;
There Shall 8e
Be Houses, Security
and Comfort; The Doors of Learn ing and Culture Shall Be Opened;
and There Shall
Sha 11 Be Peace and
Friendship.
Making such TT-sshirts
hirts can be a
risky business. Williamson describes
a recent
incident that
occurred
during a Saturday flea market in Cape
Town in which
a third
third-year
- year
art
student was selling T-shirts containing the
slogan, "Liberation
for
Educat"ion."
Educat"ion
."
Since the police can
arrest anyone they consider subver sive, this student was "arrested,
thrown into jail where a noose was
put around his neck and he was told
he was going to be hanged." It took
t o get him released.
a lawyer a week to
Therefore,
Williamson
was
also
worried about her 16- year-old son
when he was selling her brightly
designed Freedom Charter TT-sh
shirts
irts at
a similar flea market, but she is
very glad that "so far he has not
been arrested."
During her New York
Women's
Caucus for Art presentation, (1986),
Williamson questioned the dilemma and
motives of the white artist working
in South African society. "And for
the white artist, may he be sure that
if he does produce socia-political
socio - political
art, his motives are pure?
Steve
bl ack consciousness
Biko, the great black
leader who died in detention, said:
"How many white people fighting for
their version of change in South
Africa are really motivated by a
genuine concern and not by guilt?"
Williamson continued to raise
other, more significant issues:
"And what of the black artist
from his disadvantaged posltlon
in our society? He has had no
art training in school.
schoo l, and in
fact the white-directed school
schoo l
curriculum had discredited his
culture.. For him to choose art
culture
as a way of life requires an
especially loving commitment to
his craft. If the white artists
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initiated late last
year by
an
anti-apartheid group in Johannesburg
and ;s
is being coordinated by
the
prestigious Goodman Ga l lery. Artists
from al
allover
lover South Africa were asked
to visually
vi sual ly portray their deepest
feelings of what they would like to
see for South Africa. The banner is
to be a strip
strip,, 24 inches wide, but
indefinite in l ength as the artists
can make their sections as long as
The final
protest
they desire.
banner is to be used in some signifiway, maybe to
t o wrap a government
cant way.
building.
Using the silk screens
Wi"lliamson
Wfll
iamson made
earlier
earl ier for
her
Freedom Charter T-shirts,
T-shirts. she printed
a four - foot length with the words
an d all
al l the clauses
c l auses
-Freedom
~ Freedom Charter ' and
in many different colors.
co l ors. "I wanted
to produce the effect of a brilliant
brilliant-ly coloured, happy South Africa which
we might have if the provisions of
the Freedom Charter cou l d be real i amson says. She completised," Will
Williamson
ed her section the day before she
l eft for the Unit
left
United
ed States.
While
Whi l e in the United
Un ited
States,
Williamson not only attended
the
conference but
also
shared
her
experiences with st
students
udents at several
college campuses, as the struggle
against the i nhuman conditions of
apartheid has become part of
an
international
in ternat ional movement for justice.
Williamson is also pl
pleased
eased that A FEW
SOUTH AFRICANS is now a traveling art
exhibit which wiil be seen throughout
the Northwest of the United States ,
sponsored by Visua l Art Resources of
the Museum of Art, iinn Eugene, Oregon.
An excellent summation of A FEW SOUTH
AFRICANS appeared in Women Artists
Or egon-based
News (1986)
by the
Oregon
-based
artist
art i st and writer, Cor i nne Tee. "The
words that came to mind l ooking at
these prints are : inspirin
inspi ring,
g, superb,
superb.
accomplished, mature, fully realized.
Williamson, in her seamless blending
of appropriate form and heart-wrenching content, has created an art that
is both infor
informing
ming as well as enfor
en for ming, meaning an art that can form
(change) people's lives" (p
(p . 2).

cannot survive by art alone in a
philist i ne society,
philistine
how
much
harder
ha rder is it
for the
black
artist?"
Th e Women's
Caucus for
Art
The
of
audience was stunned by many
Williamson's
Williamson's
personal
experiences
that reflect the art historian Ernst
Fischer
Fi sc her's
' s (l959)
(1959) position that: "The
artist has tthe
he responsibility
to
aro use and stimulate understanding,
arouse
to emphasize social responsibl
responsiblity
i ty ."
."
Williamson then added: "And if he or
she takes this posit
positio
io n, a position
critical of the ugly face of apart
apart-heid, may he expect the Security
Police at his door at 5 A.M. one
assured , the
morning? Please rest assured,
monitor
Security Police
mon i tor
cultural
activities in the broadest sense. In
fact, if the South African Embassy ;s
is
will be someone
doing its job, there wi"
in the audience here today monitoring
what
wh at I am saying." Williamson
thee stateconcluded her talk wi th th
ment: "Though it would be naive to
believe that artistic protest
in
itself, no matter how effective the
art, will
bring about
immediate
social change, the ar
artist
ti st does and
wi l l always have
a crucia l
and
indis pensab le role to play in any
indispensable
society. This is the vision
visio n that can
bring about new perceptions, and the
cl
c1 imate of awareness
that is
a
necessary precondition for change."
I decided to ask Williamson what
she would rea lly like to do and also
al so
express in her art if South
Sou th Africa
·l iiberated
and
she
ever became ·1
berated,,
answered : "South Africa is
smilingly answered:
a most amazing and beautiful country.
If I could do what I wanted, I might
go li
live
ve in the bush somewhere, or to
Botswana and do animal research.
I
love that life." Unfor
Un f or tunate
tu nately,
ly, in
the near future there seems to be
little likelihood of
Williamson's
dreams being fulfil l ed.
ed .
Wil l iamson plans to return to
to
South Africa and continue with her
series, A FEW
FEW SOUTH AFRICANS,
AFRICANS , as well
as with collective projects such as
the protest banner. This project was
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Oonald Soucy

soci~l conte xt
of 19th century art education in Nova Scotia
Sco~la iI s
ex The $oclal
plored , wit
plored,
withh comparisons made between the
t he art
aTt curricula
cur ricula found in the Province's
Pro~ince's
public and p r ivat~ schools.
schoo l s. The social con text
t ext of art educat ion in Nov~
Nova Scotia
is
Is al
~ ls
soo compared ttoo Efland's (1985) interpretation
in terpretatio n of art
ar t educa
education
t i on in 19t h
century Boston . It is shown how SOCial
SOCia l factors
hctors affected not
no~ only access
to
educa t ion but also
~ lsc the type of art educa
education
t i on a~ studen
studentt rreceived.
eceived .

Efland's
Ef
l and's (1985) study of 19th
century art
ar t
education i n
Bos t on
on
discusses
d iscus s~ s how gender and social class
were important factors in dete
determ
rmini
ining
ng
curricu lu m trends.
trQnds.
Accord ing
in g
to
Efland:
COrm1on SChool
COfm1on
schoo 1 ~rt
with
wi th
its
Its
emphasiS upon practical applicaappl i cat ion and industry was frequently
promoted by such upper class men
as Mann and Boston industrialists
in~ustria l ists
.... One can characteri
characterize
ze th i s as
mascul
i ne art education .
mas<;ul ine
Femi ni ne art education,
id ucat ion, by cont r ast,
tended to promote the te aching of
art as
~s
high
culture.
Thi
ni~
s
occurre~ in
private schools
schoo ls for
wo~en ,
infi
in filtrating
ltratin g t he pub li c
co~on schools as th ese individuindi~idu 
als
r oles as teachQrs
al s assu med roles
teach~rs
{p.40).
(p.40).
Efland
Efl~nd
p.rt lcu
icu1larly
ar1y
avoid
a~oids
s
c l ai~ing th~t his
ffindings
indings on art
ar t
education in
Boston provid~
In aoston
prov ide in terpre
terp r e·tations
t~t\ons app li
licable
cable t o al l of Nor t h
Amer i ca . Such a cl ai
aimm wou l d obviously require analys
analysis
i s of his
historica
tor icall
data from other centres.
c~ntres.
Th e aim
ai m of
this paper is
i s t o pro~ide
provide some
5Qme of that
tha t
data by ~~am linin
n l n9
9 the deve
de~e l opment
Qpmen t
of
art ed
education
ucat ion in th e school
schQolss of 19t h
century
Scotia . Access to edu
edu-centu
ry Nova Scoti..
ca t i on 1s
i s discussed in th
thee paper's
first
f irst section.
sect ion . This
Thi~ is
i s followed
fo l lowed by a
comparison of t each in;
in; met hods usee
in pr lv.te
i~ate
and ~ub
public
li c
schooll art
schoo

programs.. The social
programs
50cial implications
imp lications of
tthese
hese programs are examined, with
comparisons made between the
t he socia
sociall
contexts
cont~~ts of
art educa
education
t ion In Nov~
Scotia and Boston.
E du c a t i o n f o r

All Who Co
C oul
ul d
Af
fo rd I t
A ffo
Private schoo l s were preva
prevalent
l ent
In 19th century Nova Scotia despite
desp i te
the numero us legi
l egis
slati
l at i ve
~ e acts
which
attempted
attempt,,;! to QsUbl
QSUblish
ish a
uniform
public educat
education
ion system. The
Th e reasons
for this were many.
Some peopl
peo pl e
rrejec
ejected
t ed all
public funding
for
schools, others supported educ.tio
educatio n
subs i dies only for the poor.
subsidies
ihere
There
communltles
which
were also many communities
whi
ch
could
cou ld not or would not comply
compl y wi th
th
th e rrequirements
equiremen ts of tthe
he provincia
prov i ncia l
school ac t s, such as constructing
construct ing a
school house .
Even Where
wnere a~ school
schoo l
house was
wa s pro~ideo.
provideo. many well
we ll - to- do
parents
pare
nts ba
bal~ed
l ~e~
at sending
their
t heir
ch i ldren to a common SChool wit
withh a
l imited curriculum
limited
taught
ta
ugh t by
an
itine
it ine r ant schoolmaster
schoo l ma ster of question t ence ..
prefhrr
urQd
able compe
co~petence
They pre
ed tc
~c
l eave $uCh
such schooling fo
t orr the
t~e
poor,
while their
the i r
$ons
sons
and
daughters
secured
sec
ured what WaS
was hoped
hopec to be a better
education in the pri~
privat
a te
e schools.
schoo l s.
Ope ra tors of private
sthoo
schoo l s
t his hope. in a typic
typical
catered to this
al
adyertlsement
ad~ertlseme nt a
M
Mii lto
l ton,
n, Noya
Nova Scotia
SCQti~
sc
schoolmaster
hoo lmast er assured
issured al l thos
thos~
~ wit
withh

"

high cultural aspirations
asp i rations that their
daughters would receive a "course of
study [which] is equal to that of
study
first-class
first - class schools
schoo l s in England and on
the Continent"
Continent" ("Padfield's Seminary,lO 1875).
Many other
private
ry,"
schools made similar claims, but only
some of the schools
schoo l s actually lived up
to these standards.
Other schools
were allowed
by the
unregulated
unregul ated
system to offer a program which was
mediocre..
often less than mediocre
Fees at the schools were genergene r chosen by
ally based on the program chosen
the student
stude nt .
For example,
example, at the
t he
Establishmen t for Young
You ng Ladies in
Establishment
Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, a
program
restricted to the 3~r's
3- r's cost three
pounds per annum, while an expanded
Over and
program cost twice that.
th i s basic fee was an annual
above this
for
charge of three pounds each
French
draw i ng, or music
French,, drawing,
(("Miss
"Miss
Tupper's,"
in
Even
the
Tupper ' s," 1847).
missionary
schools,
which
were
schoo
l s,
usually run by the Anglican Soc i ety
for the Propagation of the Gospel in
Foreign
Fore
i gn Parts, and which
wh i ch
usually
focussed on reading and religion
r elig ion,,
tuition in extra subjects such as
Latin, or navigation could
geography, latin,
often be purchased by those who could
afford it.
It;s
It is evident,
evident , then, that the
benefits derived from a
colonial
general ly
in
schooling generally
increased
in
proportion to
one's wealth .
A
Ann
ab i lity to pay high fees did not
ability
guarantee quality schooling, but the
inability
inab ili ty to pay often meant
no
schooling at
al l .
The
co l onial
all.
colonial
government did
did,, howe
however
ver,, take some
steps to
increase
accessibility.
land
Land grants had been given to schoolmasters since 1749
1749,, and financial
grants were first offered with the
Schooll Act of 1808. Yet, immediately
Schoo
prior to the Free school Act of 1864,
only
40% of the province's children
on
l y 40%
between the ages of 5 and 15 attended
school on a regular
Furtherreg ular basis.
Further more, 43%
43% of these school
school~age
- age chilcould
dren cou
l d not read, while
wh il e 58% of
cou ld not write ("1861 Census,"
them could

1866) .

While
Whi l e instruction
i nstruction in
i n the 3-R's
was far from universal in
i n mid - 19th
century Nova Scotia,
Scotia , there was at
least a general consensus that such
instruction was appropriate for all
social
socia l classes. A similar
s i mil ar consensus
did not yet eXlst
to
exist in
i n regard
instruction in art.
Drawing
and
Drawi ng
painting we
r e still generally per
were
per-ceived as leisure
l e isure pastimes reserved
for privileged classes and therefore
appropriate for private schools only.
This perception, however, gradual
ly
gradually
began to change in
lf of
i n the second ha
half
the century. In
I n 1865 only 15 public
school students in Nova Scotia
Scoti a were
reported to be taking drawing,
draw i ng, which
was even fewer than the 22 students
listed
8y
l isted as taking cricket.
By the
following
fo l lowing year, 3,734
3 , 734 students, about
5% of the pub lliicc school population ,
took drawing, and that percentage
inc
reased to 10 within
i ncreased
wi thin the next few
years.
It remained at about 10%
10%
until Nova Scotia implemented Walter
Wa l ter
Smith's iindustrial
ndustri a 1 drawing
draw; ng program in
eventua lly
the 1880's, which was
eventual
ly
tau
ght to 46% of the
taught
province's
students (Annua
(Annuall Report, 1866- 1887 ) .
This
public
Th i s growth in pub
l ic school art was
partial l y brought about by changing
notions of art's role in training and
mollifyin g the working class.
mollifying
These
es tab lish
notions
helped
establish
social
objectives
objec t ives for public school
art
objec-which differed markedly from objec
tives for art
ar t programs in private
schools.
school
s.
P
va
a t e Sc h ool Art
P rri;v
Ar t
While even a rudimentary education was out of reach of many working
class Nova Scotians iinn the first half
of the 19th century, a pr
ivate schoo l
private
well
- to - do was
l l-toeducation for the more we
usually
usua
l ly not without some instruction
so-- ca
called
ornamentall accomp
accomplish
in so
11 ed ornamenta
l i sh-ments and eell egant recreations such as
painting , decorat
decorative
crafts,,
i ve crafts
drawing, painting,
dance.. This
especial Th i s was especialmusic, and dance
l y true for fema
l es aspiring to be
females
ladi es .
cultured ladies.
A typica
typ i call private
female
fema
l e schoo l , such as the one opened
in Halifax in 1830 by Mrs. Crosskill
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and Miss Sturmy, off~red not only t he
3- R's, but also drawin~,
draw in~,
fancy and
needlee work,
paintln~,
plain needl
wo r k, and
paintin9,
includin~
in c ludin~
ve l vet painting
pa inting (MFemale
School," 1830)
1830 )..
One of the better known private
school drawin;
scheol
drawi n~ instructors was
M
Maaria
ria
Morris, who be~an
be9an teac
teachin~
hi n~
at her
mother
mot her's
' s Hali
Halifa
faxx schoo l for young
ladi es and later
latll r opened a school
sChool of
her own.
own . An 1834 advertisement f or
thee Morr
th
Morris
is
School
r eveals
19th
19 t h
century attitudes
attitude5 toward5
towards "ornamental
accompl is hments"
ments" and "u
"useful
seful acquireacquire accompli5M
ments" :
ment,"
The Misses M
Morr
orriS
is beg leave
have ttoo
observe that the
th eir
ir unremitti
unremitting
ng
exert
IIxe r tlons
io ns shall be to counteract
counte r act
those
tendencies
t endenci e5
11nn
ffema
emalI e
educa
ionn that too often enfeeble
educ attio
the juc~ement;
judgement; and Wh
ilee their
whil
endeavors
endea
vors sha
shallll be direc
di rected
ted to
ensure proficiency In
In ornamenta
ornament. 1l
accomplishments,
t hei r
utmos
accom~llshments,
their
utmostt
efforts
will
wi
ll
be
s5tudious
t udious l y
directed to
t o the advancement
advanceme nt of
their pupi
pupils
l s in so li
lidd information
and useful
usefu l acqUirements;
acquiremen ts ; and in
whate'/er
c.n
can
be
conside red
considered
valuable to the female · characte r .
(Drawing and
an d Day School,"
$chool," 1833,
{Drawing
p . 285)
Z8S)
Morris
Mo rr i s probably used teachin9
teachi ng
methods
met
hods practiced
prac ticed by he
herr first
fir st art
Instructor, W.H. Jones .
Origi
lly
Originnaally
from
f rom 80ston,
Boston,
Jones
condu cted
a
Halifa x art cl ass
Halifax
as s for about forty
pupils,
mo s t l y from th
pupi ls, mostly
thee upper ranks
of SOCiety
socl@ty (Pie
( Pie rs , 1914). Like other
Nova Scotian draw iinng~ ma5ters
masters , Jones
Jo nes
apparently assign
assi~n ed wo r
r~
kss for
f or his
s t uden
ud ent5
t s to
rreproduC
eproduCQ~
faah
fa ithful
fu lly
ly
("E~hib
("E~
h i bitio
iti on
n of Pictures,"
Pi ctures ," 1830). In
additio
ad(!itionn to
using
this
co pying
method,
me t ho d, Morr is'
is ' own
Qwn studio work would
would
h a ~a infl
influenced
uenced her art teachteach al so have
ing.
in ~ .
Merris
orris was a publi
pu bli shed
sne d botani illustrHor.. Thl$
This wo r k re
reocui
uirred
ed
cal illustrator
her to ren de r directly
direc tly f rom wil
wildd
flowers, and she presumably would
have taught
taugh t her stude
students
nts to also draw
and pain
paintt
f rom close ly
ocserved
observed
naturee .
natur
In
In Morr
Morris'
i s ' wor
workk a ·factua
·factuall

repro(!uc t lon of th
reproduction
thee referent constl ·
f i nished
ishe(! piece.
piece .
Carter
Car
ter
t uted t he fin
(1983) su~~e5t5
su~~ests that ano~h~r
ano~hQr Halifa>
Kalifa>
art In
Insstructor,
tructor, Wi
W IIli~m
lliam H. Eagar,
Eigar,
reQuired
reQuired his students
s tudents to use ttheir
he i r
s ketches fr
from
om
nature
sin:p
si
ltply
ly
a~
studies.
s t udies. These w
wou
ould
ld be brought
brough t back
where th
t hey
woul
t o the 5tudio
s t udio
ey
woulcc
provide the basis ffor
or a ~Icturesqu
plcturesqu£~
composition.
In
order
for
hh
students t o acquir
acquiree tthe
he gr
graphic
aphi c
vocabulary
associated
withh
wit
the
t he
cture5que, Eagar
Ea~ar
had them
copy
cop!>"
pi cturesque,
al ong with
works of other painters alon9
examples
exam
ples of his
hiS own @
engravings
ngravln gs..
Eagar
Ea~ar ta
taught
ught adul
ad ul ts.
ts , no t children.
Like
Li ke
Jones
Jon es , his
st
students
uden ts
usually came from the more fashion
fash ion-ab le
l e sectors of society
soci ety (Sparling,
(S par lln9,
1980) . But t eaching meth
methods
ods Si
slmi1.J.r
milar
t o tthose
hose us
used
to
ed by Eager and Jon es
wo ul d hav e filtered
fi lte red down in ttoo t he
p
r i~ate
e schools.
sc hools.
Many ot her Hova
Nova
privat
Scotian draw
drawing
ing masters also taugh
taughtt
ei r adult
st
students
ude nt s wi
with
th
tthese
hese
th eir
methodS.
methodS . Some
Som~ of the
these
se stude
students
nts wh o,
like
li ~e
Morris, wer e instr ucto rs
1n
in
private
pr
iva te schools,
5chools, would tea ch their
the i r
own students
st uden ts in the
tne same manner V.ey
tthemselves
hemselves had been taught
taught.. A number
of private school drawing progra~
programss
could be exp
expected
ected to have emphas
emphasized
ized
copying art
drawin g from nature and copyin;
drawing
ar t
wor ks, with tthe
he main purp05e
purpose bein~
be;ng to
produce pr
pretty
~ t ty
pi ct
ctures.
ures.
This
Thi s was
he purpose of art In tthe
hR
no t to be tthe
publicc SChool s.
publi
P r i v a t e SChool
S C hool
Versu
V ers u s
Publi
Publ 1 C
c
School
Schoo l
Art
In contrast
con trast to privat
privatee schoo
5chooll 5,
s,
there was no room for polite,
pol i te, artisartis tic pursuits iinn ~overn
~ov e rn m
mQnt
Qnt -fun
- funded
ded and
~ nd
charity schools of tthe
he aarly
Qarly 19th
19 th
century.
In thQSe
thes e schools,
only
practical
asp ects of art and hanework
hancwork
prac
t ical aspects
were
we re
considered
conSider ed appropria
appropriatt e , and
agai
t here
r e was
wa s 50(ial
social strat
stratificai f i caagainn the
tion.
For example,
examp l ~,
some
Charity
cnar i ty
t ion.
schools provided indi
Indigent
; en t youths
you t hs wi
with
th
t rainin~
tra
inin~
1n
in 8a po t entially
enti ally
Income
pro~ucin~
producing craft.
Students who were
better off
of f economica ll
llyy could pay a
fe e for Instruction
In str uction in
\n
supplementary
supph mi nta ry fie

T
r
map drawing or geometric drawing,
skills which could possibly lead to
more lucrative careers than those
available
ava ilable to their indigent class mates .
mates.
Neve r the l ess , there;s evidence
Nevertheless,
ev i dence
that education is the fine arts was
not the
t he exc
exclusi
lusive
ve domain of private
pr ivate
schools, nor were the practical
pr act ical arts
found only

in ccormnon
ommon

schools.
schoo ls.

preparing to
t o teach
tea ch needed to
be
ladies of
high moral
character.
Accomp li shment in art and music
mu s ic was
often taken as evidence that a high
standard ' of moral refinement was met "
( p.139 ) .
(p.139).

It was also for moral reasons
that Forrester, a Protestant minis
min is-ter, espoused t he need for art and
aesthetic
education.
educat
ion.
But
while
wh il e
aes th etic
Efland posits that such education was
ai med most ly
l y at women,
Forrester
((18G7)
1867 ) wanted fine art taught t o both
sexes. Art, Forrester claimed,
claimed , would
induce the masses to rise
r ise above "the
low, the
t he degrading
degrad in g and grovelling
grove ll ing
purs uits of the anima
(p. l71 ) to
pursuits
an ima l "ll (p.l71)
seek a higher moral
mor al purpose.
pu r pose.
This
would occur because in
i n looking for
the source of aesthetic
aesthe t ic beauty "we
have only to trace the various steps
i n the
in
th e process, unti l we can get no
further, and then ass
as s ii gn all to the
omnipoten
p .l72
omn; potentt Creator" ((p,
172)).. Because
ro le in inculcating
of the purported role;n
morality, art and aesthetic
aes thetic education
were needed
need ed for all social classes,
not just those who cou l d afford
pr ivate schooli
Fine
art , there
th ere-private
school i ng. Fi
ne art,
fore,
for e , belonged in t he common schoo l s,
where educators
educ ators like Forrester
Forres ter hoped
it would "exert
"exe rt a powerfu l ten
tendency
dency
elevatin g the whole refinement of
iinn elevating
gene rat ion" (p.226).
the generation"
(p . 226).
The generat
generation
ion which Forrester
wanted to refine was growing up in an
an
increasingly
industr ialized
i ncreasingly
industrialized
era.
Partia l ly because of this industriali ndu stria l Partially
i zati on, the mora l objectives for
ization,
f or art
educati on began to be supplemented
education
supplemen ted by
economiccones
ones .
IInn Boston in the
economi
he 1880's,
1870 ' s and Nova Scotia in tthe
1880 's,
Bartho lomew's fine art program gave
Bartholomew's
way to the industrial drawing of
Wa lter Smith.
In
both
places ,
Walter
members
em bers of the educational hierarchy
hie r arch y
ad vo cated industri al drawing for its
advocated
uti l ity. As Smith told
to ld a Truro, Nova
Scotia
Scoti a audience
aud i ence iinn 1882,
1882 , his program
of art
ar t educat ion
could pl ay an
imp ortant role in Canada's industria
ind ustria l
important
Re port, 1882).
18S2) .
develo
pment (An nua l Report,
development
Despi te this perceived role for
Despite
industrial
i ndustrial drawing, by the end of the

For

example, Efland (1985
(198S ) cites
ci tes Wi
William
l l i am
Bentley Fowl
Fowlee as being one of Bos
Bos-ton's early proponents of practical.
geometric

drawing.

drawing system appears

Yet

Fowle's

to have

been

used
us
ed in at l east one Ha"
Ha"' ifax private
school
scho ol fo
forr young ladi
l adies
es ("Bo
( "Boarding
ard ing
School, " 1831). Co nversely , the fine
School,"

arts were
we r e be
being
ing advocated for the
province 's
' s common schools by prominent
nen t mid - century educators. The most
consistent of these
t hese educators
edu cators was
Alexander
Forrester,
the
first
principal of No
Nova
va Scotia's Normal
School and the provi
province's
nce' s
second
Superintenden
Superintendentt of Education. Forrester (1867) believed
be li eved that the common
school program
program should iinclude
nc l ude painting and
drawing from nature, three
an~
dime nsiona l construction
dimensional
and art
apprec i ati on.
appreciation.
A
Although
1though
this
t hi s
was
simi l ar to tthe
he content of private
pr ivate
school art programs, the objectives
were different.
differ ent.
Whereas
private
school art was to prepare the prlVlleged for
fo r participation
participati on in a refined,
cl ass
mi lieu,
Forrester's
upper
class
milieu,
Forre ster's
t o prepare the
common school art was to
masses fo
forr duteous partic
participation
i pa t ion in
society.
Wi l liam
Forrester
promoted
William
Bar tholomew's
Bartho
l omew 's drawing books, which
included exercises in representation
representation-a l drawing as opposed to the geometal
ric drawing found ;n
i n other schoo l
te xts.
xts . Bartholomew
Bartholomew,, a painter who
taught drawing in the Boston Girl's
High and Normal Schools, had his
drawing texts
te xts distr i buted in
i n a number
centres.
of North American cent
res. According
t o Efland
Ef la nd (1985), a principal reason
to
r eason
why
Bartho lomew'S
non
no n-geometr
- geometric
ic
drawing was accepted in the public
schools
schoo ls was that "Young
"Yo ung wom
women
en
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(Kor
zennik,198
ik,1985).
( Korze
5). These
Th ese facts suggest
that the fem ini zat
zat ion of education
can
ana-ca n provide
pro vid e only a partia l expl
explana
private school
art
ttion
i on of how
pub lic schools.
infiltrated the public
schoo l s.
Conclus;on
Events in 19th cen tur
t uryy Nova
Scotia
Scot ia support many of the interpre
i nt erpre-tations drawn by Ef l and concern iing
ng
art education in
i n Boston
Boston..
A des ire
i re
for upward social
socia l mobility was a
principal reason for fine arts in the
private schools.
It was especially
espec ially
ema l es to
acquire
important fo r ffemales
acqu
ire
skil l s in pol
polite,
ite, cultural pursu
pur suiits.
ts.
In the common schools,
schools , however, the
introduction of art was only justifi i t cou l d be seen as serving
abl
ablee if it
the needs of al
a lll social
socia l classes.
Thus
Thu~., fine art s appeare d first in the
private
schoo ls,
where
wh ere
students
copi ed works of more accom
copied
accomppli
lish
shed
ed
ar t is ts
t s and l earned ttoo sketch from
art
f rom
nature
na
ture.. In contras t, on ly practica
practicall
allowedd in
and applied arts were allowe
government-funded sc hools prior to
th e mid-century.
mid -century . When the entr
entryy of
fin e art
fine
artss did occur in
i n the common
schools,
schoo l s, it was not to elevate the
t he
social status
of
working
wo rk i ng
class
cl ass
students. Rather,
Ra t he r , one of its main
objectives was to i ncu lcate them
th em with
moral i ty.
Increasedd
Christian
morality.
Increase
feminization of the teaching
tea chin g profession a lso
l so helps
hel ps to exp
explain
l ain the gr
growt
owthh
of fin
f inee arts in
i n the
th e pub
public
l i c schools,
influent ia l factors still
but other influential
sti ll
lorred.
ed.
need to be exp lo
These
distinctions
between
public
ic and
an d private
priv ate sscchool
hool art are,
are , of
publ
course,, genera li zed .
course
Nevertheless,
Neverthe l ess,
th ey do make it clear that Efland
they
Ef l an d
(1 985)
985 ) was correct iinn calling
ca lli ng for an
examin at ion
examinat
i on of tthhee ways
wa ys in whic
wh i chh
hhave pl
ayed
gender and social
soc i a l cl ass "have
played
a role in inf
influencing
l uencing how art
ar t was
taught and for which
wh i ch reasons"
re aso ns " (p.
140 ) . Perhaps
Pe r haps such histo
historical
r ical exammay
in sig hts
inat iioons
ns m
ay even provide insights
into
in to the social cl ass
as s contexts
co ntexts of
today's
art
education.
educat io n.
In
Indeed,
deed,
hi
history,
sto ry, whic
wh ichh provide
pro vi dess the luxury
luxu r y of
hindsight and emotiona l distance
di sta nce from
an event. may for some educators
ed ucators

century publ ic schoo l art in
i n both
Boston and No va Scotia
Scot ia had moved
aga
in toward the fi
ne arts.
Mora l
again
fine
education was
wa s again a central objec t ive of the general education agenda.
tive
evi dent
This objective is especially evident
i n picture study
in
stud y mater
materials
i als for
f or the
younger grades, but it
i t al
also
so appears
throughout
the
curd
curriculum
cul urn .
For
example , New Brunswick Normal School
students in the late 1880's were told
that a reason for teaching about
colours was that "they
IIthey appeal to the
childrens
chi l dre ns [sic] sense of beauty
bea uty e.g.
they have a moral value in cult ivat ;i ng correct
tastes
tastes"ll (Evans,
(Evans.
ca.
1887 - 88,
88 , p.136). Similarly,
Similar l y , history
hi story
throug h biographical
was to be taught through
sketches
s ketches whose subjects
subj ects were "selectUselected with the special reference to
bringing
out
prominently
strong
I n this
points of moral character. In
way the history l esson will se rv e as
instruction"
a means of giving moral instr
uction"
(p.6l).
(p.61).
Stankiewicz
Stanki
ewi cz (1984) and Efl
Efland
and
((1985)
1985) conclude that
th at a reason for the
an economically ratio
rat io na
nalswing from an
lized industrial drawing program to a
fine art
ar t s program with moral overtones wa s the l arge influx of women
into
in t o the teaching
teachi ng ranks.
r an ks. When tthi
hi s
influx did ta ke place, it
i t did not,
however
however,, change the male domination
of educational management.
management . This may
expl ai n why
explain
tthe
he supposedly
supposed ly
ma l e
pr ogram
industrial
drawing
program
was
adopted in the 1870's and
an d 1880's even
and notes, "women in
in
though,, as Efl
though
Efland
inc
reasing numbers
i ncreasing
[had
a lready]
l ready]
entered the teaching profession
profession"" by
the 1860's (p.133). It must also be
remembered that male educators , many
of whom , like Forrester, had strong
l i at ion s ,
religious
af fi
f iliations,
regarded
public
agencies
ies of moral
publi c schools as agenc
transmissi
t r ansmiss ioonn even before the influx
of female teachers .
Furthermore,
t here
her e were
we r e ot
other
her male
ma le influences of
tthe
he 1l ate 19th century school fine
fi ne art
program , such as the romantic
romant i c critics
(S oucy & Webb, 1986
1986,. April; Stankiewicz,
wi
cz , 1984) and art educat i on entre
en t re preneurs such
su ch as Louis Prang
53

1

I
reveal the class nature of curriculum
easily
more eas
ily that would a study of
contemporary contexts.
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THE SOCIOLOGICAL
SO CIO L OGICAL IMPLICATIONS
IMP L I C ATION S OF
HENRY
HEN RY SCHAEFER
SC HAEFER-SIMMERN'
S IMM ERN' S THEO
THEORY
R Y AN
AND
D
RE
S EA RC H LEADI
NG
T O WA R D A
N IN
T E G RAL
RESEARCH
LEADIN
G TOWARD
AN
INTEGRAL
THEORY OF ART EDUCATION
EDU C ATIO N
Roy E. A
Abrahamson
brahamson
Henry SchaeferSchaefer-Simmern
Simmern was fully
ful l y aware of the sociological implications of
his work
work.. His theory of visual, artistic conceiving stated that people possess
an inherent abil
abi l ity
i ty to transform their
the i r perce
perceptions
ptions into holistic (gestalt)
formations expressed as works of art . They have this ability
abi lity in varying
degrees regardless
r egard less of differences of sex, race, chrono
chronological
l ogical age (above the
motor scribble age), lQ (above 47) , socia-economic status, creed.
creed, and geograp
geographhic location. He believed that society sho
shouuld
l d encourage the development
deve l opment and
expression of this ability and that those of its members who are artistically
active (whether children, adolescents, or adults)
adu l ts) can uplift and transform
dehumanizing
zation.
society for the better. He saw the dehumani
z ing affects of industria li
l ization.
He deplored the visual pollution which appe
ars in portions of cities and towns
appears
in the U.S . A.
A. Yet he noted the efforts made to bring visu
al art into communi
commun i visual
Proj ect, and efforts of the U.S. Department
ties by such means as the WPA Art Project,
of Agriculture's Extension Service.
Ser vice. He guided students to be aware not only of
the gestalt art forming ability within them, but also of the arts of societ ies
i es
past and present.
Schaefer- Simmern ' s art education includes the handicapped and non-hand i capped in the schools, and also peop l e throughout the community. He reconciled
opposites in art education
creative self- expression and cognitivesystems
education::
cognitive-systems
(neo-academic)
(neo- academic) while going beyond them to point a way toward an integral
i ntegral art
education for society
soc i ety and
an d for each individual member of that society.
soc i ety.
cents (1966
(19 66 , pp. 47-68),
47-68 ) , and his
Institu te of Art Education in Berke Institute
ley,
California,
Californ i a,
also
al
so
provided
classes for art teachers, artists,
artists ,
adu l ts.
His ideas and
and layman adults.
accomplishments had appeal for peop le
le
of varying
va rying personalities, psycho logilo gi cal conditions, physiological systems,, and sociological
tems
soc i ological backgrounds
and attitudes.
John Dewey (1948) wrote in hi s
Schaefer-Simmern's
- Simme rn's book
forward to Schaefer

Henry
SchaeferSchaefer-Simmern,
Simmern ,
the
noted late art educator and research
research-er, believed in th
thee existence of an
inherent artistic
ability in which
wh i ch
people's perceptions
percept io ns of their vi
visible
sib le
environment are
transformed
into
gestalt formations and expr
expressed
essed as
matter
t er how simp l e or
works of art, no mat
camp 1ex those works may be.
comp
He
hypothesized that most peop l e possess
this i nherent ability rregardless
egardless of
IQ
race, sex, chronological age,
(above 47), creed,
socio
socio-economic
-e conomic
status, geographic location, or time.
Schaefer-Simmern
addressed
l l walks of li
life
fe and his
people of a ll
education
art educat
io n extended beyond the
traditional
classroom.
tradition
a l class
r oom. As discussed
in his book, The Unfoldi
ng of ArtisUnfolding
t;c
t ic Act
Ac t iv
ivity
ity (l948)
(1948),, he wor
worked
ked with
the handicapped , the iincarcerated,
ncarcerated,
refugees, unemployed
un employed workers,
and
professional people . Also, he workec
workel!
extensive ly
l y with children and adoles
adoles--

(1948) :

Escape from the
one -s
- s idedness
which
manyy ph
philosophies
wh ich attends man
i losoph i es
of sense, of rreason,
eason , of bodily or
physical action, of emotion, and
of doing and making, dist iing
nguish
uish es the wor k reported upon the
following
fo
ll owing pages. In their place
t here is constant observation of
the wholeness of life and persona li ty in which activity becomes
artistic (p.x).
( p.x).
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Gestalt
Format;on
Schaefer-Simmern ' s approach to art
educati
educat i on was not an atomistic one
co ncerned with
wit h iso l ated parts
or
meanings .
He was
aware of
the
potential role of art i n society, and
he referred in admiring terms to the
WPA Art Project, art interests within
the Young Men ' s and Young Women's
Chri sti an
Associ ati ons,
the
art
classes of the International Ladies
Garment Workers' Union, a New Yor k
Physicians' Art Club, an American
Physic i ans' Art Club iinn San Francisco, and various business people's art
clubs . He al so commended the art
encouraged in rural America by the
Extension Service
of the
United
States Department of Agricu l ture. He
was interested in such efforts for he
believed that they were essent i al to
offset the dehumanization caused by
industrialization.
industr i alization.
He wrote about
industria l izat
ization
i on of the 1800's and
later, and of the unemployment of the
1920's and early
ear l y 1930's : "Never did
the need for defend
i ng human worth
defending
ve as;n
as in those days
seem so iimperati
mperative
of indignity and degradation"
degradation ll (1948,

works cannot be subsumed within an
extreme, pola
polarr position.
pos i tion.
To Schaefer - Simmern, a "gestalt
"gesta l t
formation" (a concept ta ken
from
gestalt
gestal t psychology), ;iss a ho l istic
i n which each part
structure iinn art, in
;s interfunctiona l ly re l ated to every
other part and to the who l e.
His
research indicated that even young
children, beyond the
disorganized
scribble
stage,
stage ,
express
simple
gestalt formations (al
(also
so called by
him "artistic forms"), which deve l op
in increasing complexity with age and
continued artistic activity.
The
formations
evolve
according
to
definite
stages
of
unfolding.
unfoldi
ng.
Referring to the gestalt formations
in young children
chi l dren ' s art, SchaeferSimmern wrote i n his book,
The
Unfold i ng of Artistic activity
activ i ty (1948,
p.9), "Th i s un
unified
i fied structure , simp
s i mp l e
though it is, may
may be recogn i zed as
the -seed' of the artistic [gesta l t]
form."
Si nce the ability to transform
perceptions into gestalt formations
is
;s inherent, Schaefer-Simmern
believed that the ro
role
l e of the art
teacher;s
teacher is not to impose rules and
methods of achieving gesta l t formations upon student, but rather to
lead them to discover their
own
gestalt formations. Through teacher
guided self- eval uations of their art
products, the students gradually are
able to express and el aborate former l y suppressed gestalt
gesta l t
formations.
Young children,
ch i ldren, however, do not have
a prob l em of uncovering suppressed
formations as these formations have
not as yet been blocked by teachers
and parents who do not understand the
artistic process iinn general,
l et
alone the process of visua l , gestalt
form consciousness as defined
by
Schaefer- Simmern.
Schaefer
Sc h a e f e r - S;mmern's
Soc ; o l o g ; c a l
Concer n s
The psychologist , Howard Gard
ner, iinn his book, Artfu l Scribb l es:
the
Significance
of
Chi ld
l dre
re n' s
Drawings, (1980) made some wrong

p. 4 ) .

Schaefer - Simmern's approach was
a gestal
gesta l t approach to human nature,
art, and
society .
Contrary
to
cr i ticism (Wi l son, 1985, pp. 90-91)
classifying him as a romantic, a
developmenta l ist, and a universalist,
developmentalist,
Schaefer- Simmern was beyond
these
classifications insofar as the last
two imp l y an exclusive concern for
i nborn
inborn
traits
or
predetermined
natura 1 1aws . For he be i i eved that
social and cu l tural influences
i nfluences and
values
va l ues as we ll as inherent gestalt
forming abil
abi lii ties
influenced
the
quality of the artistic structure of
works of art. However, the inherent
gestalt forming ability
abi l ity in individuals was seen
as of
fundamental
importance for the achievement of
artworks of high quality.
quality . He was a
opmental;st,
deve l opmenta
l ist, a universa l ist, ~ ~ ~
a believer i n social va lu
l ues
es
and
culturall influences . Hi
cultura
Hiss ideas and

,6

assumptions that Schaefer-Simmern had
ignored cultural
influences
upon
historical art. In regard to SchaefSchaef er
- Simmern's hypothesis that artiser-Simmern's
tic, gestalt
gesta l t forms exist
ex i st in -historic
-histor i c
and prehistoric ar
t, Gardner wrote
art,
that Schaefer-Simmern did not state
that all art of the past contains
gestalt,
gesta~ artistic forms
forms.. Because he
chose only
on l y
selected examples
as
not belie
hi
ver ification does
verification
hiss
point . Nor did Schaefer-Simmern deny
point.
social
and cultura
cultural1 ;influences
soc i a land
nfl uences on
gestal t forms. He stated in unm
unmisgestalt
i stakab l e terms,
The unfolding of artistic activiactivi ty cannot be separated from the
nature of Man; it must grow out
of him as a unified process. The
bei ng
shou 1d
essence of
his being
should
determine its course. Only then
wi 1111 i t become a for
force
ce in the
upbuilding of a world that is
adequate to his nature" (1948,

the other extreme position of social
infl
uence s upon artistic education
influences
and production as the "philosophy of
Walter
with
Wa 1ter Smith,"
Smi th," wi
th its stress upon
cop y
accuracy of representation and copy
work . The creative selfse l f - expression
view of the Progressive Education
Movement ffits
i ts the Rouseauian, developmental, and universal ist philosophic position
attacked
by
Wilson
(1985).
However,
unl ike
(1985) .
However , Anderson, unlike
Wilson, sought to reconcile these two
extreme positions. Still,
Sti l l , in advocating a third
position ca
called
l led a
socially defined approach.
approach, Anderson
thought that accuracy of representation and copy work (stressed
by
Smith) is acceptable because these
earn
activities help students to l ea
rn of
their heritage (inheritance)
(inher i tance ) and help
he l p
in
hem gain skills to be used
tthem
creat
iv e self- expression.
creative
It is an interesting attempt at
reconciliation and Anderson shou
should
l d be
given credit for it. However
However,, fr
f rom
om
standpoint , there
Schaefer- Simmern's standpoint,
is a flaw in
i n such jjustification
ustification of
concern for accurate realism
rea l ism and the
practice of copying
the art
of
others.
Schaefer - Simmern pointed out not
(1948),, but in hi s
only iinn his book (1948)
teachings and l ectures that reproduc
reproduc-tive memory work and copying are
conceptual thinking exerc
i ses that do
exercises
not develop the inherently endowed
gestalt forming art ability which he
believed is so important to develop.
One achieves a gestalt art forming
form i ng
abil
abi lii ty not by reading books on how
to compose pictures
pictures;; not by being
taught rules, formulas,
formulas , or methods
meth ods iinn
schools; and not by copying art or
reproducing
l1 fes,
reproduc
ing live models, still lifes,
or other objects
obj ects from single
singl e limited
viewpoints. Instead, one needs to be
attuned (or reattu
reattuned
ned ) to one's own
lt )
inborn sense for ho l istic (gesta lt)
relationships within
with i n visual, art ist
i st ic'
i c·
form of the basic art elemen
elements
t s and
subject contents (1948, pp. 197-199).
Surely.
oth e~
Surely, the student learns of othe~
people's art ideas and styles, their
the i r
materials and processes, by copying
copy i ng

p.7) .

The "nature of man" meant to SchaeferSimmern an artistica lly
ll y endowed
human being whose natur
naturee includes his
fellow beings in
a society
soci ety
and
as the
culture.
However,
above
qf a
quotation indicates, the essence of
human being, that is
is,, his or 'her
her
innermost aspect of personality, can
exert itself
through
and should
shou l d
creative,
creati
ve. artistic activity to change
chan ge
society ( the world) for the better.
Therefore, more than the matter of a
balance of the artist's persona
personall side
and social influences upon that side
is
;s involved. It ;s
is rather a matter
of the individual
i nd i vi dua 1 and groups
of
individuals
individua l s transforming th
thee society
in which they live.
Tom Anderson, (1985) in
his
article, "Toward a Socially Defined
Cu rricu l um," nicely prese
presented
nted
Studio Curricu
the two extreme philosophical posiposi tions in his expl
exp l ication of a social
social-def i ned curriculum ( pp. 1616-18
).
ly - defined
18).
The iind
nd ivi
i vidual
dual creati
crea t ive
ve position
pos i tion in
art education
is represented
in
Anderson's article by the creative
self-expression of the Progress ive
i ve
Education Movement. He referred to
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their art.
We human beings learn
from each other and imitation is part
of the general learning
process.
However,, if such copying from society
However
is done to the detriment of the
individual's own ideas and style, his
or her own sense for gestalt, unified
art form relationships, and his or
her expression of personal artistic
understanding, then such a teaching
practice becomes highly questionable.
Young children are attuned to
their inherent gestalt
gesta l t art forming
abilities on a simple level, but
often lose touch with these abilities
because either no art education ;s
is
given in the schools, or the approaches to teaching art do not take
such artistic forming abilities
abi li ties into
account.
Yet,
consciousness
for
artistic form can be regained if
teachers know how to guide their
students back to a sense of attunement
wi th
themselves .<1>
Fr om
Schaefer-Simmern's position, it is
not enough to accept Walter Smith's
viewpoint as presented by Anderson
(1985) and to try to wed it with
creative self-expression.
A far
better melding
would
result if the socially
sociall y imposed art
lessons to be joined to the creative
self-expressions of a student were
h;s or her
designed according to his
stage of art deve l opment and level of
visual understanding. A still better'
joining or synthesis would take place
i f the socialized art teachings were
designed and introduced according to
each student's own stage of gestalt
artist;c form conceptions, artistic
artistic
cognitions, and perceptual awareness.
These shou l d not be confused with
abstract, conceptual cognition.
Nei ther the conceptual, academi c
approach nor the creative self-expression approach include, according
to my knowledge, recognition of an
inherent artistic gestalt
gesta l t
forming
ability in human beings. What good
;s
is it to follow an old academic
approach and cause students to become
confused by sty
styles
l es and forms foreign
to their conceptions of the world and

imposed on them by their teachers?
What is the value
va l ue of accepting such a
limited philosophy of art and society
which stresses dependence on external
order instead of on one ' s own mean ingful sense for visual unity of
artistic form?
Are there
other
social values
that far
outweigh
ei ther
Wi 1son 's,
Gardner 's,
or
Smith's values? I would say that a
meaningful socially defined curriculum involving
studio
experiences
would reconcile and transcend the
opposite approaches of
individual
creative self-expression and social
conditioning by achieving an innovative rather than an eclectic third
way . That is, thesis and antithesis
would be reconciled and transcended
to achieve a synthesis or integra
integrall
philosophy and approach.
Certainly there is a transaction
that takes place between the indiv
individid ual and his or her culture.
cu l ture.
The
artistic person creates according to
a consciousness for artistic form and
may, at the same time, respond to a
prevailing artistic style within the
culture.
Yet,
the gestalt
form
instinct or ability ;iss paramount in
each artist
artistically
i ca l ly acti
active
ve person, no
matter how
highly controlled
or
uniform the societal style. S/he may
absorb that style
sty le and "fuse"
or
integrate it with his/her own style
styl e
and stage of artistic conceiving.
conceiving .
Individuals
In dividuals are influenced in a
variety of ways, and in relation to
artistic activities,
the
varying
vary i ng
degrees range from complete interference with creative art formations to
complete
compl ete
encouragement
of
same.
Schaefer-Simmern tried
to
offset
those social influences that blocked
the expression of students artistic,
gestalt conceptions.
He influenced
his students through an
indirect
questioning strategy.
In this way,
he helped them to become attuned to
their own inherent endowed artistic
forming abilities.
abi l ities.
Schaefer --SSimmern
immern
provided an example
examp l e for
bringing
br
in ging
about the delicate balance between
individual artistic form consciousI
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ness and socia
so c iall or cultural
cul tural condi
condi-Hee did not
no t advocate letting
l ett in g
ttioning.
i oning. H
student s do as th
students
they
ey pl ease
wi th
creative self-e
self-expressions.
xpressions. Rather he
not io n of meaningmeaning subscribed to the notion
soc ial influences being used and
ful social
transformed by people who are artis
artis-tically active. The concepts developed by art students will
wi l l then be
fused with their consciousness for
arti st ic form.
f orm. It should
shou ld be evident
artistic
that in no way is there any benign
soc i ety advocated here.
here .
neglect for society

A

it
i t has a branch growing out of its
head!"" Sure enough,
head!
enough , there was an
area where the
t he ancient artist had not
overr
solved the overlapping of a bird ove
Th erefore, the
the end of a branch . Therefore,
wa s iso
isoll ated
a ted from
end of the branch was
the rest of the branch and it created
an illusion of coming out
ou t of the top
of the bi
bird's
Heree was a nine
rd's head!
head ! Her
Berkeley., California,
year old boy in Berkeley
criticizing, with justification, one
paint i ng
portion of a tomb painting
from
ow many children
child ren are
anc
i en t Egypt. H
ancient
How
so guided to develop their gestalt
art forming abil
ab ilities
ities enough to see
such things in
i n the art of the past?
Not many, 1I fear.
fe ar. Until
Un t il art teachers
are prepared to look at art works
carefully and to make gestalt judg th e ir stuexpectt their
ments, we cannot expec
gu ided to do so.
dents to be guided
Through the teaching procedure
just
describ ed,
described,
SchaeferSchaefer-Simme
Simmern
rn
instilled
in st i l l ed in his students
s tude nts a deep
visual comprehension of certain art
works from societies
soc ieti es of the past and
also
soci et ies.
al so from
modern societies.
He
showed art works from many periods
and places . Readers are referred to
the case of Miss E.
E_ in SchaeferSimmern's
Simme rn 's book, The Unfoldino
of
Artistic
Activity,
Activi t y,
(1948).
(1948) .
She
discovered form solutions similar
simi lar to
her own in certain paintings from the
Italian Renaissance. As was
was the case
with students in al
a lll of SchaeferSch aefe r Simmern's classes, such historical
wo r ks of art were seen after fform
orm
discoveries were m
made
ade in students'
stude nts'
art and not seen before hand and
imitated.

K;nsh;p Approach
Appro ach
t o Our
to
Art Her;tage
H er;tage

As students in
Schaefer-S
Schaefer- Simimclasses
new
mern's art
cl asses attained
l eve ls of artistic form realization,
real izati on,
leve
he wou l d show them reproductions of
art wor
works
ks fr
from
om the history
hist ory of art
which were similar
s imil ar to their own in
organ izat ion of lines, shapes,
the organization
spaces, and so on. Thus, new disco
dis co vf orm were
eries of
form
reinforced.
Student s could
Students
co uld relate to the art
works
works shown to them individually
indiv id ually and
they gained deeper understanding and
appreciation
ap preciation of those works.
Thus,
rein they gained in two ways: (1) reinfo
r cement in
own
forcement
their
own forming
understandi ng of
processes, and (2) understanding
the
I
th e larger artistic
art is tic heritage.
rel ate
at e ttoo this experience
exp eri ence personally.
person al ly.
studying at
at Schaefer
Schae fer - Simmern's
While studying
cat ion in BerkeInstitute of Art Edu
Education
ley, California,
Cali fornia, I began to paint
large
la rge outlined
ou tl i ned human figures filled
When I was
in with flat colors.
shown reproductions
repr odu ct ion s of
Romanesque
pa i nt i ngs of human figures,
paintings
fl gures , I was
stunned.
stunned .
The
forms
were
quite
qui te
simi l ar. I gained con
confidence
fi dence in my
appre cia tion
new art and an appreciation
and
respect for Romanesque
Romanesqu e art.
Later, 1t saw a nine year
yea r ol
oldd boy
bo y
in
SchaeferSchaefer-SSimmern's
immern's
children's
children ' s
class draw
draw a fi
fine
ne bird.
SchaeferSimmern showed him a slide reproduc Simmern
tion of an ancient Egyptian tomb
fresco ffrom
rom 2500 Be
BC with birds in an
acacia tree.
tre e. The boy liked it very
mUCh, but then he crit
critici
i ci zed part of
it by saying,
sayin g, "That
"Tha t bird lo
looks
oks li
like
ke

AN

SOCIETY AND
INTEGRAL ART
EDUCATION

Schaefe r- Si mmer n appreciHenry Schaefer-Simmern
ated the efforts within the United
t o foster interest ;n
in creative
States to
visual art. The Nazis in his home land encouraged a kind of German
land
romantic realism that glorified the
Rac e ."
Thus, he
so-called "Aryan Race."
could see
s ee clearly
clea r ly and
appreciate
ap preci ate
art issttic
efforts toward
a freer
arti
ic
expression here. Ne
Nevertheless,
verthe l ess, he
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1
was disturbed by the dl
d i sharmony or
l ack of unified form of the typical
Main Street, USA, with buildings of
vastly different sizes and styles set
side by side, advertising signs of
many colors plastered here and there
along the business streets, weeds and
trash ;inn public
pub 1i c pl
places,
aces, and slum
housing and junk piles in poorer
sections of towns and cities.
He
abhorred such visual
vi sua 1 po
pollution,
11 ut ion , but
he was appreciative of wel l designed
shopping centers, parks, apartment
comple xes, and civic centers.
When
complexes,
he saw a well designed area, he would
exclaim, "That makes sense!!!
sense!*'
Society ;s
is a highly
complex
organization in the United States,
l ayers and facets to it.
with many layers
schoo l s and communities
As visi ts to schools
across the nation revea
reveal,
l, the art
that is displayed shows everything
that;s
everyth in g
from the tracing of adult presc
prescribed
r ibed
images and copies of comic strip
characters to creative
crea tive self-expressions . We can see detailed rea
realistic
l istic
wor
ks with or without organization.
works
organi zati on.
We can see works made with obvious
ski ll . However, I have seen few art
skil'.
works of junior high and senior high
students that show artistic gestalt
formations.
Young children's
chi l dren's
art
works do show
simple levels
of
gestalt form, and some older ·chil
' chil-dren's art contains it.
Expressing
Expres
s ing oneself without some
centering gestalt is emission and not
expression in the best sense of the
term. I recall a painting
paint i ng instructor
at a midwest university who to l d
a
Schaefer- Simmern and others at
faculty party, "We
lOWe live in a chaotic
age, and therefore, we must paint
chao tically."
To that,
Schaeferchaotically."
Simmern repl ied, "That is as absurd
as saying, ~My house is on fire!
Quickly, let us put more fire on
Creative
it! '" Cre
ative self-expression may
be organized or it m
ay be chaotic or
may
degrees in between.
Dewey wrote in
his book, Art as Exoerience , (1958)
( 1958).,
"What is sometimes called an act of
se lf-e xp ression
better
self-expression
might
be
termed one of se l f - exposure; it

l oses character
disc loses
or llack
ack of
othe r s. In itself,
itse l f, it
character - to
t o others.
is only a spewing forth.1I
(p.62).
(p.62) .
However, there are certain kinds of
self-expre ssi ons
self-expressions
that
would
fit
Dewey's definition of experience as a
unity
un
ity or gestalt formation, (1
( 1958,
958,
p.37).
Yet, we need not be
so
impressed by all statements that
th at are
called
cal l ed creati
creative
ve self-e
se lf-expr
xpressions
essi ons for
they can be very shallow
sha l low and a mere
lI spewing forth"
as is stated in the
"spewing
quotation above.
The
opposites
of
creative
self-expressi
self-expression,
on, on the one hand, and
academic art instruction with its
prescribed formulas
formu las and co
concepts
ncepts,, on
the other hand
hand,, do not offer students
much because both philosophies
ph il osophies and
teaching approaches fail to include
awareness of the inherent gesta l t art
forming ability
ab ility identif
identified
i ed by Gustaf
Britsch,

(4th

ed.,

1966),

Egon

Kornma nn (1962), and Henry SchaeferKornmann
Schaefer Simmern
mmern (1948) and its stages of
Si
unfolding and development in people.
Reconc;l; a t ;ion
Reconcili
on
and Going
Go;ng Beyond
Oppos i t e s
Opposites
Art does not merely
reflect
potentia l to
society. It has the potential
transf
transform
orm and uplift
up li ft society.
society .
The
dichotomy between creat i ve self-e
se l f-exx-pression in art and socially
socia l ly defined
and imposed
teaching about
arts
cognitive as well as studio modes can
be resolved and transcended.
transcended .
An
integral art educat ion with a philosophy that contains these seemingly
opposite vi
views
ews and yet goes beyond
their li mitations can be ach
achie
i eved.
ve d .<2>
<Z>
Anderson (1985) caught a gli
mpse of
glimpse
educat ion. Henry Schaesuch an art education.
fer-Simmern gave us the ground work
for it.
An integral
i nteg ral art education
wou l d tak
takee creative self-expressio n
would
higher to a level of creative selfdisciplin ed expression governed by
inherent
one's own
inhe rent
gestalt
art
forming abi lity which the research of
Britsch,
Br itsch, K
Kornmann,
ornmann ,
and
SchaeferSchaefer Simmern made known. Art iinnstruction
struct ion
in society wou
ld
wo uld
go beyond
the
revival of ol d academic, conceptua l
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task which faces all
al l of us, the
resurrection
humanized
resu
r rection of a humani
ze d world

practices of single
s in gl e viewpo
viewpoint
i nt seeing,
reproducing iimages,
mages , and
an d copying old
and ne
neww masters'
mas te rs' works and style
styless to
dev elopment based on each
concept development
visual
student's own visu
a l conceptions
concept ions and
stage of gestalt form developmen
development.
t.
At the end of his book, The
Unfolding
of
Artistic
Activi~
SchaeferSimmern wrote:
Schaefer-Simmern
Ar
at
recognizes
that
Artt education th
artistic activity
ac t ivity as a general
attribute
humann natur
naturee and
attr
ibu te of huma
that
folding
he un fo
l ding and
t hat aims at tthe
de velopment
of
man's
llatent
ate nt
development
creati
ve abilities
will
tthen
hen
creative
contribute its share ttoo the great

( 1948, p.201).
(1948,

An integral
edu cati on cannot
integra l art education
ignore either the individual student's creative,
cre ative ,
gestalt
f orming
abil ity, or the society in which slhe
s/h e
ability,
ne eds to be met
lives. The student needs
shou l d be
on his or her l evel, but should
chall enged to go beyond that level in
challenged
artistic
art i sti c cognition and in conceptual
co nceptual,,
abstract cognition.
cogn ition. Soci
Society
ety initia
i nitiall ly should be accep
ac cepted
ted for what it is,
yet seen as a complex organization
organ i zati on in
in
need of betterment. One instrument
for
f or this
t hi s betterment
bette rment may be art.
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form"; awareness and understanding
"Consc
i ousness
ess for
fo r artistic form":
und er sta nd in g of organized
organi ze d
"Consciousn
artist ic,
i c, created str
struct
uctures
ure s of basic
bas ic art elements and subject contents ;inn
art works.

"Integra l ": a synthesis containi
ng opposite viewpoints
scending
containing
vi ewpoi nts and yet tran
transcending
the
he same time having a unique and dynamic
t he ir l imita t ions, while at tthe
standpoint.
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D EM
E MOCRA
OCRACY
C Y AND
BARNES
BA R NE S

EDUCAT
E D UC ATII ON AT
F OU N D ATI O N

T HE

Mar garet Hess Johnson
Through the foundation that bears his name, Albert C. Barnes
Ba rnes put into
pract i ce John Dewey's
Dewey ' s notions of education, democracy, and scientific method.
iption
tion known
A descr
descrip
tion of the egal i tarian and emp iri cal aspects of the institu
insti tution
as The Barnes Foundation confirms the instrumental function of art for educaed uca tion. The Barnes Foundation serv
served
ed as a learning
l earning laboratory rather than as a
museum of art; in this
th i s manner wor
works
ks of art served an instrumental
instrumenta l function
through indicating Deweyan
Deweya n theory
th eory about democracy and education.

Jam- packed in the gallery,
gallery. the works
offer a wide survey of the artists'
artists '
development.(2)
In addition,
the
gallery presents a range of
art
objects from antique to modern
modern,, and
fo lk to fine.
biographerss
The press and some biographer
(Chanin, 1961; Harris, 1982; Schack
Schack,,
difficulul1960) have often emphasized diffic
ties
t ies encountered with gaining admittance to
t o the Foundation, with dealing
with Barnes , and with the contents of
the gallery itse l f.
However,, the
However
borderline between art and education
ed uc ati on
rema i ns the focus of The
Barnes
Foundatio n : the i nst rumenta
rume ntall valu
valuee
Foundation:
of art to education
i s intrinsic.
educat ion is
Barnes ' art col l ection was instrumenBarnes'
ta
tall to a real
realization
ization of John Dewey's
ph il oso phical ideas about the science
sc;ence
of the ssocial
ocial and art as education.
An historical description of the
egalitarian and empirical aspects of
the inst
i tution confirms this.
institution
Ar
r tt as
a s
Ex
E x p e r ; e nc
n ce,
e,
De
D e wey] a nd Bar
B a rn
n es
Albert Barnes estab l ished The
Th e
"to
Barnes Foundation
iinn 1922,
promote the advancement of educat iion
on
and the appreciation
apprec i ation of the fine
f ine
arts " (article II of the By- Laws of
The Barnes Foundation, in Cantor,
1974
ed John
1974,, p.173) . Barnes appoint
appointed
Dewey to ;its
ts s'taff
s·taff as Oi
Di re ctor of
Education and endowed the
t he Foundation
million
lion do ll
l lars.
ars. A photowith ten mil
graph of Dewey hangs ;n
i n Th e Barnes
i t is inscribed ,
Foundation office; it
"To The Barnes Foundation which puts
into practice my beliefs and hopes

Th e Border
Bo r de r l ; n e
een
Ar t
a nd
B e tw ee
n Art
and
E duca t ; on a t
The
Th e
Bar
B a r n es Fo
Founda
un da t ;
;o
on
n
There ;s a fine li
line
ne distingui
distingui-sh ing art and education at The Barnes
Foundation in Merion,
Mer ion, Pennsylvania.
The Foundation defines itself not as
as an
educational
a museum but
institution . Even today it is easier
to view this extraordinary collection
of art as a student than as a public
spectator. When Or.
Dr. Al bert C. Barnes
established his Foundation i n 1922 he
desig nated i t an institution condeSig
cerned with education in art. But is
took nearly forty ye
years
ars of litigation, first
by The
Philadelphia
InqUirer,
Inquirer, later
l ater by the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, to open the Foundation doors ttoo limited public vi
viewing.
ew ing.
Today one hundred people with
on e hundred with reservations, and one
out. are granted admittance to The
out,
Barnes
Foundation
every
weekend
Ba rn es
eve ry
excepting the months of July and
August when the gallery
ga ll ery is cclosed.
l osed.
Upon registering at the gate and
paying a one dollar fee , visitors may
collection , half th
thee gallery
view the collection,
at a time, without guides, or catalogues,
l ogues, or even labels for t he works
of art.
art .
But Barnes' collection;s
we ll
collection is well
worth seei
seeing,
ng , for the art, and for
the educat ion.
ion .
It i nc lu
ludes
des
two
hundred Reniors , nearly a hundred
Cezannes, over sixty Matisses and
forty Picassos, al l nearly impossible
to find in reproduction. ( 1)
1)
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selfse l f-taught
taught co l llector
ector and
critic;
and, in an educational experiment
begun in Ar
Argyrol
gyr ol factory. Barnes put
into practice the social and scienti fic aspects of Jo
John
hn Dewey's ph
philosoil osophy of democracy and educat iion
on..

for democracy and education."
Dewey attributed the presence of
the pa
paintings
i ntings and other objects of
art at The Barnes Foundation as one
factor in
i n the development of his
aesthet ic philosophy.
aesthetic
When
Dewey
dedicated Art
as
Experience
to
"Albert C. Barnes,
Barnes , iinn gratitude" for
their conversations llin
"in the presence
of the
unrivaled
collection
of
pictures he has assembled,"
assembled,1I Dewey
noted, "The
i nfl uence
of
these
conversations, together with that of
his book, has been a chief factor in
shaping my own thinking about the
philosophy of esthetics."
(Dewey,
1934/1980,
1934/ 1980, p. viii)
Albert Coombs Barnes (1872
(1872-1951)
-1951)
l i ved in Philadelphia,
lived
Philadelphia , Pennsylvania .
He 'shared an interest in art with
high school classmates John Sl
Sloan
oan and
~~i 11
\.~i
11 i am Gl ackens. But Barnes became
chern; st, not an artist.
art; st .
After
a chemist,
attend;
attending
ng
medical
med ; ca 1
school
schoo l
Barnes
stud i ed in Germany.
studied
There he met
Hermann Hille, a chemist with whom he
collaborated
co l laborated and later developed the
patent medicine Argyrol.<3>
When
Barnes' Argyrol factory began
to
prosper in Philadelphia
Philadelphia,, he resumed
his ea rl
rlier
ier intere
i nterest
st in paint
painting.
ing.
But one day, reali
realizing
z ing his own work
was without merit, Barnes burned all
190 of hi
hiss paintings (Schack, 1960).
Argyroll made Barnes a millionArgyro
million aire whi
wh i l e he·
he· was still
sti l l in
his
thirties
th i rties (Harris, 1982) . In 1905 he
built the house where the Foundation
later was to be, on Latches Lanes, in
Merion, just west of Philadelphia.
Th
That
at year too Barnes bought a smal l
Italian landscape by Carat
Corot (Ha
(Harris,
rr is,
1982),
1982 ) , and added to his co l lection by
buying from conservative Philadelphia
Ph iladelph ia
and New
York galler
galleries
i es
(Schack,
( Schack,
1960) .
When Barnes rrenewed
enewed his friend
friend-ship with Glackens some five years
later, he was influenced to begin
collecting
moder n art.
In
1912,
1912 ,
col l ecting modern
Barnes sent Glackens to Paris with
520,000 to bu
buyy works by
Renoir,
Cezann
Cezanne,
e , and other French artists
(Schack,
( Schack , 1960). Barnes became a

EGALITARIAN
ASPECTS
A SP ECTS
The Educational
Experiment: The
Factory as
Educational
Laboratory
Although
Alth
ough the Foundation opened
educationa l
;n
in 1924, the start of the educational
experiment with the Argyrol factory
workers began a number of
years
yea
rs
earlier. It often happened that some
of Barnes' employees got into ttrouble
r ouble
with the pol
police.
ice.
To solve
the
consequent
problem
of
employee
turnover, Barnes became perso
personally
nal l y
interested in his workers'
workers ' out-offactory concerns. He attributed hi s
worker
' s personal difficulties to the
worker's
fact that their earlier education had
been neg l igible, and he determined to
rectify the situation.
So from the beginning the art i n
the Barnes Collection was used for
educational purposes.
The in i tia
tiall
educational
experiment
emphasized
discussions
of
psychology
psycho
l ogy
using
William James' Principles of Psycholm
QSY (1890).
With the publication of
Oeweyls
Democracyy and
Educa
Dewey's
Democrac
Educatt ion
i on
was
inspired
to
(1916), Barnes
broaden the course
of st
study
udy
to
to
matters of economic and
personal
interest to his workers. Discussions
i ncluded
social
conditions
and
evolution, topics taken from Bertrand
Russell's Why Men Fight (1917) and
H.G. Wells'
Outline
Out l ine
of
History
(1920). In addition, tthe
he en viron ment
me nt
was enhanced by or; g; na 1 works of
art.
ar t. Barnes spoke of the origins of
visuall arts
visua
in
his
educational
experiment as follows:
We always
al ways had pictures
pi ctures i n the
building. One fellow came to me
one time with drawings of some of
our pictures. And all
a ll the boys
were excited. His name was
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Theodore. We had half a dozen
Negros around. I1 said, "What do
you think of
that thing
of
Theodore's?"
think. it
it was very
Theodore's
?" I think
credible
cred
ib le [sic]. I didn't want to
op,n10n .
give him any fa l se opln10n.
I
"Theodore,
is a good
said, "Theodor
e, that ;s
copy of what you have there, but
what is the use of copying?
I
would not want to copy someone
else. Why
Wh y don't you do something
of your own?!!
own?" They got interested in pictures, and they studied
them.
them . (Barnes, in
i n Cantor, 1974,

paintings from Barnes'
collection
which covered t he
walls of
the
factory's s;
ce rooms; and b)
s i x offi
office
the workers' own cur iosity
i osity and the i r
practi
call duties at the plant.
Oe
practica
De
Mazia
of
the
egal
Ma zia wrote
egalii tarian
atmosphere at the factory as a result
of the class
cl ass sessions:
In an atmosphere that
th at was completely democratic,
democra t ic, the workers
ive and found
developed
initiative
develope d initiat
greater ince nt ive to expansion of
their individual abilities, wh
i ch
which
lled
ed to growing
in
gr owing efficiency
operation and management of the
plant, to increased
fi
nand a 1
financial
returns for the enterprise
en ter prise and
its employees,
to
and
more
l ting from
frem both.
leisure time resu
re sulting
The
additional
leisure
was
employed
empl oyed for further cultivation
cultiva t ion
of the workers' interests, and
was directed, in part,
part , to discusdiscus sing some
of their
personal
the i r
prob
l ems with the purpose
of
problems
inculcat
inculcating
ing the
essentia l
essential
if
thinking
sound
stripped
of
academicc trappings.
The
f unda academi
Th e fundamenta
mental1 concepts
in
Dewey's
epochh-mak
- making
in g books, Democracy and
epoc
Education
Ed ucation and School and Society,
we
re
simplified
were
simpli f ied
and
brought
within
wi
th in the comprehension of al l
the workers, no matter what their
previous
(1954,
p.
pre
vio us education.
(19 54 , p,
136)_
136) .
F rom
orY t
to
Fro
m F ac t ory
o
Foundat;on:
Fo un d a t ; o n:
Gro\N t h
Growt
h ;n the
t h e
Educat;onall
Educat;ona
E xper;ment
Ex
p er; m ent
pract icing
and
When practicing
artists
an d
aboutt the expe
experiment
students heard abou
riment
andd began to visit the collection
an
join
became
asking to jo
i n the classes, it bec
ame
apparent
ac ili
ap pare nt that the program and ffac
il i Con sequent ly
ties needed to grow.
Consequently
the Foundation was formal
formally
l y organized
December,
was
iinn D
ecember, 1922. Thus it w
as that
experiment
the earlier
expe
riment in
adult
education
provided
impetus
and
phi
philosophica
losophicall
direction
for
the
educationa1 institution that i s The
educational
Barnes Foundation.

pp_
pp. 81-82)_
81-82).

One of Barnes' assistants at the
factory, M
Mary
ary Mullen, planned the
educational programs and led
the
discuss ions.
She
wrote
of
the
lunch-time
l unch-t ime seminars:
At first
the discussion
was
dominated
dom inated rather by feeling than
intelligence: imagination
imag ination
con stant
stantly
ly tended to encroach upon
the sphere of reflection
reflection..
The
l eader
eade r of the group did
not
repress feel
fee lin
i ng
g and imaginat
imag ination
io n
but analyzed
they
them when
intruded iinn the wrong place
pl ace
ke enness of their
Thanks to the keenness
interest, and to their powers of
picturesque
express
i on,
pictu
re sque
expression,
the
discussion retained a color, a
vividness,
vividn
ess, and intensity w
which
hi ch
visitors to the c l ass, men who
occupy chairs in colleges and
universities,
un
ive rsi tie s, declared to be a
welcomee contrast to the dullness
welcom
and perfunctoriness characteris tical l y found in the ordinary
ordi nary
(Mulle n, iinn
academic classroom. (Mullen,
Sch ac k, 1960, p_
p. 99).
Schack,
99)_
Violet de Mazia provided more
details about the educational experi
exper i ment in her essay "An
HAn Experiment in
Barnes
Educationa l Method at The
Foundation" (1942).
The essay iiss
included in Art in Education:
A
Education :
Collection of Essays published by The
Barnes Foundation (1954). De Mazia
Maz ia
wrote that two hours of each workday
or class instruction.
instruction .
were set aside ffor
The too l s necessary for "the expe
ri experi
ment"
ment " (P.
(p. 136) were of two kinds: a)
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The by-laws
of
The
Barnes
Foundation stipu l ate that the appreciation of
the collection
sha 11
indeed be egalitarian:
On three days a week (one of them
shall be Sunday) the
gallery
shall be open to the public under
such regulations as will ensure
that it is the pl ain people, that
is, men and women who gain their
livelihood
livel ihood by daily toil in the
shops, factories, schools, stores
and similar places~ who shall
have free ac
access
cess to the
art
gallery upon those days when the
gallery
ga 11 ery is to
t o be open to the
public
pu
blic .
(from
Article
IX,
paragraph 30,
30 , of the By-Laws of
The Barnes Foundation, in Cantor,

egalitarian approach to education in
and through
art.
Democracy
and
education as philosophy and method
were realized through the Foundation's effort to take art out of the
esoteric world of the cu l tural e lite
and link it to the l ives of the
working class society. Even today
today,, a
pub l ished by the Foundat
Foundation
ion
pamphlet published
notes, "Art is not a phase of life
apart fr om the workaday world to
which one turns in moments of l eisure, or perhaps
pe rhaps iinn the name of
' culture'. The Foundation's approach
takes art out of its
i ts usually -de-de tached, esoteric world and l in
i nks
ks it
up with life itself."

EMPIRICAL ASPECTS
Soc;al Value o f
the Sc;ent;f;c
Method as
Employed by The
Barnes Foundat;on
F o undat;on

1974).

Paragraphs 32 and 33 of the by-laws
pay special regard to the Foundation's philosophy.
philosophy, "The establishment
of the art gallery is an experiment
to determine how much pract
practical
ical good
to the public of all
al l classes and
stations of life" such an experiment
wi 11 be; and tthe
will
he "purpose of the gift
gi ft .
is democratic and educational in the
true meaning of those words, and
special privileges are forbidden."
In 1917 Barnes enrolled as a
special student in Dewey's social
philosophy
seminar
at
Columbia
University, commuting between Philadelphia and New York to attend. This
marked the beginning of the l ifelong
friendship of the two men; cemented
by shared interests in education ,
democracy,
art,
and
scientific
method . Their association was sealed
wi th Dewey 's
' s appointment to the staff
of the Foundation as
educational
ad visor and consultant in 1922.
The
by-laws of the Fou
Foundation,
ndat ion,
Dated
January 24, 1940, delivered
de l ivered to Dewey
the sum of five thousand dollars a
year for the rest of his life.
Dewey's conception of democracy
of association
which
as a mode
prov i des its
provides
i ts members ample room
ro om fo r
experimentat io n,
opportunity,
and
growth through exper i ence, is embodiied
ed in
i n Barnes' exper
exp er iment in an

Dewey considered his philosoph i cal ideas part of a movement toward
empiricism based on a new concept of
experience, combining a naturalistic
vision with an appreciation for the
experimental method practiced by the
sciences. As expressed in his books
Democracy and Education (1916) and
Experience & Nature (1925)
(1925),. Dewey's
Dewey ' s
i s seen to be
concept of empiricism is
instrumental to socia l and intellec tual progress utilizing a scientific
scient i fic
model of inquiry.
In Democracy and ·Education Dewey
wrote of the function of science in
the school curriculum
cur ricu lum as an orga
organn of
genera l social
socia l progress.
progress .
He
saw
instrumental value in the experimental method, pra ising
i s i ng the function it
performs for the human race. AccordAccord Dewey, " i n emancipating
emancipati ng an
ing to Dewey.
ide a from the particu l ar context in
idea
which it originated
orig i nated and giving it a
resu l ts of the
wider reference the results
experience of any individual
in dividual are put
at the disposal of al
alll men" (1916/1966, p. 230).

Further, D
Dewey
ewey wrote i n Experi ence & Nature (1916) of the value of
scientific method in releasing
re l easing the
mind from captivity
capti vity to dogma. He
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noted that Leonardo had said that
true knowledge begins with opinion,
thereby announcing the birth of the
method of modern scie
science
UNot that
nce:: "Not
opinion as such is anything more that
opinion or an unconfirmed and unwar ranted surmise; but that such surmissurmis es may be used; when employed as
experimenta-hypotheses they induce experimenta
tion. They then become forerunners
of truth,
t ru th, and mind
mind;iss released from
captivity to
ant ecedent
anteced
ent
beliefs"
beliefs!!
(1925/ 1971 , p . 129) . (4)
(1925/1971,
(4)
S
Scc; ;eennt t;;f
f;
;c
c Method
M e tho d
a
a tt Th
The
e
F ou n da t ; o n
B a r nes Foundat;on
Barnes
Dewey was very conce
r ned with
concerned
ed
educat
ucat in g the
t he masses; he was seriously interested in bringing art
ar t to many
peop l e in a way that affects the i r
ives, integrating the aesthetic with
1lives,
ongoi
ng experience . Dewey's socially
ongoing
instrumental scientific approach to
learning was the educational method
at The Ba rn es Foundatio n .
In his
foreword to
t o Barnes' book The Art of
Renior (1935),
( 1935 ), Dewey noted that hi
hiss
own "educational ideas hav
havee
been
criticized for undue emphasis upon
intelligence and the use of
the
method of thinking that has its best
exemplif ication in science;
science;"" thereexemplification
there for
isfaction
foree he t ook sat isfac
t ion in the fact
that an institution concerned wit
withh
education in art embodied his educational ideas (Dewey, in Barnes and de
Mazia, 1935,
1935 , p.
p . xl .
This us
ientificc method is
is
usee of sc ientifi
discussed by Barnes in The Art in
Painting (1928).
The
book
was
intended as a text to correspond to
educationn in art at the
the method of educatio
Foundation. Barnes wrote that the
book was an experiment in the adaptaadapta tion of the principles of scientific
method
m
ethod to the study of art, and that
as far as he knew, this was a new
technique which owed its
i ts orlgln
orl91n to
Dewey's writings (1928,
11 - 12 ))..
(1928 , pp. 11-12
Specifically,
Sped fi ca 11 y. the "method
"meth od comprises
compr; ses
the observation of facts.
facts , reflection
them, and the testing of the
upon them.
conclusions by
their success
in
cation. It stipula tes that an
app li
l ication.

understanding and appreciation
paintings is an experience that
cqme only from contact with
paintings themselves.
(l928
themselves."II
(1 928,,

of
can
the
p.

10) .

Dewey agreed that The Barnes
Foundation exemplified what theory
meant in practice (1954, p.
8).
Learning took pl ace in the experience
of the object being studied, with the
Foundation ser
serving
vin g as the la
l abo
bo r atory
for the analysis of visu
visual
al art.
The
art object was a source and a solu tion in a problem and student- orientedd learning environment. But there
te
were social as wel
we lll as aesthet
ic
aesthetic
goa ls
l s in the learnin
learningg
laboratory
la
boratory
within the Foundation walls .
Dewey wrote of the socia l value
of paintings beyond being mere museum
pieces isolated from a social context
in his essay "Affective Thought 1n
in
(originally
Logic
and
Painting"
(o riginall y
written for the Journa
Journ a l of The Barnes
Foundation, April, 1926) :
" ...
. .. paint
i ngs whe
paintings
whenn taken
tak. en out of
their specialized niche are the
basis of an educat ional experi
exper i ence
whi
ch
which
counteracts
the
tende ncies
disrupting tendenc
ies
of
the
hard-and-fast
specializat
i ons,
hard
- and-fast
specia l izat ions,
compartmental divis iioons
ns and rigid
segregations which so confuse and
nul li fy our present life" (1954,
p. 104).

Dewey expanded his thoughts upon the
subject
subj ect
in
Art
as
Experi ence.
Experience.
Present ing
i ng historic
his tor ic rreasons
easons for the
compartmental conception of fine art,
nationa li sm, imperialism,
Dewey cited nationalism,
and the growth
growth of capitalism (1934/ 1980, pp. 8- 9); then he defined t he
1980.
solution to the prob l em as "that of
recovering the contin
conti nuity
uity of esthetic
estheti c
experience with normal
no rma l processes of
living" (p. 10) .
\~ i th in
i~
i n The
Barnes
a rt are
no t
not
Foundation works of art
to
compartmental i zed
according
artist , era,
artist,
era , or even social caste , as
with the separation of the popular
f ine arts.
and the so called fine
The
T h e
Contents
Conte n t s o f
the
t
he
Laboratory
L a b o r a t o r y and
a n d
Th e ; r
Ar ra ng e men t
The;r
Arrangement
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B;arnes' "undvlled
"unrivaled call
ectionBarnes'
co11 ect
ion"
of
pic tures (Dewey, 1980,
19BO, p. vii
i) ,
o( plct~rts
viii),
includes the work of the (oremen
for emen-tioned modern French masters.
In
addition,
collectt ion
i on ranges fr
om
add ition, the collec
from
American
~ericin
primi tives
to
American
AIlIer1c"'n
~de rns , and includes
ear
ly
moderns
Includes Flemish,
Fle~lsh,
ea rly
itali
Italian,
an , and Renaissance pa
paintings
i ntings as
well.
we ll.
But the
fl
fact
ct that
these
thiSe
paintings
painti
ngs share wall
wa ll SPilCI
s paci
with
PennsY\~in \a German
Ge rman metalwork,
me t al work, with
Pennsylvania
pewter
pawter and pottery,
potte r y, antique
an t ique disks
desks and
dower
ches ts, iIndicat.s
nd i cates the educat iive
ve
~ower chests,
f unc t i on of the collection as Dewey
would
wo ul d have
h~ve
It:
without sepant
separating
lng
art from
frOft life , wi thout pandering to
th ea elite
elite,, and
Ind without being captivi
c",ptlve
alsthetic
t o the dogma of establlshld
estab li shed .esthet
ic
theory .
Critics
of
the
display of
CritiCS af
Barnes' colliction
collection complain
compla in thlt
that the
th e
pa in t inss
ings are not hung in a convenmuseUlil manner;
mannltr;
th ey ;are
they
ilTe
t lonill
ional museUli
crowded and in lloor
crOwded
poor light,
ligh t,
with
mode
mo~e rn
rn
and .ant
nt lque
ique paintings
and
furnii ttur
furn
uree JU
ju Ktaposed
~taposed
without titles
or datiS
dates (Harris, 1982, p.
p,
18).
Vi ola te. de
Vlohtta
Muil,
Mal i l,
the
current
Vice-President and
Director
of
Educat
Education
ion of The B
Barnes
arnes Foundation,
cri t i c i ~s
disolay
of the dlsolay
countered critici~s
of the collec tion
t ion by pointing to tthe
he
explic
educat lon ~ l Inten t ion of the
expl i cii t educational
artworks thr
artworkS
t hrough
ough their Irrange~e
Irrange~ent
nt..
She wrotl
I school
5chool such
Thl
wrote that
th~t a
~uch as
The
Barnes
Foundation,
",elects
Barnls
Foundltion,
"sellcts
and
assemb les its mater li .l ls
assembles
ls
primar
primarily
ily
according
~b lli
os te r
acco
r ding to their a~l
ll ty t o f oster
understand ing of objictivi
Investl;aunderstanding
objective Invlstl;attion
lon and to help
nll~ In demcnstr.ting
demo ns trat i ng the
princip l es of .aesthetics,"
principles
esthetlcs." ( 1983,
IS83, p.
2).
2), Fu rther
r t ntr,, the
th e arrangement of t he
paint
i ngs ind other
OCher works of art
paintings
ar t Is
stiltlc; the works .rl
art movl
movedd ab
about
out
not static;
educational diScussions.
discussions .
for specific education.!
D
Dee Malia
Ma l ia li
ll kened
ktned the 10.11$
wa ll s of
The e.rnu
hrnu
Foundation
Foundilt
io n to
larger
h.r ger
"wall- p i ct~r ts" (19B3,
"wall-plct~rts"
(lS83, p.6). Cha
Charac
rac ter
te ris
istics
t ics from tne
the w
works
orks making
maki ng UP
the wall
wa ll - pIctures
pictures promote "informed
"infor~ed
part of the
th e vi
viewer
ewe r
percept i on" on the Plrt
wMo
transfer
who is "read il y led to
qua
Qua li t l,s
ies apPlirln;
appe~rln ; in
In one ite~
ite ~
In t o
the oakiup
oak e~o of the others" (p.
(po 6). In

fatt in the
f,ct
th~ authors expl
uperie
rl,nce,
nce, this
dOls
viewer
finds
dOllS happen.
The
viewe r
hers el f quite spontlneously
hersel
spontaneously senSing
new rrelations~
e l at ionships
lps in colors.
colors , rhy
rhythms,
t hms,
i ngs.
awing
patterns, and lI'mean
.eaning
s. In dr
drawing
out rrelationships
e l at i onsh i ps betwetn
between gro up
upiings
ngs
of works dlvlTse
diverse In period or style
style,,
hl vlewar's
vl ewlr 's IKplrlence
IKplrience is enr iched
tthe
by the d15coveries
discoveries and
~nd
insights
Insights
derived from the
th e active and cre.tlve
crea t ive
'spect
aspec t of appreciation.
app reciation.
Al so to promote the gestalt of
Also
overa ll imprlsslon,
imprtSSion, labels of t he
an overall
artworks
ilrtwork$ arl
ilrl purposefully
purposeful ly abse
absent
nt ffrON
rom
t hl
he wa lls, ag,ln
ilgilln an
In
-In t entional
-Int
lntlonal
om15slon"
to
enhance
objective
"",Ission"
objec t lvg
percept
perception
i on of tne
t he works;
works ; and .ga
a9a ln,
to enhance the educational function
of the
wall-picturQs.
wall-pletu,,,s.
Oe
De
M
Maz
azia
ia
under scored the approach
Fo~nd a
underscorea
ioproach the Foundat ion takes
tion
takls to the
thl vi ewer ',
's education;
by omlctlng
omi tt ing titles
t i t l es for t hl
he works
wor~s
of
.rt,
art, the viewer's
att lntlon
atte
ntion Is no t
deflected "fr
"from
om .ny
any intrinsic
in tr insic alsthlaesthetic signi
significance
f icance t ne
he maklup
n',akeu p of the
picture of object,
objec t , as the ~ it
it
s, might offlr"
off.r" (1983,
(l983 , p. 11).
111.
iIS,
Arrtt O
Dlpartment
Bar nes
The A
lpartment of The Barnes
tinues ttoo offer classes
Found.tlon
Foundat ion con
continues
classas
t~e apprlclatlon
app reciation and
ano understandln~
In the
understanding
The educational
of art.
progr ...
continue5
b, basee
basec upon Daw'Y's
con t inue s ttoo be
Dewey's
. phi losophy of
af clmoc
d amoc r
r~
cy
and
eoucaacy
Ind ecucation.
t ion.
As l~al1
,~all ta
Urh
rhn
n
I
it!
!
alway s ,
alwlY5,
part ici pants Include .rt
art students
studen ts .,
Pilrtlclpants
artiStS, and laymen.
Foundat
artIsts,
A foun
dat ion
reQu i sitls for
pamphlet lists the reouisitl$
il~isslon a$
"the assuranc,
of
admi~sion
as
assurance
regu la r and
~nd punctu al attendance,
regular
attendancl, and
the possess
ion of an aoen
thl
possession
open mind and of
a g,nulnl
genuine lnta
Inu r es t in taking
an
active part In the work
wor~ and in
doing
.ct\ve
do ing
all designated reading"
ill
(pamoh
(pamphlet
1et
publis
he d by Th,
The Sarne5
Barnes Foundati
Foundat ioon.
n.
published
no dlte)
date).. The annual tu i tion
t ion char
char~e
<;Q
i s $100,
$1 00, a l th ough fu ll ttlw..
lw.1 students
iinn high school and coll
col l ege are ex~Pt
e~~Pt
from this fee. The two
two-year
-year courses
co~rses
nd
consist of
l ectures ,Ind
seminar
Slsslons;
sessions;
and
j nd
Obse rva t ions
observa
ari
arQ
verified emolr lcally,
vlrlfled
lc, lly, in thl
th' works
t hemselves,
themselves.
While
Wh ll , Th,
The
8.rnes
Barnes
Foundation
Founda t ion
pronates
Its, lf as ega litari ,an
n casec
oasee
promotes Its.lf

"
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on Dewey!s
Dewey's
principles of
social
democracy
democ r acy and scientific
scienti f ic method
method,, in
pract i ce there ar
aree two
practice
problems.
First, the lack of identification
ident i ficat ion of
the artwork - the title,
t i tle , date, pl
place
ace
of origin - removes the artwork from
f rom
its social/genetic
social / genetic context.
context .
Therefore, the work of art lloses
oses some of
the socially
soc i ally contextual value of the
democratic education
Dewey
envisioned,, disa
sioned
disallowing
l lowing the role of wor
works
ks
of art as social artifacts.
Second,
alt
although
hough self-defined as democratic
and
an d egalitarian
egalitarian,, it cou ld very well
we ll
be argued that the admissions policy

of The
Th e Barnes Foundation even today
is exc
excll us ionary and therefore
as
elit
eli tist
ist as the high/fine arts milieu
which
wh ic h Barnes stood against. But for
those
visitors
th
os e students or visito
r s who can
get in, The Barnes Foundation contincontin uess t o functi
ue
function
on as a public learning
l earning
1l abo
ab oratory.
rat ory .
Aside
As
i de from th
these
ese contradicti
contradictions
ons ,
The Barnes Founda
Foundation
ti on continues to
tie
t ie art to education, promoting a
consequent enrichment of life, as
it , by offering the
Dewey would want it,
aesthetic withi
wi thinn the continuity
co ntinui t y of
ordinary life
l i fe experience.
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Footnotes
1

Black
Bl ack and w
white
hit e reproductions
reproduc~ions of some of the works of art are found in
publications of the Barnes Foundation.
Foundat io n. The or igina
i ginall edition of Art as
f ive
ve re
reproductions
prod uct io ns from Barnes' collection.
Experience includes fi

2

Harris (1982) wrote
wro te that
t hat viewing
vi ew ing Barnes' Matisses is crucial
crucia l to an "adequate
' s development;
thee Cezann
es
understanding" of tthe
he artist
artist's
de ve lopment ; he added that th
Ce zannes
68

"constitute the most important single
s i ngle group of the pa
painter's
in ter's works
wor ks in
existence, its significance having less to do
do with the number of pictures
involved than with their quality and representativeness"
representati veness" (1982, p. 14).
14 ).
33 Argyro
Argyroll is
i s tthe
he precursor of the silver
s il ver nitrate put in the newborn's eyes to
prevent
neo to rum .
pr event blindness caused by conjunctivitis neotorum.
4

4 W
When
he n applied
applie d to aesthetics,
aesthet i cs, Dewey's
Dewey 's empiricism rresembles
esemb l es Fechner's (1876)
sc i ence of aesthet ics,
science
i cs, where induction replaces
rep l aces ded
deduction,
uction, and individual
aesthetic dogma. Fechner, the founder
foun der of psycho
psycho-physics,
-physics, pub l ished a
treatise
treat
ise about a scientific approach to aesthetics, IIwhich
uwhich shou
should
ld proceed by
observation and i nduction, ris i ng to generalizations 'from be
below'
l ow' instead
i nstead of
work ing downward by deduction from metaphysics" (Munro, 1956, p. 5).
working
Ma rgaret
rg aret Hess Johnson is a doctoral candidate in art ed uca
uc ation
t ion at the
State University, Tallahassee
Ta llahassee , Florida.
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Values
V a l u e s Examinat;on
E xamina t ; on in
; n
C
u r r i c u ll a
uc
cttiio
on
Curricu
a C
Coon n
ss
ttrru
Owatonna
o Today
O w a ton na t
to
T oday

from

Carol
Caro l S. Jeffers
deve loping cu rr
r ric
ul a and educational policy,
policy. arts educators must
In developing
icula
students , parents and other members of tthe
commun ity in
with students,
he community
?,al
ectic processes of valu
es examination.
~ia'ectlc
values
examinati on. Failure ttoo do so can often result
r esu lt
,n
1n the dev~lopment of curricula and policies
polic i es which
wh i ch send unintended and unaccept~b~e
cePt~b~e slgnals
slgna ls ~bout
about the purposes and importan
importance
ce of the arts in our society.
society
A.crltlcal
1933- 38), together
A.cr1tlcal .anal ysls
ysis of the Owatonna Art Education Project ((1933-38)
togethe~
wlth a reVlew of current curricula and educational pol
icies indicate
policies,
indic~te a need
these processes,
processes , arts educators may be unawa~e
unaware of the signa
s ignals
for the use of the~e
ls
sending through curricu
curricula
policy..
that they are sendlng
la and policy
partici~ate
p~rticipate

in dialectic
values
dia l ectic processes of
examination,
arts
educators
can
exam; nati on,
address these how and why issues.
Without provision for and par
participat lclpation in these processes,
processes , arts educators may continue to send unintended
t he
and conflicting signals about the
nature, purpose, and importance of
the arts
ar t s in the schools.
schoo l s.
Owatonna:
O waton n a :
What
V a l ues?
Wh a t
Owatonna
Education
The
Art
Educat
io n
unique
Project, a un
iq ue five - year study
wh i ch was des ii gned "to ra i se the
sma l l
aesthetic standards
of
a
small
community" (Eisner, 1965, p.80) some
fifty years ago , did not provide for
examination
a much-needed
much - needed
values
examinat ion
process. In attempting to address
tne
should
t~e issues of how and why art
be incorporated into the community
curriculum,
and into the curr
iculum, Haggerty
Hagg erty and
Zi egeg local project director, Edwin Zj
cons i der whose aesfeld fai l ed to consider
ing promoted.
thetic values were be
being
promoted .
Consequently ,. they more or l ess us ed
forr the incu lcalca art as an instrument fo
t io n of their own aesthetic va
lues.
tion
values.
Guided
belief
Gu
i ded by his be
li ef that art
could be made a way of life and by
considhis desire to improve what he consi
dmeager
aes thet i c
eager aesthetic
ered to be "the m
life
quality of li
fe on the Midwestern
i ns,"
155 ,
Pla ins,"
(Logan,
155,
pp.186)
. 186),,
Hagge rty conceived of th
thee Owatonna
Owatonna
Haggerty
Proj ect as an educational
educa tiona 1 study
study..
Project
According to Haggerty (1935), tthe
he

Past and present educators have
developed
l a and policies
develop ed arts curricu
curricula
with the best of intentions out of
the
t hat the arts bel
belong
t he belief that
on g in
the schools and in the hope
of
improving the
t he aesthetic quality of
life.. Good intention
life
intentionss and high hopes
are not enough basis on which to
curricula
develop arts curr
ic ul a and policies.
Just as the good intentions of Melvin
Mel vin
Hagger ty, Dean of the Schoo l
of
Haggerty,
Educat
ion, University
Un iversity of Mi nnesota
Education,
were not enough to guide the Owatonna
Projec t to
t o the goal of
Art Education Project
making
m
aki ng art a way of life some fift
fiftyy
years
ago , the good intentions of
ye ars ago,
today's educators are not enough to
guide their efforts toward dev
developing
eloping
curricula which meet the new fine
arts requ
i rements for high school
requirements
graduation.
Educators
Educato
r s intendin
intendingg to improve
the quality and depth of arts pro
pro-grams are charged with the responsibility of understand
i ng what they are
understanding
communicating,
indirectlyy or
~omm~nic
~t ing,
indirectl
by
limplication,
mp ll catl0n, through var
va rious
ious curricul~r emphases
and legis
legislative
l at ive poli
po li ~,es.
addition
~les.
In addit
io n to
addressing
lssues of how and why the arts shou
should
ld
be incorporated
into the
school
curriculum,
arts
educators
must
understand
und
erstand above al l the aesthetic
educat iioonal,
na l, and social
socia l valu
values
es which
are being promoted.
Participating
with
students,
s t udents,
parents, community l eaders and others
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st~~y ·{,ought]
o discover how the
stu~y
"{sou~htJ tto
art
.. r lc~n life
I He
~rt nted,
needs of current
currant AIr,
Amarlc~n
~nd m.c
could be ~piickad
cked up and
~c e the basis
b.sis
of •a school
currlculu
(p
cu
rrleu l u....."•
(~ .. l).
1) .
Thro
ughh sChool
school and c~~nlty
art
Thro~i
c~unt ty
progr~m$,
oj ectt "dnlt
"dn I t "II
th
progums, the pr
projec
with
hum~n b'in~s'
en rich the ir
human
beings' efforts to enrich
lives,
Improve the
live" particularly
part icul ar ly to improve
environment"
environmen
t " (Plummer, 1976).
1976) .
an
e~plicit
v,lues
Without
values
e~am in't
lnatlon
ion proces,
process to iu
guide
l de them,
Ziegf.ld
an~ his
stiff
Zlegfeld and
staff proc.e~ed
procteded to
develop some
te
chniques for
fo r
th e
techniques
purposes of concuctini
conducting a community
ana
lysis and
ld.nce
a n~lysls
an~
ffor
or Gathering
gathering ev
evidence
Mon th'
the sta
status
art In OWatonna,
OW~tonna,
a
·on
t us of .rt
t ypical
~er l can cOOImunlty"
c~unlty· (Ziegfel
(Zlegfel d
ypIcal ~erlcan
and
ilnd SIIIith,
s,-.ith,
1944 ,
1944,
p.21).
p.U).
Usini
Using
v ~ riovs surveys,
qvest l onnaires, and
v.,ious
survllYS, Questionnaires,
observations con s Is
recorced Observations
\s t li ng of
subject lv, reports and
f ivesubjective
lVI- point
polnt
r~ t\n9 sCile
sc~le
ChlCkl ls ts , thl
rating
checklists
the staff
stil ff
eva Iva
ted the Owatonna
Owatonn~
homes,
gareval
uated
hom'
s, 9i1rcens,
AMng
dens, and piaCts
plices of bus iness
i ness..
AInon~
recordid observations
observ~t\ons were
the recorded
some
rath.r disturbing
rather
dIsturbing judgments about the
mora lI character,
11 t y tra Its,
Chi"acter, persona II
and Plrsonal
prlferenciS
tthe
hl
p'rso nal
pr.hrenclis of
Owatonna homeowners
homeowners..
For eumpl
uampl"e,
from the recorced
of
recorcld Observation
obse rvation
House No. 1'05:
~5:
"The owner and his wife
are
Interllstec
IntlrlsteC in art,
art. bu t they
thlY ar.
are
hamQere~, li ke so many peopl.,
ha~'red,
peopll. by
thl
the Idea
Idla that a thing aust
Gust bl
revlred and prllSlrvld
rlvered
prlslrve d becau$1I
blcause It
is old, or becaus.
bicausl of certain
sentimental
5ent i ment~ 1
associations
it
l ds. rather thin
than because of its
Its
ho lds,
quality.
qu~llty.
Perheps this Is why
Perh.ps
thlY have
they
hive been un,bll
unabll to
t o make
make
s, e.clpt
changes and Iftproveaant
Iftprov taents.
except
iinn a suglrflcl,l
su~erflc \ ~l way·
(2iegfeld
(Zie9fe l d
ane
Smi th,
th. 1944, pp..17)
In~ Slni
17)..
Th.
The observer, who was to ev.luevaluth t
proportions,
woodwork,
ate
the
pr oportions ,
hl house
tte~turlS
ex tu r.s and colors of t he
-Mthl
t hll colo r sche~.s
sche~ls
of tans.
t~ns,
tauPl5,
tau~ls,
browns., and dull reds are In good
browns
Innocuovs"
taste , bu
butt
innocuous·
(p.17)
Instead
negatively
c n ar~c terlzed
t,r lzed
Ins
t 'i1d nega
t ively c~arac
the
owners
.1 1'gQd conserowner" , due to their
thllr .11egld
vat
va t lYI
ivi lifestyle.
I l festyl..
This Observation
obseryatlon
i s both jud~.nta
st. and
jvdgl!lentall ano
and .lltl
,Iltlst,
Ind

ra
is es ques
ons acout the actual
reise,
questt iions
mission of thll
the proj ect .
Gardens
l uat-
G~rdens were similarl
similarlyy eva
ev~luat
ed
cribed as i
ed.. Garden Ho. 40, des
descrlbed.s
"yard of flowers ., - was neverthe
nlverthe l ess.
ess,
·yard
rat
ed as InQffective
rated
Inlfflc t ive because of the
er
"dlitra ctlng
ct lng background anc iimprop
mproper
setting
tro at f,lled
to show off thl
th Q
settin9 tr.at
fal'e~
flowe,,·
(p.IS ).
In
ht
flowers· (p.191.
!n
t h.
fflna
inal'
paragraph of the
th e report.
report, th.
tnl focus of
the eva lluati
on shifts froa
uation
fro. the sarden
garden
to the gardlnlr.
gardener.
Garden No. 40
40::
"Olmly
"Dimly aware of some of the shortcomIngs In her
garden,
the
owner,
ings
9ar~en,
ownlr,
le ss, felt she hn
has fulfi
fulfl lled
ll id
neverthe less.
her duties.s
dut ies as ,gardln,r
n9
a gardln,r by ralsl
ralsini
Ixcll
entt p'
plrlnnlals
I nd
InrUll s·
lI~c,l il.n
rennlals .nd
.nnuals·
(p.19).
These are
ire just some
so!!'.e ••
eUn".pl
a!!'.pl es of
the many house
hovse and 9areen
gar~en
reports
wnlch
Indica te
which clearly indicl
t e aesthetic and
ind
soc i al vaiue
Yllue bi ases.
These biased
sodal
Th.n
bhsed
reportss can s.rve
serve ttoo r.~
rl~ lnd
tn d con temoorlport
temporary arts educators that provisions
fo r values ex.mlnation
e~lmlnition processes must
for
Irts educato
e~uca t ors
many
be made. As I.ts
rs in
In m
an y
states are
currently se'Klng
seeKing
to
to
establisn
~pgradl
flnl
arU
utablish or
~pgrade
nne
aru
raquire.T,lnts for high scnool 9raduareQuirements
gnduation
goa l s tor new
t ion and
ana to ~eve l op ioa
nlw
comorehens\VI
K-1Z
comorehQnslve K
- 1Z art programs, t he
val~es
e
~ am\n
jt il on
Is
nled for
n'ta
e~~m
l n~t
~i1rtlcular
acute.
important
pirt\cylar ly
a~ute.
Important
lessons to be learned from
fro~
Owatonna
Owa~anna
are that the process by which
wh Ich th'sil
these
ntw
gOl l s arl
~re dlvllopld
devilloptd Is of
new orogram
pro;rlD goal
p.ra~unt
paramount Importance
Impor ta nce and that
thit special
spec i al
ittlntlon must be gi ven to under.tttntion
standln;
~h \ch .Isthl
t lc, 'dueat
educat io
ionstanding which
aesthetic,
nal,
a1, and
I nd socl.1 v.lu
values
es are aromo
promo ted
t ed .

twenty-one
· p.nel
·panll
e.Clrts·
eKoerts· ~.24) in Kentucky.
Klntucky.
un
of task
us\: forces, made
m~di
UP
cooralnators,
speclall,ts,
coorclnatelfs,
sPlclallsu,
unlVlrslty consultant
unlvllrslty
consultants.
s, ha,
has been
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typica l of
typical
approaches
taken
by
severall other states as wel
well.
severa
l.
In
cases , the work of the task
some cases,
f orce
indepen-for
ce was considered by an indepen
revii ew panel.
pane l.
othe r cases,
dent rev
IInn other
cases ,
he ld
state legislatures
l egisla tures held
hearings.
(Irvine,
The NAEA News (Irv
i ne , 1985 ), rreporteportparticipation
ed on the wide partic
ipa t io n which
achieved
New York
whe n 15,000
was ac
hieved in New
Yo r k when
15 ,000
memb ers
parents,
educators,
members
of
professional associations and unions
and "other concerned
iindividuals"
ndividuals"
((p.3)
p.3)
attended
thi
rty
regional
attend ed
r ty
confe re nc es th roughou
r oughoutt the state
state..
conferences
These
examples
indicate
a
variability among approaches used to
curricula,
we l l as a range
ic ula, as wel
develop curr
both
th number and type of persons
iinn bo
participati
ng in
i n development processpa
rtici pating
es..
Regard l ess of
es
Regardless
the size
si ze
or
compo s ition of the group involved in
composition
t he process,
proces s , a dial
ect i c approach to
the
dia l ectic
aesthetic
educa t ional
aesthet
i c and
educational
values
examination
mus
examinati
on
ustt
be
included.
Dialect ic approaches
appro ac hes can lead to tthe
he
i on of entirely
areas
i nclus
nclusion
entir ely new ar
eas in
arts curricula
curricul a..
For examp l e,
in
Superinten
North Caro
l ina, the State Super
Carolina,
i nten li c Instruction appointed
dent
de nt of Pub
Public
app oin ted
a committee of parents, teachers,
administrators,
and
univ
ersity
university
personnel "to study the arts education program and to m
suggestions
m gke
~ke
(I rvi
for needed improvements"
rv i ne,
1985,
) . The committee recommend1985 , p.3
p.3).
ed that folk arts be adde
addedd to the
exis
ting area
of
visual
arts,
existing
areass
theatre arts,
arts , dance and mu s ic
ic.
Such di
he
diaalectic
lect ic process has tthe
potential for en r ic
hinngg curricula
i chi
with
different,
explicitly-stated
dif f erent ,
valu
entations
When
va luee ori
orien
tat ions..
',olhen such an
approach is
aken, it is far less
; s ttaken,
1ess
1l iikely
ke 1y that the arts wi
wil11l become
instrumentalized ffor
or the purpose of
inculca
t ing unstated and
examin
ed
inculcating
an d un
unex
am i ned
values.
val ues.
M;
xed Messages
M;xed
in C
u r r i c u ll a r and
Curricu
Leg;
ve
L e g ;s slla
att;
;v
e
Pol;c;e s
s
Those arts educators willing
wil l ing to
part lclpate
examination
i cipate in valu es
exami nati on
processes must be wil
wi l l ing
i ng t o examine

tac i t or hi
dd en mess
age s con
conveyed
hidden
messages
veyed by
curricu
l
ar
and
legislati
ve
i es.
curricular
legislative polic
policies.
th e ir zea
zeall ttoo iimmprove
prove the ba
balance
In their
l an ce
quality
education
and qu
ali ty of arts educat
i on through
the deve
l opment of new go
goaa ls
l s and the
development
institution of new graduation re quirements
quiremen ts,, some educators may be
unaware
heyy ar
unawa re that tthe
aree sending
sendi ng mixed
messages about
the
purpose
and
iimportance
mp ortance of
tthe
he
arts.
These
un i ntended
or
messages,
however
unintended
subtle,
quitee powerful in
subtl e, can be quit
sc hools
terms of their impact on the schoo
ls
and society.
soci ety.
In Rhode
Rh ode Island,
Is land , the fine arts
r equireme nt for high school graduarequirement
tion
on l y to college- bound
ti
on applies only
students, in Texas t o students in an
advanced
schooll prog
program
ad vanced high schoo
ram , and to
th
ose st
udents rec
e i ving an academic
those
students
receiving
dipplloma
di
oma in Tennessee ((NAEA
NAEA
News,
1985b, p.2).
p . 2) . Required i n this way,
fi ne arts
serve
further
the fine
ser
ve to
f ur t her
differentiate those students who are
ar e
going on to college from those
tho se who
Drawi ng this
are not. Drawing
th i s artificia l and
between
arbitrary distinction be
tween co llegel 1eg ebound
noncollege
bound
nts
bou nd and non
co llege --bou
nd stude
stud ents
sends a messag
messagee about
abou t th e type
t yp e of
person who will or wi
will l not find the
th e
full or meaningful.
arts use
usefu
In spi
spite
te of its po licy requiring
r equiring
fine
udents in
f ine arts only of those
t hos e st
students
an advan
advanced
ced high school program, the
Texas
Te xas State Legislature
Legi sla ture has des
designatignat ed the arts as "one of th
thee twelve
basic subject
s ubject areas of the
th e curriculum" (NAEA

News, 1985b,
1985b ,

p.2).
p.2) .

The

rrat
at io
nale for including
i onale
inc l uding the arts in
the curr iiculum
culum appears
app ea rs in the followfol lowreso l ution passed by the
t he Texas
i ng resolution
Art Educ
ati on
Association,
which
Assoc i ation,
Education
rreads
eads in
part::
i n part
" ... The study of the
th e visual
vis ual arts
dev
e lops
er level
de velo
ps children's
child ren's high
higher
l evel
thi
think
nking
i ng sk
skills
ills
and
and enhances
enhan ces
con
f idence and se lf.. .
confidence
l f - discip
di scip l ine ...
provides the
opportunity
op port unity for
th e
developi
ng perceptual
ness,,
dev e loping
perceptua l aware
awareness
cr
creat
ea tiv
ivee se l ff-expression
-e xpr es sion ...
. .. pro motes
mot es the deve il opment of non ve rba l communication that can be
greater than the spoken language"
(NA EA News, 1985b, p.2 ).
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typicall
This rationale, wh ich is typica
of those used by many states, does
not differentiate
differ entiate between college
co11ege no nco ll ege-bound st
uden ts.
bound and noncol'ege-bound
students.
nstead,, it
i t is concerned with all
a ll
I nstead
students and their preparation for
fo r
life .
The
obvious
inconsistency
obv i ous
in consiste ncy
between the Texas
Te xas graduation
gradu ation requirerequ ire ment and the rationale on
on which it is
ma kes for an unsoun
unsoundd po
poli
based makes
li cy.
i t appears
IInn human terms, it
that
noncollege-bound students wil,
wil l not
opportunity to
develop
have
ha
ve the
eve 1 th
verba 1
higher 1leve
thii nk
nk i ng and non
nonverba
commun ic ation sk
skiill ls
l s,, nor wi l l they
communication
be able to express themselves creatively or confidently. A hidden and
e litis t message conveyed by
elitist
this
policy;s that a certain type of
person needs to develop the skills
associated with the arts and that
only
on ly this certain
cer ta i n typ
typee of person can
benefit from studying the arts.
severall other
othe r states
In severa
now
r equ iring fine arts for graduation,
graduat ion ,
requiring
eg islative policies convey simi l arly
arl y
l egislative
confusing messages about
ab ou t the nature
of the arts.
For example, students
Cal Horni a, III
inois, Oregon
Or ego n and
in California,
Illinois,
on e credit in
West Virgin i a must earn one
the fine
f ine / applied arts or in a
foreign / second language.
l anguage.
Students
in Georgia must ea
earn
rn one credit in
fine/vocational arts or i n compu
computer
te r
(NA EA News, 1985b,
19S5b, p_2)
p.2) ._
techno logy (NAEA
ne arts on an even
B
pl acing the fi
Byy placing
fine
foreign
la
languages
nguages
or
keel with
computer technology
techno logy . these graduation
requirements suggest that th
thee sk
skiill ls,
l s,
activii ties, and processes associated
activ
with the arts can be equated with
those of the other areas.
It is a l so quite clear that the
arts, fore
f ore ign languages and computer
ar e ttreated
r eated as special
technology are
subjects wi thin the school curricul um. Their designation
design at ion as specia
speciall
subjects affects their
th e i r status and
an d
perce i ved
importance
within
the
perceived
curr
curriculum
ic ulum and
an d soc i ety.
ety . Because of
what
wh at Eisner (1985) call s a "dub i ous
status
s tat us hi erarchy among the subjects,"
the arts
arts,, "especially
"especia lly those sub
s ubjj ects
i n which students 'work
' work with their

owe r inte l hands,' are assigned a l ower
lectual
(p.202
.202 ) .
l ectual status II (p
Consequently,
school s h ave
schools
have
Consequentl y ,
re
traditionally al l ocated fewer
re-me, staff
staff,, budget) to t he
sources ( t iime,
study of the ar ts . It is ironic that
because of low
inte ll ectua l status
l ow intellectual
assigned to the arts,
ar ts, less t i me is
allocated for the deve l opment of the
hi gher leve l thinking skills att
higher
attribrib uted to the arts.
arts .
The status of the arts conveys
tthe
he message to students and parents
that
t ha t the skills associated with the
arts are less
l ess importa
nt than
i mp ortant
t han the
sk i ll s associated with other subsub ski
jjects.
ects. For example, at a center for
highly gifted and talented
ta l ented children
chi l dren
housed in a regular
re gu lar elementary schoo
sc hooll
in Maryland, gifted and ta l ented (GT)
students in the fourth, fifth, and
sixth
ece ive instruction
six th grades rreceive
in str uct i on in
in
many
GTT teachers
teac hers in
in
m
any subjects from G
se
selfl f-contained
contained classrooms.
H
However,
owever ,
music ,.
and
i nstruction i n art,
physical education
educat i on ;s
is handled qu i te
differently..
differently
For
iinstruction
nstr uctio n in
these subjects , the GT students are
mainstreamed into tthe
he regular proreg ular schoo l .
grams of the regular
ion-There are
ar e stil l other educat
education
al
t heir
neir
a l policies, which through
inconsistencies, serve to subvert
sub vert the
t he
status and importance of the arts .
Unive rsity
For example,
The
University
of
California and The University
of
Maryland systems wi
willll confer credit
in the
rse s taken on
t he fine arts for cou
courses
thei r campuses, but deny credit to
their
appl icants who
takenn
such
applicants
have
take
courses in high school.
As Eisner
says , this
t his practice is
i s "an
lOa n
(1985) says,
anomaly of the first order"
orde r lO (p . 212).
This
Thi s and the
th e other anoma li
l i es
cited in this paper
pape r il lustrate
lustrat e how
messages are conveyed
powerful, mi
mixxed
ed messages
poliby curricular and legis
l egis l ative po
li c i es .
thes e messages are
cies
Because these
themse lves
l ves value-laden, they
th ey requ
require
i re
close scrutiny.
scru t i ny. Educators, parents
parents,,
and students are compelled
compe l led to unear
th
unearth
under
er l yin
yingg m
messagessagand to examine the und
es and values
valu es embedded within past
and presen
presentt curricular
curr icul ar policies.
po l i cies.
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Curricu l ar and legisla
leglslative
policies
Curricular
t ive po
li cies
wi 11 reflect
refl ect the
will
values of
tthe
he
community
commun
ity and tthe
he larger society if

va l ues
consciously
and when these valu
es aare
re consci
ously
examined and
an d clearly stated .
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"ARTS
"ART S IN OTHER
OT H ER PLACES":
PLA C E S":
A CONFERENCE
C ONFE RE NCE CRITIQUE
CR I TIQUE
Doug Blandy
Bl andy and Kristin G. Congdon
In August, 1986
1986,. a conference took
Los Angeles cal l ed

"Art in

place at the Un iversity of

Places . "
Other Places."

This article

Ca
Californ
li f ornia
ia

willl critique
wil

that

conference and make suggestions for further pl anning of art programs in nonpublic school settings based on 1) Wo l f Wolfensberger 's concept of normalization, 2)
2) a recognition of the expressive forms that exist
exis t among various constituency groups, and 3) an analysis
ana lysis of long-range
long - range ramifications of decis ion
making processes in art planning and programming.

Introduct;on
I n t r od uct;on

attendance at this conference encouren cour aged us to respond and
an d
critique
programs
pr esented prog
r ams and t o make some
recorrmenda t ions. It;
recommendations.
It iss our hope t hat
more art educa
educato
tors
rs wil l choose to
become act ive iinn non-public
non - public school
art programming in an effort to share
and l earn from those people labeled
arts administrators and artists.
The
Th e two
t wo and a half day event
began with a keynote by Lenny Sloan,
hadd obvious ly
ly
a charismatic man who ha
real iz;ng much
been instrumental in realizing
th e arts programming
li for of the
programm i ng in Ca lifornia.
ni
a. The conference continued with
methods workshops on music, dance ,
poetry and creat
creative
ive writing, visua
vis ua l
arts and theatre, films/videotapes,
films /vid eotapes ,
and panels wh ic
ichh highlighted model
programs . It ended at the site where
programs.
Judy Baca and her assistants work on
the i r Los Angeles wall murals -- the
Social
Soc i al and Public Art Resource Center
(SPARe)
(SPARC) in
i n Venice, California.
We are
appreciati
appreci a t i ve of
the
opportunity
opportun ity this conference pro
provided
vided
in our wor
workk toward the development of
arts policy for non-public school
constituencies. It was good to have
a space and time for sharing
sharin g common
goals, frustrations, and successes in
this programming area. As with most
first efforts of this kind, "Arts in
Other
Ot her Pl aces" should be seen as a
beginning
beg
i nning for further dialogue. This
critique will point out theoretical
and practical issues which we believe

From August 21 to August 23,
1986
1986,, Susan Hill,
Hi ll, the Director af
of the
Unive rs ity of California Los Angeles
Program,
Extension, Artsearch Prog
r am, coord i nated a conference called
cal l ed "Arts in
Other
Oth er Places. 1I A few hundred people
attended and participated
partic i pated in
the
programs associated with the conferconfer ence.
Participan t s inc l uded
Participants
arts
administrators
and
artists
from
varying disciplines. The descriptor
"other"
lIother in the tit
title
l e for this conference referred to arts programs which
settings
i ngs other
were i mplemented in sett
tthan
han schoo 1s
and co 11 eges.
The
participants in these programs were
individuals
whoo were described by
i ndiv i duals wh
conference speakers as inmates, the
elderly,
the
handicapped,
gang
members and other differently
differe nt ly labeled
groups of people. We attend
attended
ed the
conference to l earn about the development and impl
imp l ementation of nonnon pub li c schoo l art programs and with
public
the hope that those who coordinate
workk
these projects might learn
l earn to wor
with art educators and benefit from
art education research and expertise.
It became clear to us that
art
edUcators were not actively involved
educators
in
i n this type of art programming.
Because of this lack of participation, much of art education's valuab l e research and educatio
educationa
able
nall apap be ing wide
widely
ly utiproaches are not being
li zed. For this
th is reason
r eason,, our
ll
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should be researched and discussed in
planning, administering, and evaluating non - public school art programs .
There is a real need for more art
educators to become interested and
involved.
The Const
Co n s t ;
; t
tu
ue
en
nt s
and Change
The organizers of this conference, the model practitioners they
selected to present, and many of the
conference participants demonstrated
courage in working with their particular constituencies in the context of
educational and residential institutions designed for persons who are
experiencing disabilities,
disabil i ties, homeless ness, harassment, abuse and incarceration,
ation , and which are notorious for
their deculturating and dehumani z ing
approaches. Generally, the confer ence participants recognized these
qualities
qua liti es and advocated changes in
the offending human service systems.
Art (the process and product) and
artists were seen as vehicles through
cou
ld
take
place.
which change
could
Specific alternatives to the status
quo and strategies for making desper ately needed changes were discussed.
Conference
participants
participan
ts
were
very vocal in their be
belief
li ef that the
constituencies with whom they work
are abused and neglected in current
human service practice.
pract ice.
Consequently, we expected to see programming
abnormalizing
which
would
avoid
etio
etiological
lo gical labels of disability or
deviancy.
Conversely we
expected
programming which would promote high
expectations of people, the accessiaccessi bi li ty of arts environments,
the
integration of people experiencing
disabilities with nondisabled people
and goals for the general maXlmlzation of personal competence.
Such
approaches would be in keeping with
Wolfenberger's (1972) "principle of
normalization" as he formulated it
for people
peop l e perceived as being deviant
and which has been widely used by
i s acceptable
special educators and is
to groups advocating the rights of
people with disabilities. The

normalization principle advocates the
"utilization
"uti 1 i zation of means whi
whic!",
cr, are as
culturally normative as possible,
possible , in
order to establish and/or maintain
mai ntain
personal behaviors and characteristics which are as culturally normative as possible" (p
(p.28)
.28) . It assumes
that persons providing services, as
well as those institutions in which
those services are provided,
provided , will act
towards the realization of this goal .
normalization'!
The "principle
of
normalization"
demands that human service workers,
including artists, arts admin
administrai strators, and educators, provide
pro vide services
(educational and artistic
experiences) in a way which
disallows
disa
l lows
persons to act and appear in a way
which is culturally
cultural l y inappropriate
in appropriate to
them. This approach also suggests
that program facilitators work within
their educational sett
settings,
in gs, professional organizations, neighborhoods,
communities, and other larger
l arger social
arenas to activate and
actualize
normalizing circumstances for those
persons perceived as deviant .
The conference organizers seemed
to be largely unaware of the power
and process of normalization.
Print
Pr in t
materials and formal introductions to
presentations stressed
etiological
labels.
For example, descriptions
such as
"emoti ona 11 y
"emotionally
disturbed,"
"homeless," and "incarcerated" were
used as nouns rather than as adjectives which
describe a
person's
present, but not necessarily
necessari ly permanent,
experience.
Concurrently,
individual character and experience
were de - emphasized in favor of broad
s t ereotypic categories of deviance.
stereotypic
We were pleased to see that the
building which housed the conference
was physically accessible; however,
there was no evidence that
t hat an inter preter
for
people
peop
le
experiencing
hearing impairments was available.
ava ilabl e.
In addition, to the best of our
knowledge, conference materials were
not available in large print format.
However, it is to the organizer's
organizer ' s
credit that all
al l conference sessions
were made available on audio tapes .
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The conference title
ti tl e "Arts in
Other Places u was also troublesome
troublesome..
It implied segregation and separation
rather than the integration of the
constituencies represented by
the
conference represented. Few members
of the constituencies
cons tituencies represented by
the conference title were in atten
atten-in
Rather
dance.
Rath
er,, they appeared
films and videos and on slides which
oppor-did not present them with the oppor
tunity for dialogue or leadership.
l eadership .
thos e of us in leadership
l eaders hip
As long as those
positions continue to speak
for,
segregate, and
categorize
people
through the use of broad etiological
labels of disability, we are not
acting in a normalizing manner.
The
conference
presentations
showed
program after
program housed
in
separate settings without avenues of
minimall integration
integ r ation with the
even minima
general public. Presenters appeared
to urge program attendees to encourage others to give monetary support
out of guilty feelings
regarding
those less fortunate. Such approach
approach-norma li za tion.
es do not promote
They tend to sap the power of people
to act on their own strengths, to
remove themselves from a disabling
label, or to overcome a handicapping
condition.
In
I n these ways this conference
ad vo cate
missed the opportunity to advocate
the everyday involvement in the arts
of those who experience disabilities,
homelessness, advanced age, abuse,
homelessness.
inca~cerat;on.
and other difficult
situat
situations.
ions.
Though the conference
seemed to advocate social change for
purposes of more expansive acceptance
of art programming and funding, it
underemphasized change in the qua li ty
of li
l ife
fe for the people engaged i n the
iv ities.. That the conference
art act
act ivities
l eaders worked more to give their
constituencies their ideas of art
experiences, rather than pointing out
how art can be a powerful tool to
express individual and group ideas
i deas
which the participants can identify
and bu
buiill d on in order to change
values and affect the qua
qu ality
lity of

their lives was a central disturbing
theme. We think that the form and
content of an art experience should
begin, in large part, within the
experiential realm of the partic
iparticipants. IInn this
thi s way they may recognize and build
on the
inherent
expressive modes which identify them
rather
rat
her than the artist/facilitator.
The majority of the programs
that this conference identi fied as
exemplary did not empower people.
The prevailing model was one in which
art;
arts
arti sts, 1arge 1y
funded by
counc i ls, acted on behalf of the
designated
constituencies
constituenci es
by
primar ily
involving
primari
ly involv
ing them as assisworked
tants.
Together
they wor
ked
in
des igned by the
projects designed
artist.
These art ists were primaril y from a
fine arts tradition and this seemed
aes-to prejudice them against the aes
vi ewpo ints of those people
thet i c viewpoints
with whom they worked . Consequently,
the ir approach was not a l ways commutheir
nity based .
In at least one case
there was a stated rejection
reje ction of a
waterfr ont
waterfront
community's
nautical
aesthet ic favor of
a fine
arts
abstract
approach which glorified
sculptures. Ul timately,
timately. constituents
were not perceived as partners or
add itional
collaborators, but
as
additional
working
hands worki
ng
for
the
artist's
purpose . Judy Baca and her work with
the oppressed people of Los Angeles
on The Great Wal
except ion.
Wa lll was an exception.
Hers was a collaborative piece ~hat
included her constituents
constituents!l persona l
view.
Artists
working
for
social
change in the spirit of normalization
(in both the product and process of
the art experience) would not vi ew
their constituencies as extra hands,
but as major contr i butors , co ll aborators and
partners.
An
improved
approach would vi ew participants as
developers and creators. Their art
products would then act as tools for
f or
self-advocacy. The art workers at
this conference gave the uncomfortuncomfort able impression of being responsib
le
responsible
first to their own art, secondly to
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their funding
funding sources and lastly to
ir
constituencies
the
their constituencies.. In most cases
unlikely
iitt seems unlike
ly that the constituents had a voice in the selection
selection of
their
artist-advocate.
In
our 'artist-ad vocate.
oplnl0n
oplnlon neither social change nor
democratic
artistic
participation
results from this state of affairs.
What we saw was an affirmation of the
status- quo, of a top-down delivery of
status-quo,
art i stic process in
human service and artistic
the guise
gu ise of social change
chan ge rhetoric.
A Top-Down
Approach to Arts
Progr a mm;ng
Programm;ng
The conference
planners
and
presenters
evidenced
a
top - down
delivery of the Art World approach in
their human service work and art
educational approach. Art education
programs in most public schools seem
to promote the same artistic and
po l itical values.
values .
The sense that
there are rea
reall artists and then there
are individuals who are not capable
artistic
expression
of
valuable
pre
prevails
vails in
many settings.
The
notion that select members of the Art
exclusive
World can pl ace almost
persists.. The underlyunder lyvalue on art persists
ing message presented in the conference's so- called "other" art programs
i s that the artist cannot permit
is
deviantly
deviant
ly labeled
individuals
to
participate to any large degree in
creative
the artist's values and
process. The implied
im plied reason for such
an elitist
eli tist perspective;s that the
artist can make qualitatively better
work in form and content than her or
his constituent can produce.
This
Th is
is paral l eled 1n
approach ;s
in the world
grey-suited
uited wh
white
i te middle and
of those grey-s
bureau upper - class politicians and bureauities to "deal
crats who make pol ides
with"
with n the dejected of society . It is
unfortunate that those i n power do
not often facilitate the free choice
and activism potential of those they
most often identify with stereotypistereotypi cal
ca 1 l1abe l1s of deviancy_
dev; ancy. As Bersson
(1983) suggests,
suggests', if we as artists,
educators and policymakers utilize
elitist or top - down approach, we
the eiitist

must al
ook at the llarger
arger socioa l so llook
cultural and political effects of
of our
actions.
Advocating one pers
on 's artistic
person's
artist ic
and ideological preferences (in this
th is
case the artist's) over those of a
particular
particu l ar group of people, devalues
and degrades what can artistica
l ly
artist ically
come from that population.
It is
llikely
ikely that any individual or group
of people told (in whatever overt or
covert form) tthat
hat they have no power,
no valuabl
valuablee aesthetic direction, and
no political or social statement of
interest to make,
wi 11
to
11 come
bel
ieve it.
be lieve
The alternative
alternati ve is
;s an empowered
constituency able to comment sensisens i tively and effectively on television,
televis ion,
billboards, or
welfare
programs.
communicate
They might choose to
their attitudes,
attitudes , values and beliefs
by means of street theatre, murals or
quilts.
qu il ts . However, the choices should
be largely
larg ely theirs. Choices must not
be made for them which reduce
reduc e them to
passive
ve compliance
comp li ance and
a position
pos i tion of passi
facilitation
direc fac ili tation of an artist's directi ve .
tive.
egalliitaIn order to effect an ega
tarian approach,
approac h, arts councils
and
other funding agencies must work to
funding
change the make-up of their fund
in g
panels and administrations. Art is
judg-political (Becker, 1982), and judg
ments made by funding agencies to
ce rtain artist ic
support or reject certain
expressions are political decisions .
Unfortunately,
Unfortun atel y, some aspects of the
uhelping" or
high Art World promote a "helping"
"gi ving"
att.itude
attitude
suggestive
of
"giving"
contro
different ly prlVlcontroll over the differently
pri vi leged.. Opposed to this philanthropic
leged
i on of
concept is a public recognit ion
the spirit, creative
crea t ive energy,
and
al l individuals
expression of all
individ uals including most notably those groups of
people with whom these conference
participants worked.
Sug
Su ggest;
g e s t ; ons for
Future Plann;ng
Thoughts on the conference "Art
"A rt
l owin Other Places," elicit the fol lowcurrently
ing suggestions for those current
ly
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invo
lved
amm i ng:
3) The politica
in volv
ed in arts progr
pro gramming:
polit i caii ramifications of
ken in the deve
develloopment
1) Al
Alll arts programming should be
every step ta
taken
pment
considerate of people who are experiand implementation
experi imp l ementation of arts programencing disabilities,
homelessness,
disab ili ties,
Values
r ecog ni zed.
ming must be recognized.
economic depress io n and like life
li fe
which are exp
;s
exprr essed when
wh en action is
situations
perce ived as being
si tuations often perceived
ld be clar i fied and long
taken shou
s ho uld
Thi s
approach
suggests
devi ant .
and short term consequences of a
rrecognition
ecogn itio n of, and engagement with,
decision
decis ion questioned. Arts programthe strengths and expressive
exp ressive potenming must be perceived as a fo rrce
ce i n
t i a l s of all children, youths, and
a nd
enhancing
enhanc
i ng or changing cultura l and
adults.
adu l ts . Arts environments should be
individual stability.
Consequently,
Consequent
l y,
as accessible as possible to all
artistic directions must be continuindividuals
rei nfo rcing
individua
ls
and
reinforcing
of
ally questioned.
personal competence.
Conclus;on
Conclus;o n
sh ould clarify their
2) Art workers should
Di alogue on arts programming is
Dialogue
values
va
l ues on the expressive
expr essive forms that
critical .
Our criticism of
this
na tura l ly come fr
naturally
from
om varying constituconference has made us mor e aware of
ency groups.
This
c l arif
arification
i cation
our own
shortcomings in
program
requires a recognition of the modes
planning. We hope that art educators
of communication which already take
and others involved
i nvol ved with art planning
This will
place iinn a community.
corrmunity.
activit
acti vi t i es wi 11
l l see this co
conference
nference
determin
express ive
as a sta
r ti ng
place for
policy
determ
i nee how expressi
ve forms can be
starting
used an d expanded to communicate
communi cate a
planning and discourse among educaconcern identified by the group or
admin i strators,, artists,
tors, arts administrators
individuals involved.
i nvolv ed .
Artists, art
and 1arge
numbers
of
commun
numb ers
commun i ty
administrators,
administrators , and art
educators
members.
facilitatee rather than artisshould facilitat
tically
tic
all y direct.
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